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Glossary
Abbreviation Description
/ acronym
ADDB
Adhesion Dependent Dynamic Brake
ADFB

Adhesioin Dependent Friction Brake

ADH

Architctural Design Hypothesi

AIDB

Adhesion Independent Dynamic Brake

AIFB

Adhesion Independent Friction Brake

ATO

Automatic Train Operation

BSM

Brake System Management

EB

Emergency Brake

ED

Electro-Dynamic

EDV

Electronic Distributor valve

ETCS

European Train Control System

EU

European Union

FDH

Functional Design Hypothesis

FTI

Faiveley Transport Italy

HW

Hardware

KB

Knorr Bremse

NG-TCN

New Generation Train Communicatio Network

PHA

Preliminary Hazard Analysis

SB

Service Brake

SIL

Safety Integrity Level

SW

Software

TCMS

Train Control and Monitoring System
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Abbreviation Description
/ acronym
TCN
Train Communication Network
TSI

Technical specification of interoperability

WP

Work Package

WSP

Wheel Slide Protection
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1 Executive summary
The WP5 has the goal to develop future brake system solutions. To reach this goal, Task 5.1 has
the objective to develop a system brakes architecture to manage braking functions with higher SIL
allocation.
The present document shall fix the software interoperable requirements to manage the braking
functions.
The main hypothesis is that the reference brake system and brake system control architecture
concept is the one described in CONNECTA project WP5 documents. In CONNECTA project friction
brake system control device called EDV (Electronic Distributor Valve) was developed in competitive
way by Knorr and Faiveley starting from interoperable design hypothesis developed in the first phase
of the project.
Therefore goal of this document is to collect among all the interoperable requirements defined in
CONNECTA project the ones to be taken in account in the definition of the high SIL sw design
controlling the brake system architecture considered in CONNECTA project.
The document specifies following different types of requirements and identifies them by proper ID,
to be used in the next development phase for the propagation into design choice regarding the
software:
- EU regulation interoperable requirements (TSI)
- Interoperal brake system design hypothesis
- Interoperable brake system functional design hypothesis (functional model)
- Safety requirements
- Interoperable brake system architectural design hypothesis
- Interoperable EDV requirements (EDV interfaces)
Furthermore it define the interoperable sw interfaces consistent with above requirements, to be
considered by Faivley and Knorr in the development phase and indicate the sw testing requirements.
The requirements identified will be the base for the development of the sw in tasks from 5.1.1 to
5.1.5 and the reference for the design review of Task 5.1.6.
The goal has been reached, a full package of requirements is available providing to next tasks
following necessary and sufficient information to develop future brake system solutions able to
manage braking functions with high SIL level software functionalities.
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2 Introduction
2.1 WP5 Task 5.1 goals and goal of this document
The workpackage 5 has the goal to develop the future brake system. The task 5.1, as defined in the
Annex 1 Part A §33.5 of PIVOT project document) has the goal to implement “safety function based
on pneumatic solution by electronic HW&SW control with high safety levels (SIL3 and SIL4)”.
The HW concept developed during CONNECTA project WP5 is the reference HW for the brake
system pneumatic control performing the safety functions.
Therefore the “pneumatic solution” refer to the EDV device (electro-pneumatic and electronic) in
charge to control the Adhesion Dependent Friction Brake at axle level.
Six subtasks will be performed during task 5.1
-

Task 5.1.1: SW Design and Development According to Safety Standards
Interoperable requirements regarding sw design and validation will be carried out to be used as
input for the next tasks development, which are part of the competitive phase of the project.
The EDV sw requirements will be specified, taking as reference train model and brake system
model at train level

-

Task 5.1.2, 5.1.3, 5.1.4, 5.1.5: Design and prototyping
By this task Faiveley and Knorr will develop in a competitive way the adhesion dependent friction
brake pneumatic and electronic control design following the outcome of CONNECTA project,
taking care to comply clause by clause to interoperable requirements of task 5.1.1, in order to
reach as much as possible a standardization of the control at consist and train level, whichever
is the supplier. Task 5.1.1 defined interfaces to TCMS has to be taken into account

-

Task 5.1.6: Review of general requirements
This task has the goal to collect feedback and review from all partners regarding the general
requirements and general results from competitive development by KB and FTI

Goal of this document is to resume the results of Task 5.1.1, describing the method used in
identifying the interoperable requirements and providing the list of requirements to be used in the
next phase related to:
o

Functions

o

Safety

o

Interfaces (hardware and with TCMS)

o

Testing
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2.2 Connection with deliverables of CONNECTA WP5
As mentioned above, the reference hardware for the development of the high safety level sw
controlling the adhesion dependent friction brake is the EDV developed in the competitive task of
CONNECTA WP5.
CONNECTA WP5 brake system train functions (document D5.1), functional model (document D5.1
and D5.2), safety analysis (document D5.1 and D5.3), architecture (document D5.4) and related
requirements are providing the reference interoperable brake system requirements which shall be
considered in the design of the software.
The process followed in CONNECTA WP5 is a top down process, by which several design
hypothesis are taken about the brake system functionality, functional model and adhesion dependent
friction brake system control architecture. The main step of the whole process are here resumed:
-

Identification of brake system main functions

-

Definition of brake system dynamic model

-

Definition of a functional model implementing the brake system main functions based on certain
assumption

-

Detailed definition of the brake system functional model within the constraints of the dynamic
model, identifying functional interfaces between subfunctions, with specific attention to adhesion
dependent friction brake control (EDV scope)

-

Preliminary functional hazard analysis generating the safety related requirements

-

Identification of the reference train and consist architecture to be considered in defining the brake
system train architecture

-

Identification of consist brake system architecture and related sub-systems architecture coherent
with the reference train and consist architecture

-

Allocation of brake system adhesion dependent friction brake sub-functions to related subsystems, in particular to adhesion dependent friction brake force axle control sub-system (EDV)

-

Identification of the brake system interfaces with EDV sub-system

-

Definition of EDV sub-system architecture.
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2.3 Interoperable EDV sw requirement definition method
The EDV software shall manage the adhesion dependent friction brake (ADFB) in coherent way
with the brake system of the consist or train where the EDV is installed.
The requirements permitting to specify the brake system functionality and architecture in relation
with the EDV are the reference interoperable requirements for the sw development.
The CONNECTA projects process described in previous chapter produced that requirements,
therefore the whole collection of requirements defined in documents in §8 reference [2]÷[5] are the
first batch of interoperable requirements. The sorting of the requirements from that documents
shall be the first activity to be done
In addition the CONNECTA WP3 outcome about TCN requirements shall be considered, as
reference for the communication requirements between EDV and TCMS
Furthermore standards fixing the rules for software development and testing shall be as well
specified.

2.4 Document structure
The method used is reflected in the document structure:
§3 “Interoperable brake system reference design requirements” resume the reference design
requirements and hypothesis done during the whole CONNECTA project process
§4 “SW interface definition”, starting from the identified interfaces between EDV and brake system,
defines the characteristics of the interfaces with the brake system in charge of the EDV software.
§5 “Reference standards and constraints for the sw development” report the reference standards
to be considered in sw development and the specific requirements for the communication with
TCMS, derived from CONNECTA WP3 outcome
§6 “Output to next tasks” resume the previous chapter outcomes to be considered in task 5.1.25.1.5
§7 “Conclusions” makes a critical analysis of the work done showing how the objectives of the task
are satisfied
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3 Interoperable brake system reference design
requirements
3.1 Reference TSI Loc&Pas requirememts
As reported in [2] (D5.1) the brake system function is defined in [1] (TSI Loc&Pas) §4.2.4.1 (1):
TSI.1

““The purpose of the train braking system is to ensure that the train's speed can be
reduced or maintained on a slope, or that the train can be stopped within the
maximum allowable braking distance. Braking also ensures the immobilisation of a
train.”

This brake function is split by TSI in 3 main functions (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (13)):
“The unit braking control system shall have three control modes:
TSI.2

TSI.3
TSI.4

Emergency brake (EB): application (and release) of a predefined brake force in a
predefined maximum response time in order to stop the train with a defined level of
brake performance.
Service brake (SB): application (and release) of an adjustable brake force in order to
control the speed of the train, including stop and temporary immobilisation.
Parking brake (PB): application (and release) of a brake force to maintain the train
(or the vehicle) in permanent immobilisation in a stationary position, without any
available energy on board.”

The deployment of the 3 above main functions shall comply to the further TSI functional requirements
related to brake system. In D5.1 §3.4.5 those requirements are allocated to conventional functional
model developed in that document. Here are reported again in sequence:
TSI.5

TSI.6
TSI.7

TSI.8
TSI.9

The braking force generation shall take in account (TSI §4.2.4.1 (2)):
i. train mass,
ii. train rolling resistance
iii. speed
iv. available adhesion
The braking performance could vary with the mass of the train or vehicle. (TSI §4.2.4.1
(4))
The minimum train braking performance required to operate a train on a line at an
intended speed is dependent on the line characteristics (signalling system, maximum
speed, gradients, line safety margin) and is a characteristic of the infrastructure (TSI
§4.2.4.1 (5))
The brake system shall be continuous: the brake application signal is transmitted from
a central command to the whole train by a control line (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (3))
Any service brake application request shall take control of the brake system, even in
case of active brake release command (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (4)).
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TSI.10

TSI.11

TSI.12
TSI.13

TSI.14

TSI.15
TSI.16
TSI.17

TSI.18
TSI.19
TSI.20

TSI.21

TSI.22

TSI.23

It is permitted to complement the main brake function by additional brake systems
described in clause 4.2.4.7 (dynamic brake — braking system linked to traction
system) and/or clause 4.2.4.8 (braking system independent of adhesion conditions).
(TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (5))
The dissipation of the braking energy shall be considered in the design of the braking
system, and shall not cause any damage to the components of the braking system in
normal operation conditions (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (6))
The design of the brake system shall include means for monitoring and tests as
specified in clause 4.2.4.9 of this TSI (TSI §4.2.4.1 (7))
The braking performance shall be consistent with safety requirements expressed in
clause 4.2.4.2.2 in case of inadvertent disruption of the brake control line, and in the
event of the braking energy supply being disrupted, the power supply failing or other
energy source failure. (TS 4.2.4.2.1 (8))
The brake system shall be inexhaustible: there shall be sufficient braking energy
available on board the train (stored energy), distributed along the train consistent with
the design of the brake system, to ensure the application of the required brake forces.
(TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (9)).
Successive applications and releases of the brake shall be considered in the design
of the braking system (inexhaustibility) (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (10))
The loss of integrity of control line or train separation generate a brake application on
all vehicles of the train – automaticity (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (11))
In the event of the braking energy supply being disrupted or the power supply failing,
it shall be possible to hold in a stationary position a unit with maximum braking load
(as defined in clause 4.2.4.5.2) on a 40 ‰ gradient by using the friction brake of the
main brake system alone, for at least two hours (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (12))
The service brake command shall apply an adjustable brake force (TSI §4.2.4.2.1
(13)).
For speeds higher than 5 km/h, the maximum jerk due to the use of brakes shall be
lower than 4 m/s3 (TSI §4.2.4.2.1 (15)).
The emergency braking command function of a train shall have at least two
independent emergency brake command devices allowing the activation of the
emergency brake by a simple and single action from the driver in his normal driving
position, using one hand. (TSI §4.2.4.4.1 (2))
The activation of the emergency brake shall also be possible by the ControlCommand and signalling on-board system, as defined in the TSI CCS. (TSI §
4.2.4.4.1 (3))
Unless the command is cancelled, the emergency brake activation shall lead
permanently, automatically to the following actions: transmission of an emergency
brake command along the train by the brake control line, cut-off of all tractive effort in
less than 2 seconds; this cut-off shall not be able to be reset until the traction
command is cancelled by the driver, (TSI § 4.2.4.4.1 (4))
The service brake function shall allow to apply a retardation force to the train by
following actors:
i. Driver (TSI §4.2.4.4.2 (2)).
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TSI.24

TSI.25
TSI.26

TSI.27
TSI.28

TSI.29
TSI.30

TSI.31
TSI.32

TSI.33

TSI.34
TSI.35

ii. Automatic speed regulation system - ATO (TSI §4.2.4.4.2 (Note)).
iii. ETCS
iv. Brake system (in case of major fault, to reduce the speed, ie in case of
undue parking brake application)
v. Passenger alarm system (TSI §4.2.5.3.3 (2)).
The service brake function shall allow the driver to adjust (by application or release)
the brake force between a minimum and a maximum value in a range of at least 7
steps (including brake release and maximum brake force), in order to control the
speed of the train (TSI §4.2.4.4.2 (2)).
The service braking command shall be active only in one location in a train (TSI
§4.2.4.4.2 (3)).
When the speed of the train is higher than 15 km/h, the service brake activation by
the driver shall lead automatically to the cut-off of all tractive effort; this cut-off shall
not be reset until the traction cut-off command is cancelled by the driver (TSI
§4.2.4.4.2 (4)).
It is permitted to use a dynamic brake independently from other brake systems, or
together with other brake systems (blending) (TSI § 4.2.4.4.4 (2))
The parking braking command shall lead to the application of a defined brake force
for an unlimited period of time, during which a lack of any energy on board may occur
(TSI §4.2.4.4.5 (2))
It shall be possible to release the parking brake at standstill including for rescue
purposes (TSI §4.2.4.4.5 (3)).
the parking brake command shall be activated automatically when the unit is switched
off (predefined formation trains). For other trains, the parking brake command shall
be either activated manually, or activated automatically when the unit is switched off
(TSI §4.2.4.4.5 (4)).
The application of parking brake force may depend from the status of application of
service/emergency brake force (TSI §4.2.4.4.5 (Note)).
The maximum average deceleration developed with all brakes in use, including the
brake independent of wheel/rail adhesion, shall be lower than 2,5 m/s2; (TSI
§4.2.4.5.1 (5))
For units assessed in fixed formation(s) or predefined formation(s), the equivalent
response time and the delay time evaluated on the total emergency braking force
developed in case of the emergency brake command shall be lower than the following
values for the equivalent response time:
— 3 seconds for units of maximum design speed higher or equal to 250 km/h
— 5 seconds for other units
and the delay time: 2 seconds. (TSI § 4.2.4.5.2 (1))
It shall be possible to limit the maximum service braking performance at a level lower
than the emergency braking performance (TSI §4.2.4.5.3 (3)).
The brake energy capacity shall be verified by calculation showing that the braking
system in normal mode is designed to withstand the dissipation of the braking energy
(TSI § 4.2.4.5.4. (3))
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TSI.36

TSI.37

TSI.38

TSI.39
TSI.40

TSI.41
TSI.42

TSI.43
TSI.44

TSI.45

The maximum line gradient, associated length and operating speed for which the
brake system is designed in relation with brake thermal energy capacity shall also be
defined by a calculation for the load condition ‘maximum braking load’, with the service
brake being used to maintain the train at a constant operating speed. (TSI § 4.2.4.5.4.
(4))
Unit (train or vehicle) in load condition ‘design mass in working order’ without any
power supply available, and stationary permanently on a 40 ‰ gradient, shall be kept
immobilised (TSI §4.2.4.5.5 (1))
The braking system of a unit shall be designed so that emergency brake performance
(dynamic brake included if it contributes to the performance) and the service brake
performance (without dynamic brake) do not assume a calculated wheel/rail adhesion
for each wheelset in the speed range > 30 km/h and < 250 km/h higher than 0,15 with
the following exceptions: — for units assessed in fixed or predefined formation(s)
having 7 axles or less, the calculated wheel/ rail adhesion shall not be higher than
0,13, — for units assessed in fixed or predefined formation(s) having 20 axles or more
the calculated wheel/rail adhesion for the load case ‘minimum load’ is permitted to be
higher than 0,15, but shall not be higher than 0,17.
Note: for the load case ‘normal load’, there is no exception; the limit value of 0,15
applies.
This minimum number of axles may be reduced to 16 axles if the test required in
Section 4.2.4.6.2 related to the efficiency of the WSP system is performed for the load
case ‘minimum load’, and provides positive result.
In the speed range > 250 km/h and < = 350 km/h, the three limit values above shall
decline linearly in order to be reduced by 0,05 at 350 km/h. (TSI §4.2.4.6.1 (1))
Parking brake force shall not assume wheel/rail adhesion higher than 0,12 (TSI
§4.2.4.6.1 (3)).
A wheel slide protection system (WSP) is a system designed to make the best use
of available adhesion by a controlled reduction and restoration of the brake force to
prevent wheelsets from locking and uncontrolled sliding, thereby minimising the
extension of stopping distances and possible wheel damage. ((TSI § 4.2.4.6.2 (1)).
Wheel slide protection system shall apply to emergency brake and service brake,
both to adhesion dependent friction brake and dynamic brake (TSI § 4.2.4.6.2 (4)).
When dynamic brake WSP system is not available, the dynamic brake force shall be
inhibited, or limited in order not to lead a wheel/rail adhesion demand higher than
0.15 (TSI §4.2.4.6.2 (5)).
WSP system shall be designed according EN15595 clause 4 (TSI §4.2.4.6.2 (6))
The relevant components of the wheel slide protection system shall be considered in
the safety analysis of the emergency brake function required in clause 4.2.4.2.2 (TSI
§4.2.4.6.2 (7))
Units of design maximum speed higher or equal to 250 km/h shall be equipped with
a wheel rotation monitoring system to advise the driver that an axle has seized; the
wheel rotation monitoring system shall be designed according to the specification
EN15595 clause 4.2.4.3. (TSI §4.2.4.6.2 (8))
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TSI.46

TSI.47

TSI.48

TSI.49
TSI.50

TSI.51
TSI.52
TSI.53
TSI.54

TSI.55

In case where an automatic sanding function is provided, it shall be possible for the
driver to suspend its use on particular points of the track identified in operating rules
as non-compatible with sanding. (TSI 4.2.3.3.1.1)
Where the braking performance of the dynamic brake or of braking system linked to
the traction system is included in the performance of the emergency braking in normal
mode defined in clause 4.2.4.5.2, the dynamic brake or the braking system linked to
traction:
(1) Shall be commanded by the main brake system control line (or by its disruption).
(2) Shall be subject to a safety analysis covering the hazard ‘after activation of an
emergency command, complete loss of the dynamic brake force’.
This safety analysis shall be considered in the safety analysis required by the safety
requirement N° 3 set out in clause 4.2.4.2.2 for the emergency brake function.
For electric units, in case the presence on-board the unit of the voltage delivered by
the external power supply is a condition for the dynamic brake application, the safety
analysis shall cover failures leading to absence on-board the unit of that voltage. In
case the hazard above is not controlled at the level of the rolling stock (failure of the
external power supply system), the braking performance of the dynamic brake or of
braking system linked to the traction system shall not be included in the performance
of the emergency braking in normal mode defined in clause 4.2.4.5.2. (TSI §4.2.4.7)
It is permissible to include the contribution of brakes independent of wheel/rail
adhesion in the braking performance in normal mode defined in clause 4.2.4.5 for the
emergency brake; (TSI 4.2.4.8.1 (2))
the brake system independent of adhesion condition shall be commanded by the
emergency brake request line (or by its disruption). (TSI 4.2.4.8.1 (3))
the brake system independent of adhesion condition shall be subject of a safety
analysis covering the hazard ‘after activation of an emergency command, complete
loss of the brake force independent of the wheel/rail adhesion’. This safety analysis
shall be considered in the safety analysis required by the safety requirement No 3 set
out in clause 4.2.4.2.2 for the emergency brake function. (TSI 4.2.4.8.1 (4))
Requirements on magnetic brakes specified by the CCS subsystem are referenced
in clause 4.2.3.3.1 of this TSI. (TSI 4.2.4.8.2 (1))
A magnetic track brake is allowed to be used as an emergency brake, as mentioned
in the TSI INF, clause 4.2.6.2.2. (TSI 4.2.4.8.2 (2))
Magnetic track brake shall not be used at speed higher than 280 km/h. (TSI 4.2.4.8.2
(4))
the values of maximum longitudinal braking force applied to the track by the eddy
current track brake specified in the clause 4.2.4.5 of the TSI HS RST 2008 and used
at speed ≥ 50 km/h are deemed to be compatible with HS lines (TSI §4.2.4.8.3 (4))
Until the ‘open point’ is closed, the values of maximum longitudinal braking force
applied to the track by the eddy current track brake specified in the clause 4.2.4.5 of
the TSI HS RST 2008 and used at speed ≥ 50 km/h are deemed to be compatible
with HS lines. (TSI §4.2.4.8.3 (4))
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TSI.56

TSI.57

TSI.58

TSI.59

TSI.60

TSI.61

TSI.62

Information available to train staff shall allow the identification of degraded conditions
concerning the rolling stock (brake performance lower than the performance
required), for which specific operating rules apply. (TSI §4.2.4.9 (1))
It shall be possible at certain phases during operation for the train staff to identify the
status (applied or released or isolated) of the main (emergency and service) and
parking brake systems, and the status of each part (including one or several
actuators) of these systems that can be controlled and/or isolated independently (TSI
§4.2.4.9 (1))
When at a standstill, train staff shall be able to check from inside and/or outside of the
train (TSI §4.2.4.9 (4)):
— The continuity of the train brake control command line,
— The availability of the braking energy supplies along the train,
— The status of the main brake and parking brake systems and the status of each
part (including one or several actuators) of these systems that can be controlled
and/or isolated separately, excepted for dynamic brake and braking system linked to
traction systems.
When running, the driver shall be able to check from the driving position in the cab
(TSI §4.2.4.9 (5)):
— The status of the train brake control command line,
— The status of the train brake energy supply,
— The status of the dynamic brake and braking system linked to traction system
where they are included in the performance of the emergency braking in normal mode.
— The status applied or released of at least one part (actuator) of the main brake
system which is controlled independently (e.g. a part which is installed on the vehicle
fitted with an active cab).
The function providing the information described above to the train staff is a function
essential to safety, as it is used for the train staff to evaluate the braking performance
of the train. Where local information is provided by indicators, the use of harmonised
indicators ensures the required safety level.
Where a centralised control system allowing the train staff to perform all checks from
one location (i.e. inside the driver cab) is provided, it shall be subject to a reliability
study, considering the failure mode of components, redundancies, periodic checks
and other provisions; based on this study, operating conditions of the centralised
control system shall be defined and provided in the operating documentation (TSI §
4.2.4.9 (6)).
All brakes (emergency, service, parking) shall be fitted with devices allowing their
release and isolation. These devices shall be accessible and functional whether the
train or vehicle is: powered, non- powered or immobilised without any available energy
on board (TSI §4.2.4.10 (1))
For units intended to be operated on other track gauge systems than 1 520 mm
system, it shall be possible, following a failure during operation, to rescue a train with
no energy available on board by a recovery power unit equipped with a pneumatic
brake system compatible with the UIC brake system (brake pipe as braking control
command line). (TSI §4.2.4.10 (2)).
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TSI.63

TSI.64

During the rescue, it shall be possible to have a part of the brake system of the
rescued train controlled by means of an interface device; in order to meet this
requirement, it is allowed to rely on low voltage provided by a battery to supply control
circuits on the rescued train. (TSI §4.2.4.10 (3)).
Running capability compliance shall be demonstrated by application of the
specification EN50553, in which the system functions impacted by a ‘type 2’ fire shall
be (TSI§4.2.10.4.4):
— braking for rolling stock of fire safety category A: this function shall be assessed
for a duration of 4 minutes.
— braking and traction for rolling stock of fire safety category B: these functions shall
be assessed for a duration of 15 minutes at a minimum speed of 80 km/h.

3.2 Reference interoperable brake system functional design
hypothesis
The first design hypothesis done in D5.1 was to focus on service and emergency brake. Parking
brake TSI functions therefore are not developed anymore, except for what concerning the interface
with emergency and service brake (anticompound, undue application, etc)
The TSI definitions of emergency and service brake leave a great level of freedom in defining how
to implement both functionalities.
The following functional design hypothesis (FDH) are choices done during the propagation of the
TSI functional requirements don in [3] (D5.2).

3.2.1 Type of braking forces (D5.1 §3.4.2)
FDH1.

The following types of braking forces are supposed to be applied at the train
a. Adhesion dependent forces transmitted by brake system to the wheelsets and by wheelsets to the track
b. Adhesion independent forces trasmitted directly by brake system to the
track

3.2.2 Type of brakes (D5.2 §4.2, §6.3.1.2)
FDH2.

The following types of brake can apply the braking forces
a. adhesion dependent friction brake,
b. adhesion independent friction brake,
c. adhesion dependent dynamic brakes
d. adhesion independent dynamic brake,

A further design hypothesis during the CONNECTA innovative brake system development process
was to develop only the sub-system of innovative brake system managing the adhesion dependent
friction brake. The requirements of other type of brakes are therefore not developed anymore,
except for what concerning the interface with emergency and service brake of adhesion dependent
friction brake (i.e. total braking force distribution, blending,. etc)
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3.2.3 Context of brake system (D5.1 §3.2.2)
FDH3.

The following systems represent the brake system context, with which brake
system can have any interface

To above external sub-system shall be added also air generation sub-system
and passenger alarm sub-system

3.2.4 Train level BSM function hypothesis (D5.1 §3.4.2 and D5.2 §4.2)
FDH4.

In order to manage coherently the brake system in the train and consist
context, additional train level brake system “Brake system Management”
(BSM) function is added to former 3 main functions of brake system (EB, SB,
PB) in charge of:
a. Brake system configuration (coupled/uncoupled trains) and integrity
check
b. Brake system operating modes (nominal, degraded, towing)
c. Brake system automatic brake test
These functions are out of the scope of the ADFB requirements definition.
The process of detailed definition of these functions therefore the only
requirements developed in D5.2 are the ones related to management of
degraded condition of ADFB (see below hypothesis about remote release
function).
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3.2.5 Service and Emergency Brake system functional design hypothesis
(D5.2 §4.2 and §6.3)
The propagation of the EB and SB TSI requirements for ADFB system is done according brake
system hypothesis resumed in D5.2 §4.2 and §6.3.
Therefore the following design hypothesis represent the driving ideas of interoperable brake
system taken as reference for the development of the innovative ADFB system based on EDV
control.
After the definition of the service and emergency brake system functional model based on this
hypothesis, the functional hazard analysis [4] (D5.3) added a further design hypothesis (the presence
of hazardous areas in the line) that influenced the already defined brake system hypothesis and
functional model:
FDH5.

the train shall not stop in certain area of the line (hazardous area) (D5.3
Annex2 H.40)

The following list of functional design hypothesis revises the D5.2 §6.3 hypothesis to take care of
that. In the next chapter the EB and SB system model requirements are updated accordingly.
FDH6.
FDH7.
FDH8.
FDH9.
FDH10.
FDH11.

FDH12.
FDH13.
FDH14.
FDH15.
FDH16.

Open loop brake force control (D5.2 §3.4)
Load dependent force control (D5.2 §6.3.1.1, §6.3.1.3.2, §6.3.1.3.3)
The acquisition of the load is done when the doors are closed or when the
speed goes above 3 km/h (D5.2 §6.3.2.3)
Train speed signal received by the context (D5.2 §6.3.1.1)
Slope information is optional (D5.2 §6.3.1.1)
Slope effect on performance taken in account by signalling system by longer
or shorter guaranteed stopping distance calculation (D5.2 §6.3.1.1 and
§6.3.1.3.3)
The maximum adhesion is defined by parameters (curves) depending from
train configuration (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.1)
Every type of brake (ADFB, ADDB, AIFB, AIDB) has an independent control
function (D5.2 §6.3.2.5)
Service brake request is a request of deceleration (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.2).
Service brake demand is transmitted as request of a variable percentage of
the predefined maximum deceleration (D5.2 §6.3.2.1).
Service brake maximum deceleration have following characteristics ((D5.2
§6.3.1.3.2, §6.3.2.1):
- the maximum deceleration is a range (in between low and high
maximum deceleration curves)
- speed dependent: the maximum deceleration can be different at
different speed
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-

FDH17.
FDH18.
FDH19.
FDH20.

slope independent: no correction by the slope to take care of the
additional gravity force (optionally independent with slope
external information available)
- failures independent: maximum deceleration doesn’t change in
case of presence of failure to any brake system (until the
dimensioning and blending rules permit it)
Service brake demand is done by the same information providing the traction
brake request (D5.2 §6.3.2.1)
Emergency brake request is a guaranteed stopping distance request. (D5.2
§6.3.1.3.3)
Emergency brake request is a on/off information (D5.2 §6.3.2.1)
Guaranteed stopping distance are univocally defined by following parameters
(D5.2 §6.3.1.3.3):
- Maximum equivalent time (single value)
- Nominal maximum deceleration (speed dependent curve)
- Braking power (single value [%])
𝑣 2 −𝑣12

𝑆𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟 = 𝑉0 t 𝑒𝑞 + 2𝑎0

𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟1

+

𝑣12 −𝑣22
2𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟2

+ ⋯+

2
𝑣𝑛−1
2𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑛

Where
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑣) = 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟 = 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝐵𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑣𝑖 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑖−1
𝑖>0
or
𝑆𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟 = 𝑉0 t 𝑒𝑞 + (

FDH21.

FDH22.

𝑣1
𝑘1∗
𝑣0
𝑘1∗
−
∗ 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1∗ − 𝑘2∗ 𝑣1 |) − (
−
∗ 𝑙𝑛|𝑘1∗ − 𝑘2∗ 𝑣0 |)
2
−𝑘2∗ 𝑘2∗
−𝑘2∗ 𝑘2∗ 2
Where
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑣) = 𝑘1 − 𝑘2 ∗ 𝑣
𝑣1 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣0
𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟 (𝑣) = 𝑘1∗ − 𝑘2∗ ∗ 𝑣
𝑘1∗ = 𝑘1 ∗ 𝐵𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑘2∗ = 𝑘2 ∗ 𝐵𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

Nominal maximum deceleration has following characteristics (D5.2
§6.3.1.3.3, §6.3.2.1)
- speed dependent: the nominal maximum deceleration is different
at different initial speed
- Slope independent: no correction by the slope to take care of the
additional gravity force
- Worst single failure tolerant: the nominal maximum deceleration
is fulfilled also with the worst single failure happening during
emergency brake
Degradation of the performances due to possible changed environmental or
thermal dissipation condition are considered by braking power parameter;
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FDH23.

FDH24.
FDH25.
FDH26.
FDH27.

FDH28.
FDH29.
FDH30.

FDH31.

FDH32.
FDH33.
FDH34.
FDH35.

FDH36.

FDH37.

FDH38.
FDH39.
FDH40.

The calculation of the braking power id done continuously, based on actual
isolation and failure status of brake system (to guarantee the safe state of
the brake system in no stop areas) (D5.4 §2.1, D5.3 Annex 2 PHA_EB_6)
Braking power calculation is in charge of BSM function (as result of
automatic brake test) (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.3)
The mass, slope, speed, deceleration intervals are limited by design
constraints, limits can be speed dependent (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.4)
The train speed limitation linked to braking power value is in charge of
signalling (D5.4 §2.1, D5.3 Annex 2 PHA_AC_12)
Not reliable mass, slope (optional), speed information lead to use predefined
default mass, slope (optional), speed values, defined at dimensioning level.
(D5.2 §6.3.1.3.4)
The maximum force applicable by each type of brake is a dimensioning
parameter, which can be speed dependent (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.5)
Adhesion independent friction and dynamic brakes and adhesion dependent
friction brake are considered safe, i.e inexhaustible. (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.5)
Adhesion dependent dynamic brake is considered not safe or only a portion
of its maximum force is safe (inexhaustible), the so called minimum force
guaranteed. (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.5)
Adhesion dependent dynamic brake can be used in emergency even if not
safe, but a monitoring function is foreseen to mitigate the risk related to the
failure of adhesion dependent dynamic brake during emergency and
adhesion dependent friction brake is dimensioned to replace the dynamic
brake to guarantee the braking power. (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.5)
Energy supply for brake system is electrical and pneumatic (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.6)
Braking energy maximum and minimum acceptable limits are dimensioning
parameters (D5.2 §6.3.1.3.6)
Safe state of ADFB system is brake application (D5.2 §6.3.1.4.6)
BSM commands the release of the brake applied by ADFB system in safe
state when the train is in no stop areas or if there is not emergency brake
request active (D5.2 §6.3.1.4.4, §6.3.1.4.6 and D5.3 Annex 2 PHA_AC_12)
BSM activates the emergency brake request in case of any ADFB system in
safe state outside the no stop areas (D5.2 §6.3.1.4.6 and D5.3 Annex 2
PHA_AC_12)
Train separation shall cause braking of both part of the train independently
from the position of the train (no stop area). (this because TSI12 has priority
on safe state definition of D5.3 Annex 2 PHA_AC_12)
Remote release is enabled locally by ADFB safe state activation (D5.2
§6.3.1.4.6)
Service brake is enabled by BSM, if brake configuration is successful and
only one driver’s desk is enabled.(D5.2 §6.3.2)
Emergency brake can be released only if the request is removed (the
emergency brake request has the highest priority). (D5.2 §6.3.2)
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FDH41.
FDH42.
FDH43.

FDH44.
FDH45.
FDH46.
FDH47.
FDH48.

FDH49.

FDH50.
FDH51.
FDH52.
FDH53.

Service brake force shall not be applied in case emergency brake force is
applied (D5.2 §6.3.2)
The running resistance force is defined by design parameters (D5.2 §6.3.2.4)
The train total braking force request is distributed to different type of brake
with priorities depending from the type of brake request (D5.2 §6.3.2.5):
- Emergency: 1. adhesion independent dynamic brake; 2. adhesion
independent friction brake; 3. adhesion dependent friction brake;
4. adhesion dependent dynamic brake
- Service (no immobilization): 1. adhesion dependent dynamic
brake; 2. adhesion independent dynamic brake; 3. adhesion
dependent friction brake
- Service (immobilization): 1. adhesion dependent friction brake
Coherent blending logic are implemented in every brake force control system
(D5.2 §6.3.2.5)
Cross blending management is present only between adhesion dependent
brakes (friction and dynamic) (D5.2 §6.3.2.5)
It is possible for the driver to inhibit the holding brake function via BSM
function. (D5.2 §6.3.2.7.1)
Traction cut off is an external function to brake system (D5.2 §6.3.2.8)
Brake status is defined as follow (D5.2 §6.3.2.9 and D5.3 Annex 2
PHA_EB_06):
- Applied or Released: if a brake force is active
- Faulty: any major fault active
- Isolation: percentage of the maximum force which is not available
(due to failure, isolation, remote release)
Load measurement status (D5.2 §6.3.2.9):
- Enabled/Disabled: the load calculation is enabled if the service
brake system is correctly initialized and no major faults are
present on SB3/EB3 sub-functions
- Faulty: any major fault on SB3/EB3
The permanent isolation is obtained by voluntary operation, removing the
braking energy permanently (D5.2 §6.3.2.10).
WSP shall define autonomously the train reference speed even if train speed
signal is transmitted by the train (D5.2 §6.3.2.13).
BSM monitor the correct brake release in independent way from ADFB
system (D5.2 §6.3.2.15.2)
BSM provide a WSP test start command to WSP function during automatic
brake test (D5.2 §6.3.2.16)

3.3 Reference interoperable brake system functional model
requirements
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The brake system functional model defined in D5.2 and reviewed in Annex 1 - INTEROPERABLE
FUNCTIONAL MODEL REQUIREMENTS describes how the main functions of the brake system defined
in §3.1 are deployed on the train.
The brake system functional model reported in D5.2 §4.2, §6.4 is done
-

having as reference the dynamic model of the brake system described in D5.2 §3.3.2

-

considering the above reported TSI requirements

-

assuming above reported functional design hypothesis

It is a model because it introduce the additional information of actors and the interfaces involved
between the actors. The definition requirements describe the exchanged information. The actors
are single sub-functions generating output information by elaboration of input ones. The functional
requirement of the model describe the information elaboration inside the involved sub-function to
generate the output (see D5.2 §6.2)
The functional requirements defined in this way are propagation of above TSI requirements and
design hypothesis and, in certain case, represent additional design hypothesis (an example: the
management of the train integrity by independent information instead of using the brake request
information itself).
As already mentioned in previous chapter, the hazard analysis of D5.3 added one functional
design hypothesis impacting on the functional model, to be considered.
According §2.3, the reference interoperable requirements for the sw development are the
requirements permitting to specify the brake system functionality in relation with the EDV
The reference interoperable functional model shall therefore include only requirements involving in
some way the external interfaces of the EDV and describing the brake system outside the EDV, to
guarantee that EDVs developed in competitive way will be interchangeable, being designed under
the same hypothesis about the context.
For this reason in Annex 1 - INTEROPERABLE FUNCTIONAL MODEL REQUIREMENTS the original
requirements involving internal functions of the EDV are strikethrough.
Note: The development of the internal EDV sw requirements and relevant design hypothesis shall be part of the
competitive phase of task 5.1.2-5.1.5.

The interoperable functional model is obtained by the D5.2 functional model considering where and
if needed the contribution by documents D5.3 (safety requirements) and D5.4 (architecture
requirements). Modification marked in red. The functional requirements in document D5.2 where
still splitted in service and emergency brake requirements. The architectural requirements of D5.4
defined for several function to joint service and emergency brake functionalities. This is taken in
account in the definition of the sw interfaces, but in Annex 1 - INTEROPERABLE FUNCTIONAL MODEL
REQUIREMENTS the requirements are still mainted separated.
Figure 17 of D5.4 reporting the EDV context and interfaces is reported in next Figure 1
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Figure 1 – EDV context and interfaces

The representation of the brake system sub-function of §D5.2 § 6.2 and the brake system
architecture of Figure 1 can be jointly represented in following figure:
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Figure 2 – Reference brake system functional model for EDV

Any functional requirements attributed of D5.2 §6.4 related to internal functions of EDV only are no
more considered in the interoperable functional model.
Annex 1 - INTEROPERABLE FUNCTIONAL MODEL REQUIREMENTS reports the functional and
definition requirements of interoperable brake system functional model derived from D5.2.

3.4 Reference safety requirements (D5.3 Annex 2)
In document [4] (D5.3) at Annex 2 the result of the preliminary hazard analysis is resumed by a list
of countermeasures to be applied at brake functions to mitigate the risks and a list of applicable
condition to be exported to technical system.
They are reported in:
-

Annex 2 - BRAKE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS D5.3 COUNTERMEASURES LIST
Annex 3 - BRAKE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS D5.3 APPLICATION CONDITION LIST
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3.5 Reference interoperable brake system architectural design
hypothesis (D5.4 §3)
In document D5.4 several architectural design hypothesis (ADH) have been assumed in defining
the train and consist brake system architecture which became the reference for the definition of the
EDV context architecture represented in Figure 1.
ADH-1 The worst single failure at train level shall not reduce the braking power of the
train more than 25%
ADH-2 NA
ADH-3 Emergency brake request is optionally trasmitted via safety loop
ADH-4 NA
ADH-5 The local load in case of load measurement system failure is at least the tare
load
ADH-6 NA
ADH-7 Service and emergency brake consist load information measurement and mass
calculation sub-functions (SB3/EB3) shall be the same.
ADH-8 The SB and EB force application sub-systems are integrated
ADH-9 Only one Electric motor is present on a single axle
ADH-10 The MTB and Eddy current brakes are applying the force at bogie level
ADH-11 There is only one type of adhesion independent brake per single bogie
ADH-12 Every type of force has its own brake control sub-system
ADH-13 The local ADFB brake force control sub-system (EDV) shall measure the local
bogie load and shall trasmit it to the other force control sub-systems
ADH-14 The local brake force control sub-systems (EDV) shall have a margin of 40% on
computational capability
ADH-15 ADDB force control trasmit to ADFB force control (EDV) the information of the
ADDB force applied at the wheelset via NG_TCN
ADH-16 NA.
ADH-17 The kinetic energy transformation monitoring is in charge of local brake force
control
ADH-18 The wheel speed detection sub-system trasmit the speed information directly to
ADFB force control system
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ADH-19 The Wheel slide protection is integrated in the adhesion dependent friction
brake force control
ADH-20 ADFB wheel slide protection control communicates via NG-TCN to ADDB force
control the request about ADDB force reduction or restoring
ADH-21 Each ADFB control detect the speed of the controlled wheelsets and trasmitt it
to NG-TCN for common use among all the consist sub-system
ADH-22 The adhesion improvement command is trasmitted by NG-TCN and as option
by direct connection between EDV and adhesion improvement sub-system
ADH-23 The permanent isolation function is done by an independent sub-system
removing the energy supply
ADH-24 The remote release is integrated inside every local brake force control
ADH-25 The permanent isolation command is manually performed by user
ADH-26 The external remote release command is a direct interface between dedicated
sub-system controlled via NG-TCN and local brake force control
ADH-27 The permanent isolation and remote release are monitored independently from
central brake control
ADH-28 EDV is supplied by low voltage electric energy and pneumatic energy
ADH-29 NA
ADH-30 NA
ADH-31 There is a single pneumatic energy transmission line along the consist with
hoses between cars and stores for every car
ADH-32 There are redundant low voltage electric transmission lines and minimum two
stores (batteries) per consist, one for every end car (to guarantee that wherever
there could be the consist separation in each of the two parts there is one battery
store)
ADH-33 Each local brake control is supplied by two low voltage electric energy
indipendent transmission lines, each of them supplied by a low voltage electric
energy store (not dedicated, redundant low voltage energy supply)
ADH-34 Every local ADFB and AIFB force generation has its own single dedicated
pneumatic store (dedicated, not redundant pneumatic energy supply)
ADH-35 NA
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ADH-36 Each pneumatic and electric energy supply line between stores and brake force
generation have a protection sub-system suitable for the dimensioning design
constraints of the sub-systems
ADH-37 The monitoring of every type of brake force generation sub-systems are in
charge of the related force control
ADH-38 The following input interfaces are supposed managed by not intelligent subsystems, therefore to be monitored by EDV:
o

Load information

o

Pneumatic energy store pressure information

o

Wheel speed information

o

ADFB force applied information

o

ADFB force kinetic energy dissipation information

ADH-39 The traction cut off sub-function shall be in charge of the central brake control
ADH-40 The braking power calculation sub-function shall be in charge of the central
brake control
The result of above hypothesis is the consist and train brake system reference architecture of D5.4
§3.2 and §3.3. Below figure report an high level representation of the consist architecture, for
details the mentioned D5.4 paragraphs shall be considered.
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Figure 3 - Brake system reference architecture consist level
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3.6 Reference interoperable EDV requirements
The document D5.4 produced several EDV functional requirements (EDV.(n)) and exported
requirements (Exp.(n)) for technical systems part of the EDV context, propagation of the defined
train and consist reference architecture of D5.2 §5 and brake system architecture derived by
architectural design hypothesis ADH(n).
These requirements guarantee the consistent functionality of the EDV with the brake system
architecture defined therefore they are as well interoperable requirements, to be considered in the
software development.
As consequence of safety analysis done on those further functional requirements, some of them
are tagged as safety related by the symbol (▲)
[EDV. 1]

NA

[EDV. 2]

NA

[EDV. 3]

NA

[EDV. 4]

NA

[EDV. 5]

NA

[EDV. 6]

(▲) EDV shall have a redundant NG-TCMS communication interface

[EDV. 7]

(▲) EDV shall implement a safety communication ED-S to ED-S node,
according EN 50159 (‘black channel communication’)

[EDV. 8]

EDV shall be able to implement Time-Sensitive Networking, using the IEEE
1588 Precision Time Protocol to get nodes synchronized clocks

[Exp. 1]

(▲) The NG-TCN shall have an architecture single failure tolerant

[EDV. 9]

The EDV exchange information via NG-TCN

[EDV. 10]

(▲) The EDV shall have an architecture that, in case of train/consist integrity
lost, apply automatically the brake force (train integrity safe state = brake force
application).

[EDV. 11]

(▲) The EDV shall have a provision for emergency brake request by safety
loop.

[EDV. 12]

EDV shall receive directly by bogie system the local load information

[EDV. 13]

EDV shall implement a single axle or bogie load information detection

[EDV. 14]

(▲) Local axle/bogie load information measurement failure shall lead to
default load value by EDV of at least the axle/bogie tare load (safe state)
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[EDV. 15]

(▲) EDV shall monitor the correctness of the local load measurement

[EDV. 16]

(▲) EDV shall integrate sub-function SB3/EB3 in a general SB/EB3 Consist
mass calculation function

[Exp. 2]

(▲) The Safe State of the force application sub-system ADDB, AIDB and AIFB
shall be brake force release

[EDV. 17]

The EDV shall have one output pneumatic port, interfaced with all the actuator
devices that it controls (single/axle/bogie application)

[EDV. 18]

(▲) The EDV shall have safe state piloting at least the force related to tare
mass.

[EDV. 19]

The EDV shall have a margin of 40% on computational capability

[EDV. 20]

EDV shall have interfaces with TCMS, Odometry, ETCS, traction, diagnostic,
doors technical systems by NG-TCN

[Exp. 3]

The ADDB force control shall transmit via NG-TCN to EDV the applied ADDB
force information

[EDV. 21]

EDV is in charge of the monitoring of the ADFB kinetic energy dissipation, if
necessary

[EDV. 22]

The EDV shall have 2 or 4 speed inputs

[EDV. 23]

The EDV shall implement the wheel slide protection at axle level

[EDV. 24]

(▲) The EDV WSP safe state shall guarantee to apply at least the emergency
brake force related to tare mass

[EDV. 25]

The EDV WSP function shall require the ED force reduction to ADDB force
control via NG-TCN

[EDV. 26]

(▲) The EDV shall guarantee a time constant of the release braking force able
to guarantee the protection of the wheelset even in the worst condition of
adhesion of the rail

[Exp. 4]

The NG-TCN shall guarantee a transmission speed of the WSP commands
from ADFB to ADDB compatible with the correct functionality of WSP

[Exp. 5]

The NG-TCN shall guarantee a transmission speed of the axle speed
information among the ADFB of the consist compatible with the correct
definition of train reference speed

[EDV. 27]

(▲) The adhesion improvement is commanded by driver interface and by EDV
via NG-TCN.

[EDV. 28]

A direct interface between EDV and adhesion improvement subsystem shall
be present (option)
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[EDV. 29]

(▲) The EDV adhesion improvement command is activated in case of
emergency and in EDV safe state.

[Exp. 6]

The permanent isolation shall be done by independent sub-system interrupting
the energy supply to the brake force control by local voluntary manual action
of any user

[Exp. 7]

Dedicated sub-system controlled via NG-TCN shall transmit the remote
release command to EDV

[EDV. 30]

Operational ADFB (EDV) shall actuate the remote release.

[EDV. 31]

(▲) The EDV shall enable the external remote release in case of its Major
fault.

[Exp. 8]

One pneumatic energy store for every local ADFB force generation subsystem shall be provided

[Exp. 9]

2 independent low voltage electric energy supplies for every force generation
sub-system shall be provided

[Exp. 10]

(▲) Electric energy supply and store, common for SB and EB , shall have a
THR compatible with high SIL implemented functions

[Exp. 11]

(▲) Pneumatic energy supply, store and distribution, common for SB and EB,
shall have a THR compatible with high SIL implemented functions

[EDV. 32]

(▲) EDV shall monitor all the output information, input information not
monitored by source sub-systems and internal functions
The EDV shall monitor following interface information:

[EDV. 33]

-

Communication capability.

-

Load information

-

Wheelset speed detection

-

ADFB Brake force application

-

WSP reduction/restoring commands

-

Adhesion improvement command (option)

-

ADFB kinetic energy dissipation (option)

-

Energy availability

The EDV shall be able to manage the amount of information and calculation
necessary for the local ADFB force management in a train configuration where
there are:
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-

64 ADFB force controller

-

64 ADDB force controller

-

32 AIDB or AIFB force controller

-

6 Central brake controller

[EDV. 34]

NA

[EDV. 35]

NA

[EDV. 36]

NA

[EDV. 37]

NA

[Exp. 12]

(▲) The wheel speed detection shall have a safe state condition of the speed
information out of the normal range

[EDV. 38]

(▲) The EDV adhesion improvement hardwire optional command shall have
a low-active logic

[Exp. 13]

(▲) The central brake control sub-system shall monitor safety loop status of
each EDV

[EDV. 39]

(▲) The EDV shall transmit the safety loop status to central brake control subsystem via NG-TCN

[EDV. 40]

NA

[EDV. 41]

NA

[EDV. 42]

EDV shall monitor the ADFB kinetic energy dissipation by a single temperature
information coming from one of the discs which braking force command is
controlled by EDV.

The above requirements bring to the EDV interface scheme represented in Figure 4, applicable at
axle or bogie level, where, as comnsequence of ADH-3 (optional safety loop) and ADH-27
(monitoring of permanent release), it is partially modified the EDV architecture of [5], by replacing
the safety loop input with permamanent release signal
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(1) Cylinder pressure interface (INPUT)
(2) Wheel speed signal interface (INPUT)
(3) Adhesion improvement command interface (OUTPUT)
(4) Remote release command interface (INPUT)
(5) Permanent release command interface (INPUT)
(6) Pneumatic suspension pressure interface (INPUT)
(7) Pneumatic air reservoir pressure interface (INPUT)
(8) Dissipation temperature interface (INPUT)
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4 SW interface definition
Figure 1 – EDV context and interfaces and Figure 4 –EDV architecture represent the interfaces of
EDV with its context.
The whole collection of requirements of the former chapters permit to identify the minimum EDV
interface information necessary to comply with them, which are covered by “definition
requirements” of the interoperable brake system functional model described in §3.3 and reported in
Annex 1 - INTEROPERABLE FUNCTIONAL MODEL REQUIREMENTS
The table in Annex 4 – EDV INTEROPERABLE INTERFACES reports the whole list of hw and sw EDV
interfaces
For every sw interface, the type of information and acceptable range related to the functions
involved by that interface is specified.
For input information expected from several sub-systems after the interface name is marked (n)
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5 Reference standards and constraints for the sw
development
SW.1

The reference standards to be considered in the sw development phase are:
o EN50128
o CONNECTA project WP3 sw requirements: SDTV4 safety protocol

SW.2

The software shall be tested according V cycle of EN50128
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6 Output to next tasks
This document provide a full batch of requirements and defined interfaces for the development of a
software managing the adhesion friction brake controlled by EDV devices developed by WP5 of
CONNECTA project.
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7 Conclusions
A full collection of normative, functional and architectural interoperable requirements has been
identified.
They fix the constraints among which Faiveley and Knorr can operate during the next task in
competitive way.
The requirements permit to guaranteed the interoperability of the solutions developed thanks to the
commonality of the reference requirements.
The defined requirements are consequence of design hypothesis, driving the brake system
interoperable functionalities definition. Alternative hypothesis could be considered, leading to
different solutions in terms of sw development, but still maintaining the same EDV hardware
architecture defined during CONNECTA project.
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Annex 1 - INTEROPERABLE FUNCTIONAL MODEL
REQUIREMENTS
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ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

BS.1

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Brake system

TrBrReqUs, ImmReqUs;

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
Maintenance
tool
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
Brake System

TrainDecAppl
TrainDecEqTimeAp
pl
TrainImmForAppl

Train
Train
Train

Functional

The brake system shall ensure that the train's speed can be reduced or
maintained on a slope, or that the train can be stopped within the maximum
allowable braking distance. Braking also ensures the immobilisation of a train.

BrReqATP
BrReqETCS
TrBrReqATO
TrBrReqTCMS;
ImmReqTCMS;
BrReqPAS
BrReqBrSys, ImmReqBrSys

BS.2

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BS.3

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

BS.5

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BS.6

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BS.4

BS.7
BS.8
BS.9
BS.10
BS.11
BS.12

Definition

Definition
Definition
Definition
Functional
Definition
Functional

TrBrReqUs is the request of accelerate or decelerate the train by the driver (or
any other user), provided via proper interface. It is an
acceleration(positive)/deceleration(negative) value.
TrBrReqUs request can be provided by service brake, emergency brake and
parking brake main functions
TrBrReqATO is the request of accelerate or decelerate the train by the ATO
system, provided via proper interface. It is an
acceleration(positive)/deceleration(negative) value.
TrBrReqTCMS is the request of accelerate or decelerate the train by the TCMS
system, provided via proper interface. It is an
acceleration(positive)/deceleration(negative) value.
BrReqATP is the request to decelerate the train by the ATP provided via proper
interface. It is deceleration (negative) value.
BrReqETCS is the request to decelerate the train by the ETCS provided via proper
interface. It is deceleration (negative) value.
BrReqPAS is the request to decelerate the train by the PAS provided via proper
interface. It is deceleration (negative) value.
BrReqBrSys is the request to decelerate the train by the Brake system itself,
provided via its functions. It is deceleration (negative) value.
BrReqBrSys request is provided by brake system management main function

Driver

ImmReqUs is the request of immobilize the train by the driver or any other
user, provided via proper interface
ImmReqUs request is provided by Parking brake and service brake main
function

Driver

Brake system
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TrSBrReqUs
EBrReqUs

SB
EB

TrBrReqUs

ATO

TrBrReqATO

TCMS

TrBrReqTCMS

ATP

BrReqATP

ETCS

BrReqETCS

PAS

BrReqPAS

Brake system

BrReqBrSys

Brake system

Brake system
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SBrReqBSM
EBrReqBSM

BSM2.1
BSM2.2

BrReqBrSys

Brake system

Brake system

ImmReqUs
PBrReqUs

PB1

ImmReqUs

Brake system

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

BS.13

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

TCMS

ImmReqTCMS

Brake system

ImmReqBrSys

Functional

ImmReqTCMS is the request of immobilize the train by the TCMS provided via
proper interface
ImmReqBrSys is the request of immobilize the train by the Brake system itself,
provided via its functions
ImmReqBrSys request is provided by brake system management main function

Definition

TrainDecAppl is the real deceleration present on the train. It is a positive value.

Train

Functional

TrainDecAppl deceleration is generated by service and emergency brake

Brake system

Definition

Brake system

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

TrainDecEqTimeAppl is the equivalent time by which the deceleration
TrainDecAppl is applied
TrainDecEqTimeAppl equivalent time is consequence of service brake and
emergency brake equivalent time TrainSBrEqTimeAppl and TrainEBrEqTimeAppl
TrainImmForAppl is the real force applied at the track by the train when
immobilized
The train deceleration is given by the contribution of running resistance force,
gravity force and brake force:
TrainDecAppl=(TrainBrForAppl+TrainRunResAppl+GravForAppl)/TrainMass
The train deceleration request is the maximum value of deceleration requests
among the ones received by different actors

BS.14
BS.15
BS.16
BS.17
BS.18
BS.19
BS.20
BS.21

BS.22

Definition

Functional
Definition
Functional

Brake system

Brake system

Input Data

PBrReqBSM

BS.24
BS.25

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition
Definition
Definition

The TrainDecReq is the deceleration that is expected to be applied at the train
based on requests by different actors. It is a positive value
TrainBrForNom is the force piloted by the brake system to contribute to
decelerate the train with the deceleration TrainDecReq
TrainBrForAppl is the brake force applied to the track via the braking force
generated by the brake system

TrainSBrDecAppl
TrainEBrDecAppl
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SB
EB

TrainSBrEqTimeAppl
TrainEBrEqTimeAppl

SB
EB

TrainBrForAppl
TrainRunRes
GravForAppl
TrBrReqUs,

Brake system
Environment
Environment
Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
Maintenance
tool
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
Brake System

Train
Brake system

Brake system

ImmReqBrSys

Brake system

Brake system

TrainDecEqTimeAp
pl
TrainDecEqTimeAp
pl
TrainImmForAppl

Brake system

TrainDecAppl

Train

TrainDecReq

Brake system

TrainDecReq

Brake system

TrainBrForNom

Brake system

TrainBrForAppl
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Output
destination

TrainDecAppl

Brake system
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BSM

Output Data

TrainDecAppl

BrReqATP
BrReqETCS
TrBrReqATO
TrBrReqTCMS;
ImmReqTCMS;
BrReqPAS
BrReqBrSys,

BS.23

Input
source

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

BS.26

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

TrainRunResAppl is the force applied at the train by track and air

Environment

TrainRunResAppl

Definition

GravForAppl is the force applied at the train by the gravity

Environment

GravForAppl

Functional

The gravity force is given by the formula TrainMass*TrackSlope*9,81

Environment

Definition

TrainMass is the Mass of the train

Train

TrainMass

Definition

Track

TrackSlope

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

TrackSlope is the slope of the track in thousands, positive in uphill, negative in
downhill
The brake system has available 4 different type of brakes to apply
TrainBrForAppl to the track to obtain a deceleration :
Adhesione dependent dynamic brake
Adhesion independent dynamic brake
Adhesione dependent friction brake
Adhesion independent friction brake
AdDepDynBrForAppl is the portion of TrainBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Dependent Dynamic Brake Force
AdDepDynBrForAppl is obtained by the contribution of service brake and
emergency brake forces
AdIndDynBrForAppl is the portion of TrainBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Independent Dynamic Brake Force
AdIndDynBrForAppl is obtained by the contribution of service brake and
emergency brake forces
AdDepFrBrForAppl is the portion of TrainBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Dependent Friction Brake Force
AdDepFrBrForAppl is obtained by the contribution of service brake and
emergency brake forces
AdIndFrBrForAppl is the portion of TrainBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Independent Friction Brake Force
AdIndFrBrForAppl is obtained by the contribution of service brake and
emergency brake forces
The brake system generate a train immobilization by applying a brake
immobilisation force to the track using 2 different brakes:
Adhesion dependent friction immobilisation brake
Adhesion independent friction immobilisation brake

BS.27
BS.28
BS.29
BS.30
BS.31

BS.32
BS.33
BS.34
BS.35
BS.36
BS.37
BS.38
BS.39
BS.40

Functional

Functional
Definition
Functional
Definition
Functional
Definition
Functional
Functional

Brake system
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TrainMass
TrackSlope

AdDepDynBrForAppl
AdIndDynBrForAppl
AdDepFrBrForAppl
AdIndFrBrForAppl

Input
source

Train
Track

Brake system

Brake system
Brake system

AdDepDynSBrForAppl
AdDepDynEBrForAppl

SB
EB

AdIndDynSBrForAppl
AdIndDynEBrForAppl

SB
EB

AdDepFrSBrForAppl
AdDepFrEBrForAppl

SB
EB

Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
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Output Data

GravForAppl

TrainBrForAppl

AdDepDynBrForAp
pl
AdDepDynBrForAp
pl
AdIndDynBrForApp
l
AdIndDynBrForApp
l
AdDepFrBrForAppl
AdDepFrBrForAppl

Output
destination

Brake system

Train

Track

Track

Track

AdIndFrBrForAppl
AdIndFrSBrForAppl
AdIndFrEBrForAppl
AdDepFrImmBrForAppl
AdIndFrImmBrForAppl

SB
EB
Brake system

AdIndFrBrForAppl

Track

TrainImmForAppl

Train

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

BS.41

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

TrainImmForAppl is the immobilisation force applied to the track via the brake
system
AdDepFrImmBrForAppl is the immobilisation force applied to the track by
adhesion dependent friction immobilisation brake
AdIndFrImmBrForAppl is the immobilisation force applied to the track by
adhesion independent friction immobilisation brake
Each type of brake shall be able to apply to the track a maximum braking force
based on dimensioning calculation. The maximum forces can be an invariant
parameter or a speed or/and dissipation temperature dependent parameter

Brake system

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

AdDepDynBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion dependent dynamic brake
AdIndDynBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion independent dynamic brake
AdDepFrBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion dependent friction brake
AdIndFrBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion independent friction brake
AdDepFrImmForMax is the maximum immobilisation force that can be applied at
the track by adhesion dependent friction immobilisation brake
AdIndFrImmForMax is the maximum immobilisation force that can be applied at
the track by adhesion independent friction immobilisation brake
The brake system shall be continuous:
all brakes in the train shall be capable of being applied from a single control
point, normally in the operational cab

Dimensioning

BS.42
BS.43
BS.44

BS.45
BS.46
BS.47
BS.48
BS.49
BS.50
BS.51

Definition
Definition
Functional

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Functional

Input Data

Brake system
AdDepDynBrForMax(v,temp)
AdIndDynBrForMax(v, temp)
AdDepFrBrForMax(v, temp)
AdIndFrBrForMax(v, temp)
AdDepFrImmForMax(v)
AdIndFrImmForMax(v)

Dimensioning
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AdDepFrImmBrFor
Appl
AdIndFrImmBrForA
ppl
Dimensioning AdDepDynBrForAp
pl
AdIndDynBrForApp
l
AdDepFrBrForAppl
AdIndFrBrForAppl
AdDepFrImmForAp
pl
AdIndFrImmForApp
l
AdDepDynBrForMa
x
AdIndDynBrForMax

Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track

AdDepFrBrForMax

Dimensioning

AdIndFrBrForMax

Dimensioning

AdDepFrImmForMa
x
AdIndFrImmForMa
x
TrainBrForAppl
Train
TrainImmForAppl

Dimensioning
Brake system

`
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Output
destination

Dimensioning

TrBrReqUs, ImmReqUs;

BrReqATP
BrReqETCS
TrBrReqATO
TrBrReqTCMS;
ImmReqTCMS;
BrReqPAS
BrReqBrSys, ImmReqBrSys

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Output Data
TrainImmForAppl

Brake system

Brake system

Input
source
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Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
Maintenance
tool
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

BS.52

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

BS.53

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BS.54

BS.55
BS.56
BS.57
BS.58
BS.59
BS.60
BS.61

BS.62
BS.63

Actor

The brake system shall be automatic:
Each individual brake type or combinations of them shall operate automatically,
i.e. in the event of an unintentional train separation (train integrity lost), the
brakes on the two parts of the train shall apply, bring the train to a standstill and
keep it in the same position until released by other intentional operations.
TrainIntegr is the information assessing that the train is integer

Brake system

Functional

The brake system shall be inexhaustible: the braking energy available shall be
adequate to attain full brake force:
— at all times during the train journey; and
— under all track conditions.

Brake system

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BrPneumEn is the pneumatic energy used to generate the TrainBrForAppl and
TrainImmForAppl
The pneumatic energy is defined by the air supply pressure and air supply
delivery to brake system
BrElectrEn is the electric energy used to generate the TrainBrForAppl and
TrainImmForAppl
The electric energy is defined by the electric voltage and by the electric current
to brake system
BrMechEn is the mechanical energy used to generate the TrainBrForAppl and
TrainImmForAppl
BrMagnEn is the magnetic energy used to generate the TrainBrForAppl and
TrainImmForAppl
When the brake system is no more able to guarantee the minimum deceleration
or the maximum equivalent time or a minimum immobilisation force a major
fault shall be set

Brake system

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

MajFaultBrSys is fault indication which inform the train that the brake system is
no more able to guarantee the expected performances
MajFaultBrSys can be generated by any of the main functions

Brake system

Functional
Definition
Functional
Definition
Definition
Functional

Functional
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TrainIntegr

Input
source
TCMS
PAS
Brake System
Train

TCMS

Brake system

Brake system

Output Data

Output
destination

TrainBrForAppl

Train

TrainIntegr
BrPneumEn,
BrElectrEn
BrMechEn
BrMagnEn
TrainBrPower

Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
Brake system
Brake system

TrainBrForAppl

AirSupplPress
BrAirSupplDel

EB11,SB11

BrPneumEn
BrElectrEn

ElVolt
BrElCurr

EB11,SB11

BrElectrEn

Brake system

BrMechEn

Brake system

BrMagnEn

Brake system

Brake system
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Train

BrPneumEn

Brake system

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

TrainDecMin
TrainBrEqTimeMax
TrainImmForMin

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

MajFaultBrSys

Diagnosrtic,
DriverHMI

MajFaultBrSys
MajFaultSBx
MajFaultEBx
MajFaultPBx
MajFaultBSMx
MajFaultABTx

SB
EB
PB
BSM
ABT

MajFaultBrSys

Brake system

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

BS.64

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

Brake system

BS.65

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

TrainDecMin is the minimum deceleration that the force
(TrainBrForAppl+TrainRunResAppl) shall guarantee based on the actual braking
power on a level track in the worst environmental condition, dissipation
condition and in case of worst single failure
TrainDecMin=TrainEBrDecMax*TrainBrPower
TrainBrEqTimeMax is the maximum equivalent time that the
TrainDecEqTimeAppl shall guarantee.
TrainImmForMin is the minimum force that the TrainImmForAppl shall guarantee
based on immobilisation power
When a major fault is set Brake system shal automatically reach the most proper
safe state for the train depending from the major fault

Brake system

TrainBrEqTimeMax

Brake system

TrainImmForMin

Brake system

MajFaultBrSys

BS.69

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

The loss of the continuity of the command of the brake generates an automatic
predefined brake force application

Brake system

BS.69a

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

Brake system

Functional

The loss of inexhaustibility of the brake force generates an automatic predefined
brake force application
The brake system shall receive a speed information by train odometry system

MajFaultSB1.1
MajFaultSB2.1
MajFaultSB2.2
MajFaultEB1.1
MajFaultEB2.1
MajFaultEB2.2
Loss of inexhaustibility

Odometry

Speed

Definition

Speed is the real speed of the train

Train

Speed

Definition

TrainSpeed is the speed of the train measured by odometry system

Odometry

TrainSpeed

Functional

The brake system shall be able to release the brake when needed to guarantee
the running capability of the train
TrainBrRemRelComm is the brake release command given by brake system in
front of an automatic request by brake system or voluntary request by users
TrainBrRemRelComm is in charge of brake management system main function

Brake system

TrainBrRemRelCom
m
TrainBrRemRelCom
m
TrainBrRemRelCom
m

BS.66
BS.67
BS.68

BS.70
BS.71
BS.72
BS.73
BS.74
BS.75

Definition
Definition
Functional

Definition
Functional

Brake system
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Input
source

Brake system
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Output Data

Output
destination

TrainDecMin

TrainEBrDecMax
TrainBrPower

Parameter
EB7

AdDepDynSBrRemRelCom
AdIndDynSBrRemRelCom
AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom
AdDepDynBrRemRelCom
AdIndDynEBrRemRelCom
AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom
AdIndFrEBrRemRelCom

TrainDecMin

Train

SB
EB
PB
Brake system

TrainBrForAppl

Train

TrainBrForAppl

Train

Brake system

TrainBrForAppl

Train

Train

TrainSpeed

Brake System

Brake system

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

BSM

Brake system

Brake system

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

BS.76

BRAKE
SYSTEM

The brake system shall guarantee:
- in worst environmental / dissipation condition
- in case of worst single failure
the minimum brake deceleration rate (speed dependent) and maximum
equivalent time able to guarantee maximum stopping distances associated to the
braking power active at the moment of the braking activation.

Brake system

TrBrReqUs

TrainDecAppl
TrainDecEqTimeAp
pl

Train

The actual braking power value of the train shall limit the maximum speed of the
train.
The TrainBrPower is a percentage of the maximum nominal deceleration of train
(TrainEBrDecMax), percentage defined based on brake isolation status
TrainEBrIsolStatus
A stopping distance of the train shall be associated univocally at every coupled
values of braking power and TrainSpeed

ETCS or
driver
Brake system

TrainBrPower

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
Brake System
Parameter
Parameter
Brake system
Brake System

SpeedLim

ETCS or train

TrainEBDecMax
TrainEBrIsolStatus

Parameter
Brake system

TrainBrPower

Train

Dimensioning TrainBrPower
TrainSpeed
TrainEBrDecMax
TrainEBrEqTimeMax
Brake system

Brake system
Odometry
Parameter
Parameter

TrainStopDist

Parameter
Parameter

Dimensioning TrainBrPower
TrainSpeed
TrainDecMax
TrainBrEqTimeMax
Brake system

Brake system
Odometry
Parameter
Parameter

BS.77

Functional

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

BS.79

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

BS.80

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

BS.78

BS.81

BS.82
BS.83

Functional

Functional

Definition

TrainBrPower represent the braking capacity of the train by which is possible to
define univocally the maximum stopping distance from any speed
A maximum train speed of the train shall be associated univocally at every value
of braking power

TrainSpeedMax is the maximum speed that the train can reach with the active
braking power
TrainStopDist(v) is the maximum stopping distance possible by applying at a
certain speed the emergency brake :
- without any failure and isolation,
- without degraded environmental / dissipation condition (causing sliding or
reduced applied forces),
- on a flat track
- with maximum train mass

BrReqATP
BrReqETCS
TrBrReqATO
TrBrReqTCMS;
BrReqPAS
BrReqBrSys
TrainDecMin
TrainBrEqTimeMax
TrainBrPower

Dimensioning

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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TrainBrPower
TrainSpeedMax

TrainSpeedMax
TrainStopDist

Parameter
Parameter

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

BS.84

BRAKE
SYSTEM

Brake system

TrBrReqUs

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
PAS
Brake System
Parameter
Parameter

TrainDecEqTimeAp
pl

Train

TrainDecAppl

Train

Functional

Train brake deceleration shall have a maximum equivalent time of application

BrReqATP
BrReqETCS
TrBrReqATO
TrBrReqTCMS;
BrReqPAS
BrReqBrSys
TrainBrEqTimeMax

BS.85
BS.86
BS.87

BS.88
BS.89
BS.90

SB.1

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Functional

Train deceleration shall be limited to TrainDecLim=2,5 m/s2

Brake system

Definition

Dimensioning

BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM
BRAKE
SYSTEM

Definition

TrainDecLim is the maximum value that the Train deceleration can reach on
level track
The brake system generate the train deceleration using 2 different function:
Service Brake : adjustable deceleration to control the speed of the train
Emergency Brake : predefined minimum deceleration in predefind maximum
response time to stop the train in predefined maximum stopping distances
TrainSBrForAppl is the portion of the force TrainBrForAppl or of the force
TrainImmForAppl applied by the main function service brake
TrainEBrForAppl is the portion of force TrainBrForAppl applied by the main
function emergency brake to the track
The brake system generate the train immobilisation using 2 different function:
Service Brake: temporary immobilisation
Parking Brake : permanent immobilisation
SB - SERVICE BRAKE

SB
PB

TrainSBrForAppl
TrainPBrForAppl

SB
PB

TrainImmForAppl

Train

The service brake shall apply an adjustable deceleration to the train proportional
to the request received by actors or brake system internal function BSM with the
following goals:
- Reduce the speed of the train
- Maintain the speed of the train on a slope
- Immobilize temporary the train

SB

TrSBrReqUs

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS

TrainSBrDecAppl

Train

Functional

Definition
Functional

Service Brake Functional

Brake system
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TrainDecLim
TrainSBrForAppl
TrainEBrForAppl

SB
EB

TrainBrForAppl

SB

TrainSBrForAppl

EB

TrainEBrForAppl

SBrReqATP
SBrReqETCS
TrSBrReqATO
TrSBrReqTCMS;
SBrReqPAS
SBrReqBSM

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

TrainDecLim
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Train

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

PAS
BSM2
SB.2

Service Brake Definition

SB.3

Service Brake Definition

SB.4

Service Brake Definition

SB.5

Service Brake Definition

SB.6

Service Brake Definition

SB.7

Service Brake Definition

SB.8

Service Brake Definition

SB.9

Service Brake Definition

SB.10

Service Brake Functional

TrSBrReqUs is the request of accelerate or decelerate via service brake the train
by the driver (or any other user), provided via proper interface. It is an
acceleration(positive)/deceleration(negative) value.
TrSBrReqATO is the request of accelerate or decelerate via service brake the train
by the ATO system, provided via proper interface. It is an
acceleration(positive)/deceleration(negative) value.
TrSBrReqTCMS is the request of accelerate or decelerate via service brake the
train by the TCMS system, provided via proper interface. It is an
acceleration(positive)/deceleration(negative) value.
SBrReqATP is the request to decelerate via service brake the train by the ATP
provided via proper interface. It is a deceleration (negative) value.
SBrReqETCS is the request to decelerate the train via service brake by the ETCS
provided via proper interface. It is a deceleration (negative) value.
SBrReqPAS is the request to decelerate via service brake the train by the PAS
provided via proper interface. It is a deceleration (negative) value.
TrainSBrDecAppl is the portion of the train decelerationTrainDecAppl which is
generated by the Service brake force. It is a positive value
TrainSBrEqTimeAppl is the equivalent time by which the force TrainSBrDecAppl is
applied
The train deceleration requested is given as percentage of the maximum
deceleration:
TrainSBDecReq=TrainSBrDecReq/TrainSBrDecReqMax*100%

Driver

TrSBrReqUs

ATO

TrSBrReqATO

TCMS

TrSBrReqTCMS

ATP

SBrReqATP

ETCS

SBrReqETCS

PAS

SBrReqPAS

Train

TrainSBrDecAppl

SB

TrainSBrEqTimeAp
pl
TrainSBDecReq

SB

Where TrainSBrDecReq is the maximum deceleration value between all the
SBrReq received by different actors and TrainSBrDecReqMax is the deceleration
expected with 100% of service brake request in nominal condition

SB.11

Service Brake Definition

SB.12

Service Brake Definition

TrainSBrDecReq is the deceleration that is expected to be applied at the train
when a service brake is requested. It is a positive value
TrainSBrDecMax is the maximum deceleration of the train on a level track
(TrackSlope=0) with nominal runnining resistance force (TrainRunResSB)
expected applying the maximum service brake request

SBrReqATP
SBrReqETCS
TrSBrReqATO
TrSBrReqTCMS;
SBrReqPAS
SBrReqBSM
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Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2

SB

TrainSBrDecReq

Dimensioning

TrainSBrDecMax
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Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

TrSBrReqUs
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SB1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

SB.13

Service Brake Definition

SB

SB.14

Service Brake Functional

TrainSBDecReq is the adimensional way to define the train service brake
deceleration request TrainSBrDecReq (TrainSBDec/TrainSBrDecReqMax)
The Train Service brake deceleration TrainSBrDecReq defines the Train service
brake nominal force TrainSBrForNom by brake force calculation formulas

SB

TrainSBrDecReq

SB.15

Service Brake Functional

SB

TrainSBrEqTimeMax

SB.16

Service Brake Definition

SB.17

Service Brake Functional

The Service brake equivalent time of application shall be TrainSBrEqTimeAppl<
TrainSBrEqTimeMax
TrainSBrEqTimeMax is the maximum equivalent time by which the deceleration
TrainSBrDecAppl shall be applied
Train deceleration shall be limited to TrainDecLim=2,5 m/s2

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
Maintenance
tool
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
Brake System
Parameter

TrainSBrForAppl
TrainDecLim

SB
Parameter

SB.18

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB.19

Service Brake Functional

SB.20

Service Brake Definition

SB.21

Service Brake Functional

SB.22

Service Brake Definition

SB.23

Service Brake Functional

TrainSBrMaxDec is the maximum absolute value that the service brake
deceleration can reach
The service brake function shall be able to apply to the train a minimum
deceleration which guarantee the minimal condition to operate the train. The
minimum deceleration can be an invariant parameter or a speed dependent
parameter
TrainSBrDecMin is the minimum deceleration of the train on a level track
(TrackSlope=0) with nominal runnining resistance force (TrainRunResSB)
expected applying the maximum service brake request
Train service brake deceleration shall reach its full value in max
SBrDecRiseTimeMax
SBDecRiseTimeMax is the maximum rising time of the train service brake
deceleration TrainSBrDecAppl
Releasing of train brake deceleration shall be ≤SBrDecDecrTimeMax

SB.24

Service Brake Definition

SBDecDecrTimeMax is the maximum decreasing time of the train service brake
deceleration TrainSBrDecAppl

SB
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Input
source

SB

SB

Dimensioning
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TrainSBrForNom

Track

TrainSBrEqTimeAp
pl
TrainSBrEqTimeMa
x
TrainDecAppl

Train

Performances TrainSBrDecMin
requirements

Train

Train

TrainSBrDecMin

SBDecRiseTimeMax

Parameter

SB
SB

Output
destination

TrainSBrMaxDec

Dimensioning

SB

Output Data
TrainSBDecReq

Dimensioning

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

TrainSBrDecAppl

Train

SBDecRiseTimeMax
SBDecDecrTimeMax

Parameter

TrainSBrDecAppl
SBDecDecrTimeMa
x

Train

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB.25

Service Brake Functional

SB

MaxJerk

Parameter

TrainSBrDecAppl

Train

SB.26

Service Brake Functional

SB

TrainEBrDecNom

EB

TrainSBrDecReq

Train

SB.27

Service Brake Functional

The SB deceleration increasing and releasing time shall be limited by the
maximum jerk MaxJerk to be not overpassed at train level
Service brake deceleration shall be < of Emergency brake deceleration at any
speed
The train service brake deceleration TrainSBrDecReq is obtained by the
contribution of adhesion dependent dynamic brake, adhesion independent
dynamic brake, adhesion dependent friction brake:
TrainSBrForAppl(v)= AdDEpDynSBrForAppl(v)+ AdIndDynSBrForAppl(v)+
AdDEpFrSBrForAppl(v)

SB

TrainSBrForNom

SB

SB.28

Service Brake Definition

SB

SB.29

Service Brake Definition

SB.30

Service Brake Definition

SB.31

Service Brake Functional

AdDepDynSBrForAppl is the portion of TrainSBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Dependent Dynamic Brake Force
AdIndDynSBrForAppl is the portion of TrainSBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Independent Dynamic Brake Force
AdDepFrSBrForAppl is the portion of TrainSBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Dependent Friction Brake Force
Each type of service brake shall be able to apply to the track a maximum braking
force based on dimensioning calculation. The maximum forces can be an
invariant parameter or a speed or/and dissipation temperature dependent
parameter

SB.32

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB.33

Service Brake Definition

SB.34

Service Brake Definition

SB.35

Service Brake Functional

SB.36

Service Brake Definition

SB.37

Service Brake Functional

AdDepDynSBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion dependent dynamic service brake
AdIndDynSBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion independent dynamic service brake
AdDepFrSBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion dependent service friction brake
When SB functions is supplied by the electrical power supply shall perform a self
test and trasmit the result to BSM1 function
SelfTestBrRes is the result of the self test performed by service brake when
receive electric power supply
Service brake force shall not be applied in case emergency brake force is applied

SB
SB
SB

AdDepDynSBrForMax
AdIndDynSBrForMax
AdDepFrSBrForMax

Dimensioning
Dimensioning
SB

SBrElVolt

AdDepDynSBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynSBrForAp
pl
AdDepFrSBrForApp
l
AdDepDynSBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynSBrForAp
pl
AdDepFrSBrForApp
l
Dimensioning AdDepDynSBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynSBrForAp
pl
AdDepFrSBrForApp
l
AdDepDynSBrForM
ax
AdIndDynSBrForMa
x
AdDepFrSBrForMax

Track
Track
Track

SB11.2

BSM1

SB

SelfTestBrRes

Track
Track
Track

SelfTestBrRes

SB

TrainEBrForAppl

EB

TrainSBrForAppl

SB

SB1

TrSBrReqUs;

Driver
Brake test
operator

TrainTrSBrReq
ActDir

SB2
SB2

SB1 - SERVICE BRAKE TRAIN DECELERATION REQUEST
SB1.1

Service Brake Functional

SB1 shall collect the traction/service brake request by actors and train direction
and trasmit it to SB2.

`
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ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

The traction/service brake request is intended as percentage of the maximun
service brake deceleration TrainSBrDecMax(v)

Input Data

Input
source

ForwBackDir

Maintenance
staff
Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2

SBrReqATP;
SBrReqETCS;
TrSBrReqATO
TrSBrReqTCMS;
SBrReqPAS
SBrReqBSM

SB1.2

Service Brake Definition

SB1.3

Output Data

SB1

TrainTrSBrReq

Service Brake Definition

TrainTrSBrReq is the adimensional information (percentage) about traction and
service brake deceleration request. It is in the range +100%/-100%. The value 100% correspond to a deceleration of TrainSBrDecMax. The value +100%
correspond to TrainTractAccMax.
(Note: when TrainTrSBrReq<0 it is equal to (-TrainSBDecReq)
TrainTractAccMax is the maximum traction acceleration of the train

Dimensioning

TrainTractAccMax

SB1.4

Service Brake Definition

ActDir is the information about train direction selected by the driver

SB1

ActDir

SB1.5

Service Brake Functional

The brake request with higher absolute percentage value shall be trasmitted to
SB2

SB1

TrSBrReqUs;

SBrReqATP;
SBrReqETCS;
TrSBrReqATO
TrSBrReqTCMS;
SBrReqPAS
SBrReqBSM

SB1.6

Service Brake Functional

Driver and any technical system shall be able to command at least 7 different
level of service brake force including brake release

SB1

TrSBrReqUs;

SBrReqATP;
`
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Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2
Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff

Output
destination

TrainTrSBrReq

SB2

TrainTrSBrReq

SB2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data
SBrReqETCS;
TrSBrReqATO
TrSBrReqTCMS;
SBrReqPAS
SBrReqBSM

SB1.7

Service Brake Functional

SB1.8

Service Brake Definition

SB1.9

Service Brake Functional

TrainTrSBrReq ramping shall be limited in order to have a jerk of
TrainTrSBrReq*TrainSBrDecMax limited to MaxJerk=4 m/s3
MaxJerk is the maximum jerk that the deceleration of the train shall reach

SB1

If SB1 TrainTrSBrReq information is not valid or out of order a major fault shall be
set

SB1

MaxJerk

Service Brake Definition

SB1.11

Service Brake Functional

SB1.12

ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2
Parameter

Dimensioning

Output Data

Output
destination

TrainTrSBrReq

SB2

MaxJerk
TrSBrReqUs;

SBrReqATP;
SBrReqETCS;
TrSBrReqATO
TrSBrReqTCMS;
SBrReqPAS
SBrReqBSM

SB1.10

Input
source

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff

TrainTrSBrReq
MajFaultSB1.1

ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2

MajFaultSB1.1 is the fault indicating that it is lost the traction brake request
information (continuity lost)
If SB1 ActDir informationis not valid or out of order a major fault shall be set

SB1

Service Brake Definition

MajFaultSB1.2 is the fault indicating that it is lost the train direction information
ActDir
SB2 - SERVICE BRAKE REQUEST TRASMISSION

SB1

SB2.1

Service Brake Functional

SB2

SB2.2

Service Brake Definition

SB2 shall trasmit the adjustable traction/deceleration request and selected
direction received by SB1 to other brake system functions and traction system
TrSBrReq is the information TrainTrSBrReq trasmitted along the train

SB2

TrSBrReq
TrainDir
TrSBrReq

SB2.3

Service Brake Definition

TrainDir is the information ActDir trasmitted along the train

SB2

TrainDir

SB1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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SB2
SB9.1,
BSM2.1.1

MajFaultSB1.1
ForwBackDir

Driver

ActDir
MajFaultSB1.2

SB2
SB9.1,
BSM2.1.1

MajFaultSB1.2

TrainTrSBrReq
ActDir

SB1
SB1

SB, Traction
SB, Traction

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB2.4

Service Brake Functional

In case TrainTrSBrReq is not valid or out of order a major fault shall be set and
TrSbrReq shall be not valid

SB2

TrainTrSBrReq

SB1

TrSBrReq
MajFaultSB2.1

SB, Traction
SB9.1,
BSM2.1.1

SB2.5

Service Brake Definition

SB2

SB2.6

Service Brake Functional

MajFaultSB2 is the fault indicating that it is lost the traction brake request
information TrainTrSBrReq (continuity lost)
In case TrSBrReq is not valid or out of order a major fault shall be set

SB2.7

Service Brake Definition

MajFaultSB2.2 is the fault indicating that it is lost the traction/service brake
request information TrSBrReq (continuity lost)
SB3 - TRAIN LOAD CALCULATION

SB2

SB3.1

Service Brake Functional

SB3

SB3.2

Service Brake Definition

SB3 shall define the train mass and the train equivalent mass information and
send them to all brake sub-functions and context systems which need it
BogLoad is the information of the carbody load insisting on the bogies

Bogie

TrainMass
TrainEqMassSB
BogLoad

SB3.3

Service Brake Definition

TrainMass is the mass of the complete train defined by service brake

SB3.2

TrainMass

SB3.4

Service Brake Definition

TrainEqMassSB is the mass of the train + the rotating mass

SB3.2

TrainEqMassSB

SB2

MajFaultSB2.1
TrainEBrReq

SB1

TrSBrReq
MajFaultSB2.2

EB4, EB8
EB9.1,
BSM2.2.1

MajFaultSB2.2

BogLoad

Bogie

All

SB3.1 LOAD ACQUISITION
SB3.5

Service Brake Functional

SB3.6

Service Brake Definition

SB3.7

Service Brake Functional

SB3.8

Service Brake Functional

SB3.9

Service Brake Definition

SB3.10

Service Brake Functional

SB3.1 shall calculate the load insisting on the bogies by memorizing the bogie
load information once that door are closed and locked (passenger in/out
finished) and trasmit it to SB3.2
BogLoadMemSB is the BogLoad information recorded by service brake in the
moment that the train leave the station
The bogie technical system shall trasmit continuously the bogie load information
to SB3.1 Load acquisition sub-function
The door technical system shall trasmit continuously the Door Closed and Locked
information to SB3.1 Load acquisition sub-function
DoorClLock is the passenger door status Closed and locked: active = closed and
locked, not active: not closed and locked
SB3.1 shall measure the BogLoad information at any time

SB3.1

SB3.11

Service Brake Definition

BogLoadMeas is the measured value by service brake of the BogLoad information SB3.1

SB3.12

Service Brake Functional

SB3.1 shall memorize the BogLoadMeas information when (Door Closed and
Locked data is active OR the TrainSpeed>3 km/h)
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Bogie

SB3.1

BogLoadMemSB

SB3.2

BogLoadMemSB

Bogie

CarLoad

Carbody

BogLoad

SB3.1

Door

DoorStatus

Door

DoorClLock

SB3.1

Door
SB3.1

SB3.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

BogLoad
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DoorClLock
BogLoad

Bogie

BogLoadMeas

SB3.2

BogLoadMeas
BogLoadMeas
DoorClLock
TrainSpeed

SB3.1
Door
Odometry

BogLoadMemSB

SB3.2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB3.13

Service Brake Functional

SB3.1

BogLoadMeas
BogLoadDef
DoorClLock
TrainSpeed

SB3.1
Parameter
Door
Odometry

BogLoadMemSB
MJFBogLoadMeas

SB3.2
SB9.1,
BSM2.1.1

SB3.14

Service Brake Definition

SB3.15

Service Brake Definition

SB3.16

Service Brake Functional

When the BogLoadMeas information is not valid or is out of tolerance SB3.1 shall
set a major fault and fix the BogLoadMemSB information to the value of
BogLoadDef when the DoorClLock data is no more active or as soon as the train
move (speed > 3 km/h).
BogLoadDef is the default load insisting on the bogie to be considered in case of
not available BogLoadMeas information
MJFBogLoadMeas is the fault information indicating that it is lost the BogLoad
information (mass information lost)
The BogLoad information shall have an accuracy of +x/- y% respect the real load

SB3.17

Service Brake Definition

CarlLoad is the Load of the car insisting on the bogie

Carbody

SB3.18

Service Brake Functional

The BogLoadMeas information shall have an accuracy of +x/- y% respect the
BogLoad information
SB3.2 - TRAIN LOAD CALCULATION

SB3.1

BogLoad

Bogie

BogieLoadMeasSB

SB3.2

SB3.19

Service Brake Functional

SB3.2

BogLoadMemSB

SB3.1

TrainMass
TrainEqMassSB

All

SB3.20

Service Brake Functional

SB3.2 calculate the Train Mass and Train equivalent mass by BogLoadMeas
information and trasmit them to other brake system sub-functions and systems
of brake context which are interested in
The train mass shall be derived from Bogie Load adding the mass of the bogies

SB3.2

BogLoadMemSB
BogieMass

SB3.1
Parameter

TrainMass

All

SB3.21

Service Brake Definition

BogieMass is the mass of the bogies

Dimensioning

SB3.22

Service Brake Functional

The train equivalent mass shall be derived from the train mass adding the
translating mass equivalent to rotating mass of the train

SB3.2

SB3.23

Service Brake Definition

RotMass is the translating mass correspondent to the rotating mass of the train

Dimensioning

SB4.1

Service Brake Functional

SB4 shall calculate the Train service brake force and the minimum train service
brake force and trasmit them to SB5

SB4

SB4.2

Service Brake Definition

SB4

TrainSBrForNom

SB4.3

Service Brake Definition

TrainSBrForNom is the nominal force to be applied by the brake system to the
rail to obtain a deceleration of the train TrainSBrDecReq
TrainSBrForNomMax is the service brake force that applied to the train on a level
track (TrackSlope=0) with nominal runnining resistance force (TrainRunResSB)
and actual TrainMass generate a TrainSBrDecReq=TrainSBrDecReqMax

SB4

TrainSBrForMax

Dimensioning

BogLoadDef

SB3.1

MJFBogLoadMeas

Bogie

CarLoad

Carbody

BogLoad

SB3.1

CarLoad

BogieMass
BogLoadMemSB
RotMass
BogieMass

SB3.1
Parameter
Parameter

TrainEqMassSB

All

RotMass

SB4 - TRAIN SERVICE BRAKING FORCE CALCULATION

`
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TrSBrReq
TrainMass
TrackSlopeVal
TrainSpeed
TrainSBrMaxDec
TrainSBrDecMin
a,b,c

SB2
SB3.2
ETCS
Odometry
Parameter
Parameter

TrainSBrForNom

SB5.2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB4.4

Service Brake Functional

SB4

TrSBrReq
TrainMass
TrackSlopeVal
TrainSBrDecMax
TrainSpeed
TrainRunResSB

SB2
SB3.2
ATP
Parameter
Odometry
SB4

TrainSBrForNom

SB5.2

The Train service brale force shall be calculated based on deceleration request
received by SB2, the TrainSBrDecMax, the train mass, the train running
resistance, the train speed and, optionally, the slope, as follow:
If braking is not active (TrSBrReq≥0) then TrainSBrForNom=0

SB4.5

Service Brake Definition

SB4.6

Service Brake Definition

SB4.7

Service Brake Functional

SB4.8

Service Brake Definition

SB4.9

Service Brake Definition

SB4.10

Service Brake Functional

SB4.11

Service Brake Definition

SB4.12

Service Brake Definition

SB4.13

Service Brake Functional

SB4.14

Service Brake Definition

SB4.15

Service Brake Definition

If braking is active (TrSBrReq<0)
TrainSBrForNom=TrainMass*(-TrSBrReq)*TrainSBrDecMax-TrainRunResSBTrainMass*TrackSlopeVal*9,81
TrainRunResSB is the force that service brake consider applied by track and
Dimensioning
aerodynamic forces to the train
TrackSlopeVal is the slope of the track indicated in thousandths, positive in uphill, ATP
negative in downhill
If TrSBrReq information is not valid or out of range SB4 shall set the force request SB4
TrSBrReq
to a force correspondent to the request TrSBrReqDef and set a major fault
TrainMass
TrackSlopeVal
TrSBrReqDef
TrainSpeed
TrainRunResSB
TrSBrReqDef is a default Service brake request to be considered in case of service Dimensioning
brake request continuity lost
MJFTrSBrReq is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the TrSBrReq
SB4
information (continuity lost)
If the track slope data by ETCS, which is an optional information, is not valid the
SB4
TrackSlopeVal
track slope value shall be set to TrackSlopeValDefPar (=0) and a major fault shall
TrackSlopeValDefPar
be set
TrackSlopeValDefPar is the dafault value of TrackSlopeVal information in case
Dimensioning
TrackSlopeVal information is not valid
MJFTrackSlopeVal is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the
SB4
TrackSlopeVal information
If the TrainMass information is not valid the Train MassSB shall be set to
SB4
TrainMass
TrainMassDefSB value and a major fault shall be set
TrainMassDefSB
TrainMassDefSB is the default train mass value consistent with the BogLoadDef
value
MajFaultSB4.3 is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the TrainMass
information
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TrackSlopeVal
SB2
SB3.2
ETCS
Parameter
Odometry
SB4

MJFTrSBrReq
TrainSBrForNom

MJFTrSBrReq
ETCS
Parameter

MJFTrackSlopeVal
TrainSBrForNom

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
SB5.2

TrackSlopeValDefP
ar
MJFTrackSlopeVal
SB3.2
Parameter

MajFaultSB4.3
TrainSBrForNom
TrainMassDefSB

SB4

MajFaultSB4.3
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SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
SB5.2

TrSBrReqDef

Dimensioning

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

TrainRunResSB

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
SB5.2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data
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SB4.16

Service Brake Functional

If the TrainSpeed information is not valid the Trainspeed shall be set to
TrainSpeedDefSB value and a major fault shall be set

SB4

TrainSpeed
TrainSpeedDefSB

Odometry
Parameter

MJFTrainSpeed
TrainSBrForNom

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
SB5.2

SB4.17

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

TrainSpeedDefSB

SB4.18

Service Brake Definition

SB4

MJFTrainSpeed

SB4.19

Service Brake Functional

TrainSpeedDefSB is the default speed information to be considered by SB when
the TrainSpeed is not available
MJFTrainSpeed is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the TrainSpeed
information
The train runnig resistance force shall be calculated considering running
resistance formula proper of the train:
a*TrainMass+b*v+c*v2

SB4.20

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB4.21

Service Brake Functional

a,b,c are the parameters of the standard running resistance force formula used
to calculate the running resistance force
The Minimum train service brake force shall be calculated based on the
TrainSBrDecMin, the max train mass, the train running resistance, the train
speed and, optionally, the slope, as follow:

SB4

SB4

If braking is not active (TrSBrReq≥0) then TrainSBrForMin=0

SB4.22

Service Brake Definition

SB4.23

Service Brake Definition

SB4.24

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1

Service Brake Functional

SB5.2

Service Brake Functional

If braking is active (TrSBrReq<0)
TrainSBrForMin=TrainMassMax*TrainSBrDecMin-a*TrainMassMax+b*v+c*v2TrainMassMax*TrackSlopeVal*9,81
TrainSBrForMin is the service brake force that applied to the train on a maximum
Slope with nominal runnining resistance force (TrainRunResSB), with maximum
Train mass generate a TrainSBrDecReq=TrainSBrDecReqMin
TrainMassMax is the Maximum train mass possible according dimensioning

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
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Parameters
SB3.2
Odometry

TrainRunResSB

SB4

a, b, c
TrainMassMax
TrackSlopeMax
TrainSBrDecMin
TrainSpeed
a,b,c

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Odometry
Parameter

TrainSBrForMin

SB5.1

Dimensioning

TrainSBrForMin

Dimensioning

TrainMassMax

TrackSlopeMax is the maximum slope present on the line according contractual
requirements
SB5 - SERVICE BRAKE BLENDING

Dimensioning

TrackSlopeMax

SB5 shall apply a service brake force at the train of the amount of the train
service brake force information received by SB4 fulfilling the constraints in terms
of:
- force tolerance
- maximum force applicable to different type of brake (dimensioning/availability
constraints)
- maximum adhesion
If an emergency brake force request is active (EBrREq active) the train service
brake force shall not be applied

SB5

TrainSBrForNom
TrainSpeed

SB4
Odometry

TrainSBrForAppl

Train

SB5

EBrReq

EB2

TrainSBrForAppl

SB5

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

a,b,c
TrainMass
TrainSpeed
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ID
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Function classification
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Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB5.3

Service Brake Functional

SB5

MaxDeltaPressSB
SBrAirSupplPress

Parameter
SB6.1

SB5AirSupplLeak

SB6.1

SB5.4

Service Brake Definition

SB5.5

Service Brake Definition

SB5.6

Service Brake Definition

SB5.7

Service Brake Definition

SB5.8

Service Brake Definition

SB5.9

Service Brake Definition

SB5.10

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.1

Service Brake Functional

SB5.1.2

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.3

Service Brake Functional

SB5.1.4

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.5

Service Brake Functional

SB5 shall not generate leakages which can decrease of more than
MaxDeltaPressSB per minute the SBrAirSupplPress (without air supply available)
AdDepDynSBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion dependent
dynamic service brake
AdIndDynSBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion
independent dynamic service brake
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion dependent
friction service brake
AdDepDynSBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion dependent
dynamic service brake
AdIndDynSBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion independent
dynamic service brake
AdDepFrSBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion dependent
friction service brake
SB5AirSupplLeak are the leakages of the pneumatic system distributing
pneumatic energy necessary to apply theservice brake force
SB5.1.2.1 DETECTION OF THE ADHESION DEPENDENT SERVICE BRAKE FORCE
AVAILABILITY
SB5.1. 2.1 shall define the adhesion dependent friction brake force availability by
elaborating the isolation status infomation, the remote release information, the
dimensioning constraints (ie max force), the actual dissipation capacity (optional,
depending from temperature detected by dissipation functions) and the train
speed received by Odometry
AdDepFrSBrAvFor(v, temp)=
AdDepFrBrForMax(v, temp)*(AdDepFrBrIsolStatus+
AdDepFrSBrREmRelStatus);
AdDepFrSBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent friction service brake force that is
available on the train for application to the track.
The adhesion dependent available forces (friction+dynamic) shall guarantee the
TrainSBrForMin in case of -100% of TrSBrReq
TrainSBrForMin(v)=AdDepSBrForMin(v)=
AdDepFrSBrForMin(v)+AdDepDynSBrForMin(v)
AdDepSBrForMin is the minimum force that shall be available to be applied at
the track by adhesion dependent brake forces (dynamic and friction brake forces
applied together according blending rules)
The minimum adhesion dependent friction service brake force is
TrainSBrForMin(v)= AdDepSBrForMin(v)-AdDepDynSBrForMin(v)

SB5

SB5

AdDepDynSBrAirSu
pplPress
AdIndDynSBrAirSup
plPress
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
Press
AdDepDynSBrAirCo
ns
AdIndDynSBrAirCo
ns
AdDepFrSBrAirCons

SB5

SB5AirSupplLeak

SB5
SB5
SB5
SB5

SB5.1.2.1
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SB10.3
BSM2.1.1
Parameter
Odometry
SB12.2.2

SB5.1.2.1
SB5.1.2.1

SB5.1.2.1
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AdDepFrSBrAvFor

All

AdDepFrSBrAvFor
TrainSBrForMin

SB4

SB5.1.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrSBrREmRelStatus
AdDepFrBrForMax
TrainSpeed
AdDepFrSBrDissTempMeas

AdDepSBrForMin

SB5.1.2.1

AdDepSBrForMin

AdDepDynSBrForMin
TrainSBrForMin

SB5.1.1.1
Parameter

AdDepFrSBrForMin

SB5.1.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

SB5.1.6

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.1.1

AdDepDynSBrForM
in

SB5.1.7

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.2.1

AdDepFrSBrForMin

SB5.1.8

Service Brake Functional

SB5.1.9

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.10 Service Brake Functional

AdDepDynSBrForMin is the minimum force applied at the track that is
guaranteed by adhesion dependent dynamic brake.It depends from
dimensioning and isolation active on adhesion dependent dynamic brake. (It is
different from AdDepDynSBrAvFor, which is the total available force, guaranteed
+ not guaranteed)
AdDepFrSBrForMin is the minimum force at the track that shall be available by
adhesion dependent friction brake (for friction brake available and guaranteed is
the same).
If the available adhesion dependent friction service brake force is lower of the
minimum friction service brake force, SB5.1.2.1 shall consider available the
minimum force and set a major fault
MajFaultSB5121 is the fault information indicating that the service brake cannot
guarantee the minimum service brake deceleration necessary for the operation
If the AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas < AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin the
Availability of friction brake force shall be set to the minimum

SB5.1.2.1

Input Data

AdDepFrSBrAvFor
AdDepFrSBrForMin

Input
source

SB5.1.2.1
Parameter

SB5.1.2.1
SB5.1.2.1

Output Data

MajFaultSB5121

Output
destination

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

MajFaultSB5121
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin
AdDepFrSBrForMin

SB5

AdDepFrSBrAvFor

SB5.2.2.1

Parameter
SB5.1.2.1

SB5.2 - ADHESION DEPENDENT FRICTION SERVICE BRAKE FORCE CALCULATION
SB5.2.1

Service Brake Functional

SB5.2.shall define the nominal forces of different type of brakes as result of
blending logic giving priority to regenerative dynamic brake first, not
regenerative dynamic brake second and adhesion dependent friction brake
(using consumable parts) last one, providing the missing brake force.

SB5.2

SB5.2.2

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.1.1

SB5.2.3

Service Brake Definition

SB5.1.1.2

AdIndDynSBrAvFor

SB5.2.4

Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.1.1

SB5.2.5

Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.6

Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.7

Service Brake Functional

AdDepDynSBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent dynamic brake force available on
the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndDynSBrAvFor is the adhesion independent dynamic brake force available
on the train, which can be applied to the track
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be
applied by adhesion dependent dynamic brake to apply the TrainSBrForNom .
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be
applied by adhesion independent dynamic brake to apply the TrainSBrForNom .
AdDepFrSBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be applied
by adhesion dependent friction brake to apply the TrainSBrForNom .
SB5.2.1.1 shall calculate the adhesion dependent dynamic brake nominal force as
the minimum between the train service brake force requested by SB4, the
constraints of force availability of adhesion dependent dynamic brake and

AdDepDynSBrForN SB5.3.1.1.
omLtd
SB5.3.1.2
AdIndDynSBrForNo SB5.3.2.1
mLtd
AdDepFrSBrForNo
mLtd
AdDepDynSBrAvFor

AdDepDynSBrForN
omLtd
AdIndDynSBrForNo
mLtd
AdDepFrSBrForNo
mLtd
AdDepDynSBrForN
omLtd
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SB4
SB5.1.1.1
SB5.1..1.2
SB5.1.2.1

SB5.2.1.2
SB5.2.2.1
SB5.2.1.1
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TrainSBrForNom
AdDepDynSBrAvFor
AdIndDynSBrAvFor
AdDepFrSBrAvFor
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TrainSBrForNom
AdDepDynSBrAvFor

SB4
SB5.1.1.1

SB5.2.2.1,
SB5.2.1.2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

adhesion limits.

SB5.2.8

Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.9

Service Brake Functional

SB5.2.10 Service Brake Functional

SB5.2.11 Service Brake Functional

SB5.2.12 Service Brake Functional

SB5.2.13 Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.14 Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.15 Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.16 Service Brake Functional

AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd= min(AdMaxVal(v)*(TrainMass)*9,81;
AdDepDynSBrAvFor(v); TrainSBrForNom)
AdMaxVal is the maximum available adhesion between wheel and rail. It can be
speed dependent and also train configuration dependent. It can be the value
indicated in TSI or contractual or project constraint
SB5.2.1.2 shall calculate the adhesion independent dynamic brake nominal force
as the minimum between (TrainSBrForNom- AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd) and the
constraints of force availability.
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd= min((TrainSBrForNom- AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd);
AdIndDynSBrAvFor(v))
SB5.2.2.1 shall calculate the adhesion dependent friction service brake nominal
force by the following formula:
AdDepFrSBrForNomLtd=min(TrainSBrForNom(AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd+AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd); AdDepFrSBrAvFor;
(AdMaxVal(v)*(TrainMass)*9,81-AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd))
If AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd is not valid or out of order SB5.2.2.1 shall consider
the AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd=
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtdSB5221= min(AdMaxVal(v)*(TrainMass)*9,81;
AdDepDynSBrForMinEB5221(v); TrainSBrForNom) and set a Major fault
If MJFAdDepDynSBrForNomLtd is active, the adhesion dependent dynamic brake
shall set AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd=min(AdMaxVal(v)*(TrainMass)*9,81;
AdDepDynSBrForMin; TrainSBrForNom)
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtdSB5221 is the adhesion dependent dynamic emergency
brake nominal force that SB5.2.2.1 define by itself in case the information
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd is not available
AdDepDynSBrForMinEB5221 is the guaranteed adhesion dependent dynamic
service brake force calculated by SB5.2.2.1, information to be used by SB5.2.2.1
itself in case of missing nominal force information AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd by
EB5.2.1.1
MJFAdDepDynSBrForNomLtd is the fault information that adhesion dependent
friction brake is no more receiving a reliable information about adhesion
dependent dynamic brake nominal force.
If AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd is not valid or out of order SB5.2.2.1 shall consider the
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd=
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Input
source

AdMaxVal
TrainMass

parameter
SB3

Dimensioning

Output Data

Output
destination

AdMaxVal

SB5.2.1.2

TrainSBrForNom
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd
AdIndDynSBrAvFor

SB4
SB5.2.1.1
SB5.1.1.2

AdIndDynSBrForNo
mLtd

SB5.2.2.1

SB5.2.2.1

TrainSBrForNom
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd
AdMaxVal
TrainMass
AdDepFrSBrAvFor
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd
AdDEpDynSBrForMinEB5221
AdDepFrSBrForNomLtdEB5221

SB4
SB5.2.1.1.
SB5.2.1.2
Parameter
SB3.2
SB5.1.2.1
SB5.2.1.1
SB5.2.2.1
SB5.2.2.1

AdDepFrSBrForNo
mLtd

SB5.3.2.1

AdDepFrSBrForNo
mLtd

SB5.3.2.1

MJFAdDepDynSBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynSBrForMin;

SB5.2.2.1
Parameter

AdDepDynSBrForN
omLtd

SB5.3.1..1

SB5.2.2.1

SB5.2.1.1

SB5.2.2.1

AdDepDynSBrForM
inEB5221

SB5.2.2.1

AdDepDynSBrForM
inEB5221

SB5.2.2.1

MJFAdDepDynSBrF
orNomLtd

SB5.2.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data
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AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd
AdIndDynSBrAvForEB5221
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtdSB5221

SB5.2.1.2

AdIndDynSBrForNo
mLtd
MinFaultSB5221.2

SB5.3.2.1
SB9.4

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

SB5.2.17 Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.18 Service Brake Definition

SB5.2.19 Service Brake Definition

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

AdIndDynSBrForNomLtdSB5221=min((TrainSBrForNomAdDepDynSBrForNomLtd); AdIndDynSBrAvForSB5221(v)) and set a Minor fault
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtdSB5221 is the adhesion independent dynamic emergency SB5.2.2.1
brake nominal force that SB5.2.2.1 define by itself in case the information
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd is not available
AdIndDynSBrAvForSB5221 is the adhesion independent dynamic service brake
SB5.2.2.1
force available calculated by SB5.2.2.1, information to be used by SB5.2.2.1 itself
in case of missing nominal force information AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd by
EB5.2.1.1
MinFaultSB5221.2 is the fault information that adhesion dependent friction
SB5.2.2.1
brake is no more receiving a reliable information about adhesion independent
dynamic brake nominal force.
SB5.3.2.1 ADHESION DEPENDENT FRICTION SERVICE BRAKE REQUESTED FORCE

Output Data

AdIndDynSBrForNo
mLtdSB5221
AdIndDynSBrAvFor
SB5221

MinFaultSB5221.2

SB5.3.1

Service Brake Functional

SB5.3.2.1 shall generate an adhesion dependent friction service brake force
request to SB5.5.2.1 , the service brake enabled status, taking in account the
nominal force by SB5.2.2.1, real time blending with achieved adhesion
dependent dynamic brake force (received by SB5.4), holding brake request by
SB7

SB5.3.2.1

SB5.3.2

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SBrDisFor

SB5.3.3

Service Brake Definition

SB5.3.2.1

SB5.3.4

Service Brake Functional

AdDepFrSBrForReq
Ltd
AdDepFrSBrForReq
Ltd

SB5.3.5

Service Brake Functional

SBrDisFor is the force that shall be requested to be applied by the adhesion
dependent friction service brake when the service brake is disabled.
AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd is the force to be requested to to be applied by the
adhesion dependent friction service brake force generation function SB5.5.2.1.
When the Service brake system is disabled SB5.3.2.1 shall set a predefined force
request:
AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd=SBrDisFor
When the Service brake system is enabled, SB5.3.2.1 shall calculate the
requested adhesion dependent friction SB force taking in account the nominal
force by SB5.2.2.1 , real time blending with achieved dynamic brake force
(received by SB5.4) and the holding brake request

SB5.3.6

Service Brake Functional

When the Service brake system is enabled, if the holding brake request is not
active, the adhesione dependent friction brake requested force shall be:

SB5.3.2.1

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

GA No. 777629

SBrEnabled
SBrDisFor
AdDepFrSBrForNom
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd
HBReq
MaxSlope
TrainMass
TrSBrReq
AdDepDynSBrAchFor

BSM2.1.1
Parameter
SB5.2.2.1
SB5.2.2.1
SB7
parameter
SB3
SB2
SB5.4

SB5.3.2.1

SBrEnabled
SBrDisFor

BSM2.1.1
Parameter

SB5.3.2.1

SBrEnabled
AdDepFrSBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd
AdIndDynSBForNomLtd
AdDepDynSBrAchFor
AdDepDynTractAchFor
HBReq
SBrEnabled
AdDepFrSBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd

BSM2.1.1
SB5.2.2.1
SB5.2.1.1
SB5.2.1.2
SB5.4
SB5.4
SB7
BSM2.1.1
SB5.2.2.1
SB5.2.1.1

`
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Output
destination

AdDepFrSBrForReq
Ltd

SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrForReq
Ltd

SB5.3.2.1

AdDepFrSBrForReq
Ltd

SB5.3.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd=min(AdDepFrSBrForNomLtd+(AdDepDynSBrForNomLtdAdDepDynSBrAchFor));
SB5.3.7

Service Brake Functional

When the Service brake system is enabled, if the holding brake request is active,
the adhesione dependent friction brake requested force shall be :
If TrSBrReq≤0: AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd=min(k*TrainMassMax*MaxSlope*9,81;
AdDepFrSBrAvFor; AdMaxVal*TrainMass*9,81)

SB5.3.2.1

If TrSBrReq>0: AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd=min(k*TrainMassMax*MaxSlope*9,81;
AdDepFrSBrAvFor; AdMaxVal*TrainMass*9,81)-AdDepDynTractAchFor

SB5.3.8

Service Brake Definition

SB5.3.9

Service Brake Functional

SB5.3.10 Service Brake Definition
SB5.3.11 Service Brake Definition
SB5.3.12 Service Brake Functional

SB5.3.13 Service Brake Definition
SB5.3.14 Service Brake Functional

SB5.4.1

Service Brake Functional

"k" is the safety coefficient considered in defining the adhesion dependent frictio
brake force to be applied by holding brake function to immobilize the train on
the maximum slope with maximum train mass
If the Train friction SB requested force is < then the minimum expected one a
major fault shall be activated
If AdDepDynSBrAchFor+AdIndDynSBrForReqLtd+AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd <
TrSBrReq*TrainSBrForMin
a major fault shall be set.
MajFaultSB5321 is the fault information that the service brake is not able to
apply the minimum force acceptable for operation
AdIndDynSBrForReqLtd is the force to be requested to the adhesion
independent dynamic service brake force generation function SB5.5.1.2
If AdDepDynSBrAchFor is not valid the AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd shall be set to the
value AdDepFrSBrForNom and a major fault shall be set

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

Input
source

AdDepDynSBrAchFor
AdIndDynSBrForNomLtd
HBReq
SBrEnabled
TrSBrReq
MaxSlope
TrainMass
TrainMassMax
HBReq
AdDEpDynSBrAchFor
AdDEpDynTractAchFor
K

SB5.4
SB5.2.1.2
SB7
BSM2.1.1
SB2
parameter
SB3
parameter
SB7
SB5.4
SB5.4
Parameter

Dimensioning

SB5.3.2.1

Output
destination

AdDepFrSBrForReq
Ltd

SB5.3.2.1

k

AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd
AdDepDynSBrAchFor
AdIndDynSBrForReqLtd
TrainSBrForNom

SB5.3.2.1
SB5.4
SB5.3.1.2
SB4

MajFaultSB5321.1

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

MajFaultSB5321.1

SB5.3.1.2

AdIndDynSBrForRe
qLtd
AdDepFrSBrForReq SB5.5.1.1.1
Ltd
SB9.4
AdDepDynSBrAchF
or
AdDepDynSBrAchF
or
AdDepDynSBrAvFor SB5.1.2.1
SB5.1.1.2

SB5.3.2.1

AdDepDynSBrAchFor

SB5.4

AdDepDynSBrAchFor is the fault information of AdDepDynSBrAchFor
information not valid
If AdDepDynSBrAchFor is active, the adhesion dependent dynamic brake shall set
AdDepDynSBrAvFor=AdDepDynSBrForMin
SB5.4 ACHIEVED ADHESION DEPENDENT DYNAMIC SERVICE BRAKE FORCE

SB5.3.2.1
SB5.1.1.1

AdDepDynSBrAchFor
AdDepDynSBrForMin

SB5.3.2.1
SB5.1.1.1

SB5.4 shall measure the really applied traction and braking force applied by
traction and adhesion dependent dynamicbrake and trasmit it to SB5.3

SB5.4

WheelTorq

SB5.5.1.1.2

GA No. 777629

Output Data

SB5.3.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data
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AdDepDynTractAch
For
AdDepDynSBrAchF
or

SB5.3.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB5.4.2

Service Brake Functional

SB5.4

WheelTorq

SB5.5.1.1.2

Service Brake Functional

SB5.4

WheelTorq

SB5.5.1.1.2

SB5.4.4

Service Brake Definition

AdDepDynSBrAchF
or
AdDepDynTractAch
For
WheelTorq

SB5.3.2.1

SB5.4.3

SB5.4.5

Service Brake Definition

SB5.4.6

Service Brake Definition

The adhesion dependent dynamic brake shall provide the information of the
really applied braking force and trasmit it to SB5.3.2.1
The adhesion dependent dynamic brake shall provide the information of the
really applied traction force and trasmit it to SB5.3.2.1
WheelTorq is the the torque applied to the bogieapplying the traction force or
the adhesion dependent dynamic brake force to the track
AdDepDynSBrAchFor is the value of the force applied at the track by the
adhesion dependent dynamic brake
AdDepDynTractAchFor is the information providing the force applied at the track
by the traction
SB5.5.2 .1 ADHESION DEPENDENT FRICTION SERVICE BRAKE FORCE GENERATION

SB5.5.1

Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.2

Service Brake Definition

SB5.5.3

Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.4

Service Brake Definition

SB5.5.5

Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.6

Service Brake Definition

SB5.5.7

Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.2.1.1 shall generate an adhesion dependent friction brake force pilot
command piloting, by SB5.5.2.1.2, a force application at the track equal to the
force request by SB5.3.2.1 (rotating mass to be considered)
AdDEpFrSBrPilCom is the pilot command applying an adhesion dependent
friction brake force to the track equal to the requested force
AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd
SB5.5.2.1 .1 shall monitor the real adhesion dependent friction brake force
applied
AdDepFrSBrForApplMeas is the information of the adhesion dependent friction
service brake force applied at the track
SB5.5.2.1.2 shall apply an adhesion dependent friction brake force to the track
proportional to the pilot command trasmitted by SB5.5.2.1.1 and eventually
reduced by LAM1.2.1
AdDEpFrSBrPilComLAM is the pilot command,conditioned by the LAM1.2.1
function, provided to the adhesion dependent friction brake actuation function
SB5.5.2.1.2
The holding brake force applied shall guarantee the brake force application for at
least 2 hours

SB5.5.8

Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.9

Service Brake Definition

SB5.5.2.1.1 shall monitor the adhesion dependent friction SB air supply pressure
and trasmit the pressure value to diagnostic system
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas is the information of the pressure of the air supply
to the adhesion independent friction service brake
If the AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas is below the dimensioning limit
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin, SB5.5.2.1.1 shall set major fault

SB5.5.10 Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.1.1.2
SB5.4

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1
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AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd
RotMass

SB5.3.2.1
Parameter

SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.2.1.2

AdDepFrSBrForAppl

SB5.5.2.1.2

AdDEpFrSBrPilComLAM

LAM1.2.1

LAM1.2.1

SB
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LAM1.2.1

AdDepFrSBrForApp
lMeas
AdDepFrSBrForApp
lMeas
AdDepFrSBrForApp
l

SB5.5.2.1.1

Track

AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
LAM
AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd
AdDepFrSBrPilCom
AdDepFrSBrPilComLAM
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPress

SB3.1.2.1
SB5.5.2.11
SB5.5.2.1.2
SB6.1

AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin

SB5.5.2.1.1
parameter

SB5.5.2.1.1
SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDEpFrSBrPilCom

AdDEpFrSBrPilCom

SB5.5.2.1.1.

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepDynSBrAchF
or
AdDepDynTractAch
For

SB5.4

SB5.5.2.1.1.

SB5.3.2.1

TrainSBrForAppl

Track

AdDEpFrSBrAirSup
plMeas
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
PressMeas
MJFAdDepFrAirSup
plPressMin

SB9.4

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

SB5.5.11 Service Brake Definition

SB5.5.12 Service Brake Functional
SB5.5.13 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.14 Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.15 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.16 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.17 Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.18 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.19 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.20 Service Brake Functional
SB5.5.21 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.22 Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.23 Service Brake Definition

SB5.5.24 Service Brake Definition
SB5.5.25 Service Brake Functional

SB5.5.26 Service Brake Definition

Actor

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

Input
source

Output Data

MJFAdDepFrAirSupplPressMin is the fault information of adhesion dependent
friction service brake supply pressure below the minimum limit
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin
SB5.5.2.1.1 shall monitor the Electric Voltage to adhesion dependent friction
service brake
AdDepFrBrElVoltMeas is the information of the voltage of the electric supply to
the adhesion independent friction service brake
If the electric voltage to SB5 is below the AdDepFrElVoltMin or is lost,
SB5.5.2.1.1 shall apply automatically a default pilot command and a major fault
shall be set
AdDepFrSBrPilCommEnOff is the Default pilot command to be applied in case of
electric energy off or below the minimum value
MJFAdDepFrBrElVoltMin is the fault information that the electric voltage is below
the minimum AdDepFrElVoltMin or is lost
If the adhesion dependent friction brake force measured is out of regulation
tolerance SB5.5.2.1.1 shall generate a minor fault

SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrForTol is the upper and lower regulation tolerance of the adhesion
dependent friction service brake force
MinFaultSB55211.1 is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction
service brake force out of regulation tolerance
If the adhesion dependent friction brake force measured is higher then the
maximum allowed force for SB5.5.2.1.2, a major fault shall be set by SB5.5.2.1.1
MJFAdDepFrSBrForMax is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction
service brake force above the maximum value AdDepFrSBrForMax
If the adhesion dependent friction brake force applied measured is lower then
AdDEpFrSBrForReqLtd of a value higher then AdDepFrSBrForMaxTol a major
fault shall be set
MJFAdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas is the fault information of adhesion dependent
friction service brake force applied is lower than requested of a value higher than
AdDepFrSBrForMaxTol
AdDepFrSBrForMaxTol is the maximu lower tolerance acceptable for Adhesion
dependent friction service brake force
If speed is > 3 km/h and the adhesion dependent friction brake force measured
is >0 and the there is not a Adhesion dependent friction service brake request
(taking in account a delay related to releasing time), a major fault shall be set by
SB5.5.2.1.1
MJFDragBr is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction service brake
force applied when not requested (dragging brake)

Dimensioning

AdDepFrSBrForTol

SB5.5.2.1.1

MinFaultSB55211.1

SB5.5.2.1.1.

SB5.5.2.1.1.

GA No. 777629

AdDepFrSBrElVolt

SB6.2

AdDepFrBrElVoltMeas
AdDepFrElVoltMin
AdDepFrSBrPilCommEnOff

SB5.5.2.1.1
parameter
parameter

AdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd
AdDepFrSBrForTol

SB5.5.2.1.2
SB5.3.2.1
Parameter

SB5.5.2.1.1.
SB5.5.2.1.1.
SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrSBrForMax

SB5.5.2.1.2
Parameter

AdDepFrSBrForMaxTol
AdDEpFrSBrForReqLtd
AdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas

parameter
SB5.3.2.1
SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.2.1.1
SB5.5.2.1.1

Output
destination

MJFAdDepFrAirSup
plPressMin

SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrBrElVoltM
eas
AdDepFrSBrAirSup
plMeas
AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
MJFAdDepFrBrElVo
ltMin
AdDepFrSBrPilCom
mEnOff
MJFAdDepFrBrElVo
ltMin
MinFaultSB55211.1

MJFAdDepFrSBrFor
Max
MJFAdDepFrSBrFor
Max
MJFAdDEpFrSBrFor
ApplMeas

SB9.4

SB5.5.2.1.2
SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

SB9.4

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

SB9.4

SB5.5.2.1.1

MJFAdDEpFrSBrFor
ApplMeas

Dimensioning

AdDepFrSBrForMax
Tol
MJFDragBr
SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

SB5.5.2.1.1

SB5.5.2.1.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data
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TrainSpeed
AdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrSBrForReqLtd

Odometry
SB5.5.2.1.2
SB5.3.2.1

MJFDragBr

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

AirSupplPress
BrAirSupplDel

SB11.3
SB11.3

SBrAirSupplPress
SBrAirSupplDel
AirSupplPress

SB

SB6 - SERVICE BRAKE ENERGY STORING AND DISTRIBUTION
SB6.1 PNEUMATIC ENERGY STORING AND DISTRIBUTION
SB6.1

Service Brake Functional

SB6.2

Service Brake Definition

SB6.3

Service Brake Definition

SB6.4

Service Brake Definition

SB6.5

Service Brake Definition

SB6.6

SB6.1 shall provide to SB the pneumatic energy to permit the correct regulation
SB6.1
of service brake force by type of brakes using pneumatic energy
AirSupplPress is the pressure of the air supply providing pneumatic energy to the SB11.3
brake system
BrAirSupplDel is the air delivery to the brake system
SB11.3

BrAirSupplDel

SBrAirSupplPress is the pressure of the air supply providing pneumatic energy to
service brake
SBrAirSupplDel is the air delivery to the service brake functions

SB6.1

SBrAirSupplPress

SB6.1

SBrAirSupplDel

Service Brake Functional

SB6.1 shall limit the pneumatic pressure to the maximum permitted by SB5
dimensioning limits and shall provide an air delivery congruent with the air
consumption of all types of brakes (taking care of WSPintervention as well)

SB6.1

SB6.7

Service Brake Functional

The SB6.1 minimum pressure and SB6.1 store volume shall guarantee the
application for at least x≥ 2 time of the TrainSBrForMin without air supply
function SB11.3 available.

SB6.1

SB6.8

Service Brake Functional

SB6.1

SB6.9

Service Brake Definition

SB6.1 leakages and store capacity shall guarantee that the supply pressure
doesn't decrease of more than MaxDeltaPressSB/min due to leakages (without
air supply available)
AirSupplPressMax is the max pressure of the service brake air supply

Dimensioning

AirSupplPressMax

SB6.10

Service Brake Definition

SBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum pressure of the service brake air supply

Dimensioning

SB6.11

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB6.12

Service Brake Definition

SBrAirDelMax is the maximum air delivery of the service brake air supply which
guarantee correct functionalities
SBrAirDelMin is the minimum air delivery of the service brake air supply which
guarantee correct functionalities

SBrAirSupplPressMi
n
SBrAirDelMax

Dimensioning

SBrAirDelMin

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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AdDepDynSBrAirSupplPressMax
AdIndDynSBrAirSupplPressMax
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMax
AdDepDynSBrAirConsMax
AdIndDynSBrAirConsMax
AdDepFrSBrAirConsMax
AdDepDynSBrAirSupplPressMin
AdIndDynSBrAirSupplPressMin
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin
AdDepDynSBrAirConsMax
AdIndDynSBrAirConsMax
AdDepFrSBrAirConsMax
TrainSBrForMin
SBrAirSupplPressMin
SBrAirSupplStoreVol
MaxDeltaPressSB
SBrAirSupplStoreVol

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

AirSupplPressMax
SBrAirDelMin
SBrAirDelMax

SB5
SB5
SB5

AdDEpFrSBrAirSup
pl

SB5

Parameter
Parameter

SB6AirSupplLeak

SB6.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

SB6.13

Service Brake Definition

SBrAirSupplStoreVol is the volume of the service brake supply air store

Dimensioning

SB6.14

Service Brake Definition

SB6AirSupplLeak are the air leakages produced by SB6

SB6.1

SB6.15

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB6.16

Service Brake Definition

SB6.17

Service Brake Definition

SB6.18

Service Brake Definition

SB6.19

Service Brake Definition

SB6.20

Service Brake Definition

SB6.21

Service Brake Definition

SB6.22

Service Brake Definition

SB6.23

Service Brake Definition

SB6.24

Service Brake Definition

AdDepDynSBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake permitted by dimensioning
AdIndDynSBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion independent dynamic service brake permitted by dimensioning
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent friction service brake permitted by dimensioning
AdDepDynSBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the
Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake considered by dimensioning
AdIndDynSBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the
Adhesion independent dynamic service brake considered by dimensioning
AdDepFrSBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the Adhesion
dependent friction service brake considered by dimensioning
AdDepDynSBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion dependent dynamic service brake permitted by dimensioning
AdIndDynSBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion independent dynamic service brake permitted by dimensioning
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent friction service brake permitted by dimensioning
MaxDeltaPressSB is the maximum acceptable decrease per minute of service
brake supply pressure SBrAirSupplPress
SB6.2 ELECTRIC ENERGY STORING AND DISTRIBUTION

SB6.25

Service Brake Functional

SB6.2 shall provide to SB the electric energy to permit the correct regulation of
service brake force by type of brakes using electric energy

SB6.2

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1
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Input
source

Output
destination

AdDepDynSBrAirSu
pplPressMax
AdIndDynSBrAirSup
plPressMax
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
PressMax
AdDepDynSBrAirCo
nsMax
AdIndDynSBrAirCo
nsMax
AdDepFrSBrAirCons
Max
AdDepDynSBrAirSu
pplPressMin
AdIndDynSBrAirSup
plPressMin
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
PressMin
MaxDeltaPressSB

Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
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Output Data
SBrAirSupplStoreVo
l
SB6AirSupplLeak

Dimensioning

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

ElVolt
BrElCurr
AdDepDynSBrElVoltNom
AdIndDynSBrElVoltNom
AdDepFrSBrElVoltNom
AdDepDynSBrElCurrNom
AdIndDynSBrElCurrNom
AdDepFrSBrElCurrNom

Electric
Energy
Supply
Electric
Energy
Supply
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

SBrElVolt
SBrElCurr

SB
SB

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB6.26

Service Brake Functional

SB6.2 shall limit the electric energy voltage to the maximum permitted by SB
dimensioning limits

SB6.2

AdDepDynSBrElVoltMax
AdIndDynSBrElVoltMax
AdDepFrSBrElVoltMax
AdDepDynSBrElCurrMax
AdIndDynSBrElCurrMax
AdDepFrSBrElCurrMax

ElVoltMax
SBrElCurrMax
SBrElCurrMin

SB
SB
SB

SB6.27

Service Brake Functional

SB6.2 shall provide the necessary el energy to SB to apply the minimum force
applicable by all the type of brake using electric energy even in case of missing
supply of energy by SB11.2 and guarantee the maximum brake application time

SB6.2

AdDepDynSBrElVoltMin
AdIndDynSBrElVoltMin
AdDepFrSBrElVoltMin

ElVoltMin

SB
SB

SB6.28

Service Brake Functional

SB6.2

ElVoltMin
ElEnStoreCap

SBrElVolt
SBrElCurr

SB
SB

SB6.29

Service Brake Definition

The minimum voltage and electric energy storing capacity shall guarantee the
supply for at least x> 2h of holding brake force without low Voltage electric
energy supply function SB11.2 available
ElVolt is the voltage of the electric energy supply to the brake system

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

SB6.30

Service Brake Definition

BrElCurr is the electric current supplied to the brake system

SB6.31

Service Brake Definition

SB6.32

ElVolt

SBrElVolt is the voltage of the electric energy supply to the service brake system

Electric
Energy
Supply
Electric
Energy
Supply
SB11.2

Service Brake Definition

SBElCurr is the electric current supplied to the service brake system

SB11.2

SBElCurr

SB6.33

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

ElVoltMax

SB6.34

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

ElVoltMin

SB6.35

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SBrElCurrMax

SB6.36

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SBrElCurrMax

SB6.37

Service Brake Definition

ElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which SBr system can be supplied
according dimensioning
ElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which SB system guarantee the
functionalities
SBrElCurrMax is the maximum current by which SBr system can be supplied
according dimensioning
SBrElCurrMin is the minimum current which guarantee correct functionalities of
the service brake
ElEnStoreCap is the electric energy storing capacity of the electric energy store

Dimensioning

ElEnStoreCap

SB6.38

Service Brake Definition

AdDepDynSBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion dependent
dynamic service brake shall be supplied

Dimensioning

AdDepDynSBrElVolt
Nom

`
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BrElCurr

SBrElVolt

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

SB6.39

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB6.40

Service Brake Definition

SB6.41

Service Brake Definition

SB6.42

Service Brake Definition

SB6.43

Service Brake Definition

SB6.44

Service Brake Definition

SB6.45

Service Brake Definition

SB6.46

Service Brake Definition

SB6.47

Service Brake Definition

SB6.48

Service Brake Definition

SB6.49

Service Brake Definition

SB6.50

Service Brake Definition

SB6.51

Service Brake Definition

SB6.52

Service Brake Definition

AdIndDynSBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion independent
dynamic service brake shall be supplied
AdDepFrSBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion dependent
friction service brake shall be supplied
AdDepDynSBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
dependent dynamic service brake
AdIndDynSBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
independent dynamic service brake
AdDepFrSBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
dependent friction service brake
AdDepDynSBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion dependent
dynamic service brake shall be supplied
AdIndDynSBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion independent
dynamic service brake shall be supplied
AdDepFrSBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion dependent
friction service brake shall be supplied
AdDepDynSBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
dependent dynamic service brake
AdIndDynSBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
independent dynamic service brake
AdDepFrSBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
dependent friction service brake
AdDepDynSBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion dependent
dynamic service brake shall be supplied
AdIndDynSBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion independent
dynamic service brake shall be supplied
AdDepFrSBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion dependent
friction service brake shall be supplied
SB7 - HOLDING BRAKE

SB7.1

Service Brake Functional

Holding brake sub-function shall immobilize the train for at least 2 hours on the
maximum line gradient

SB7

SB7.2

Service Brake Definition

HBrReq is the request to apply the holding brake

SB8

HBReq

SB7.3

Service Brake Definition

WheelDir is the information of the rotation direction of the wheel

LAM1.1

WheelDir
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Input
source

Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
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Output Data

Output
destination

AdIndDynSBrElVolt
Nom
AdDepFrSBrElVoltN
om
AdDepDynSBrElCur
rNom
AdIndDynSBrElCurr
Nom
AdDepFrSBrElCurrN
om
AdDepDynSBrElVolt
Max
AdIndDynSBrElVolt
Max
AdDepFrSBrElVolt
Max
AdDepDynSBrElCur
rMax
AdIndDynSBrElCurr
Max
AdDepFrSBrElCurr
Max
AdDepDynSBrElVolt
Min
AdIndDynSBrElVolt
Min
AdDepFrSBrElVolt
Min

Dimensioning

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

TrainSpeed
TrSBrReq
TrainDir
HBrEnabled
WheelDir

Odometry
SB2
SB2
BSM2.1.2
LAM1.1

HBReq

SB5.3.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB7.4

Service Brake Functional

Holding brake force is applied by adhesion dependent friction service brake force

SB7

SB5.3.2.1

Service Brake Functional

SB7

HBReq

SB5.3.2.1

SB7.6

Service Brake Functional

If Holding brake is not enabled it shall never set the Holding brake request to
active
With holding brake enabled, if TrSBrReq≤0 and the train speed is < 3 km/h, SB7
shall activate the holding brake request to SB5.3.2.1

Odometry
SB2
SB2
BSM2.1.2
BSM2.1.2

HBReq

SB7.5

TrainSpeed
TrSBrReq
TrainDir
HBrEnabled
HBrEnabled

SB5.3.2.1

Service Brake Functional

With holding brake enabled, the Holding brake request shall be de-activated only
once that TrSBrReq>0 and the TrainSpeed is > 3 km/h in the correct direction

SB7

HBReq

SB5.3.2.1

SB7.8

Service Brake Functional

If, with holding brake enabled, holding brake req active and TrSBrReq>0, the
train move to the opposite direction respect the selected one, SB7 shall set a
major fault

SB7

MJFRollBack

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

SB7.9

Service Brake Functional

If any input signal to SB7 is not valid or out of range a major fault shall be set

SB7

MJFHoldBr

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

SB7.10

Service Brake Functional

If, with holding brake enabled and holding brake request active and TrSBrReq≤0,
the friction brake force applied is < k*TrainMassMax*MaxSlope-HBrForTol, SB7
shall set a major fault

SB7

Odometry
SB2
BSM2.1.2
Odometry
LAM1.1
SB2
SB2
BSM2.1.2
Odometry
LAM1.1
SB2
SB2
BSM2.1.2
Odometry
SB2
SB2
BSM2.1.2
LAM1.1
SB5.5.2.1.2
SB3.2
parameter
parameter
BSM2.1.2
parameter

HBReq

SB7.7

TrainSpeed
TrSBrReq
HBrEnabled
TrainSpeed
WheelDir
TrSBrReq
TrainDir
HBrEnabled
TrainSpeed
WheelDir
TrSBrReq
TrainDir
HBrEnabled
TrainSpeed
TrSBrReq
TrainDir
HBrEnabled
WheelDir
AdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas
TrainMassMax
MaxSlope
HBForTol
HBrEnabled
k

MJFHoldBrFor

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

SB7.11

Service Brake Definition

HBrForTol is the tolerance permitted on holding brake force

SB7

HBrForTol

SB7.12

Service Brake Definition

MJFRollBack is the fault information of roll back detection

SB7

MJFRollBack

SB7.13

Service Brake Definition

MJFHoldBr is the fault information of holding brake out of order

SB7

MJFHoldBr

SB7.14

Service Brake Definition

MJFHoldBrFor is the fault information of not sufficient holding brake force
applied
SB8 - SERVICE BRAKE TRACTION CUTOFF

SB7

MJFHoldBrFor

SB7

`
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Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB8.1

Service Brake Functional

SB8 shall require the traction cut off to traction system in case of brake request

SB8

TrSBrReq

SB2

TractForAppl

track

SB8.2

Service Brake Definition

SB8

SB8.3

Service Brake Functional

TractForAppl is the traction force applied at the track by the traction technical
system
If TrSBrReq is < 0 the traction system shall set to 0 the traction force request

SB8

TrSBrReq

SB2

TractForAppl

track

SB8.4

Service Brake Functional

If TrSBrReq information has lost its integrity or is out of range traction shall be
cut off immediately
SB9 - STATE AND FAULT DETECTION AND INDICATION

SB8

TrSBrReq

SB2

TractForAppl

track

SB9.1

Service Brake Functional

The service brake function SB9 shall detect and indicate in the driver cab and/or
outside the train the status of the service brake and of its sub-functions

SB9

SBrStatus

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

SB9.2

Service Brake Definition

SB9

SBrStatus

SB9.3

Service Brake Functional

SB9.4

Service Brake Definition

SB9.5

Service Brake Definition

SB9.6

Service Brake Definition

SB9.7

Service Brake Functional

SBrStatus is the information providing the released or applied status of service
brake
SB9.1 function shall provide at least to the driver HMI, diagnostic system,
diagnostic tool the status of the service brake (SB) which can have following
status:
Applied: if any type of brake is applying a braking force
Released: if every type of brake is released
AdDepDynSBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion dependent dynamic
service brake
AdIndDynSBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion independent dynamic
service brake
AdDepFrSBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion dependent friction
service brake
SB9.1 function shall provide to the driver HMI, diagnostic system, diagnostic tool
the status of the service brake functions SB1, SB2 which can have following
status:

SB9.1

SBrStatus

SB9.3

AdIndDynSBrStatus

SB9.4

AdDepFrSBrStatus

SB9.1

degraded: when the service brake degraded mode is successfully activated by
BSM2.1.2 after the driver selection of service brake degraded mode
`
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SB9.2
SB9.3
SB9.4

AdDepDynSBrStatu
s

disabled: when the status is not enabled or degraded
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AdDepDynSBrStatus
AdIndDynSBrStatus
AdDepFrSBrStatus

SB9.2

enabled: when BSM1 has enabled the service brake system and there is not any
major fault active in SB1 or SB2

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

TractForAppl
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SBrEnabled
MajFaultAnySB1
MajFaultAnySB2
SBrDegr

BSM1
SB1
SB2
BSM2.1.2

SBrStatusSB1-2

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

SB9.8

Service Brake Definition

SB9.9

Service Brake Definition

SB9.10

Service Brake Definition

SB9.11

Service Brake Functional

Actor

faulty: if it is enabled and any major fault active in SB1 or SB2
SBrStatusSB1-2 is the information providing the
enabled/disabled/degraded/faulty status of service brake sub-functions SB1 and
SB2
MajFaultAnySB1 is the summary information of any major fault active on subfunction SB1
MajFaultAnySB2 is the summary information of any major fault active on subfunction SB2
SB9.1 function shall provide at least to the driver HMI, diagnostic system,
diagnostic tool the status of the service brake function SB3 which can have
following status:
enabled: when BSM1 has correctly initialized the brake system and there is not
any major fault active in SB3

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

SB9.1

SBrStatusSB1-2

SB1

MajFaultAnySB1

SB2

MajFaultAnySB2

SB9.1

SBrEnabled
MJFLoadDet

BSM1
SB3

LoadDetStatus

Output
destination

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

disabled: when it is not enabled

SB9.12

Service Brake Definition

SB9.13

Service Brake Definition

SB9.14

Service Brake Functional

SB9.15

Service Brake Definition

SB9.16

Service Brake Functional

SB9.17

Service Brake Functional

faulty: if it is enabled and any major fault active in SB3
MJFLoadDet is the summary information of any major fault active on subfunction SB3
LoadDetStatus is the information providing the enabled/disabled/faulty status of
service brake sub-function SB3
The adhesion dependent friction brake shall provide its own status derived from
SB4-SB5-SB7-SB10-SB12 functions . The status can be :
Applied: if any braking force is applied
Released: if force is not applied
Isolated: if it is isolated
Faulty: if a major fault is active
MajFaultAnyAdDepFrSBrSB4-5-7-10 is the summary information of any major
fault active on adhesion dependent friction service brale in sub-function SB4,
SB5.1.2.1, SB5.2.2.1, SB5.3.2.1 SB5.5.2.1.1, SB5.5.2.1.2, SB7, SB10.3
The adhesion depedent friction brake status is applied if SB5.5.2.1.1 detect
AdDepFrSBrApplMeas>0
The adhesion depedent friction brake status is releassed if SB5.5.2.1.1 detect
AdDepFrSBrApplMeas=0

SB9.1

MJFLoadDet

SB9.1

LoadDetStatus

SB9.4

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
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SB5.5.2.1.1
SB9.4
BSM2.1.1
SB10.3
Parameter

SB9.4

AdDepFrSBrStatus

AdDepFrSBrApplMeas

SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrStatus

SB9.4

AdDepFrSBrApplMeas

SB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrStatus
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Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

MJFSBr

SB9.4

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepFrSBrApplMeas
MajFaultAnyAdDepFrSBrSB4-57-10
AdDepFrSBrRemRelStatus
AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrSBrForMax

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB9.18

Service Brake Functional

SB9.4

MajFaultAnySB4-5-7-10

SB9.4

AdDepFrSBrStatus

SB9.19

Service Brake Functional

SB9.4

Service Brake Functional

AdDepFrSBrRemRelStatus
AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrSBrForMax
AdDepFrSBrStatus

BSM2.1.1
SB10.3
Parameter
SB9.4

AdDepFrSBrStatus

SB9.20

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

SB9.21

Service Brake Definition

SB9.22

Service Brake Functional

The adhesion depedent friction brake status is faulty if any major fault is
detected by functions SB4, SB5.1.2.1, SB5.2.2.1, SB5.3.2.1 SB5.5.2.1.1,
SB5.5.2.1.2, SB7, SB10.3 perfromed by adhesion dependent friction brake type
The adhesion depedent friction service brake isolation status shall indicate the
percentage of available force respect the maximum one based on SB10.3
permanent isolation AND remote release status
The adhesion depedent friction service brake status (only if applied or released)
shall be show optionally external the train, also in case of lack of energy
(pneumatic or electric)
AdDepFrSBrStatusEXT is the information of applied/released adhesion dependent
friction brake visible externally of the train
Any minor fault or major fault shall be trasmitted to diagnostic system, diagnostic
tool

SB9.4

MinFaultSBx
MajFaultSBx

SB9.23

Service Brake Functional

Any major fault shall be trasmitted to driver HMI, diagnostic system, diagnostic
tool

SB9.4

MajFaultSBx

SB10

AdDepDynSBrRemRelCom
AdIndDynSBrRemRelCom
AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom;
AdDepDynSBrIsolCom
AdIndDynSBrIsolCom
AdDepFrSBrIsolCom

SB9.4

SB9.4
SB3, SB4,
SB5.1.2.1,
SB5.2,
SB5.3.2.1,
SB5.5.2.1.1,
SB5.5.2.1.2,
SB7, SB10.3
SB3, SB4,
SB5.1.2.1,
SB5.2,
SB5.3.2.1,
SB5.5.2.1.1,
SB5.5.2.1.2,
SB7, SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrStatusE
XT
AdDepFrSBrStatusE
XT
MinFaultSBx
MajFaultSBx

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

MajFaultSBx

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

AdDEpDynSBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynSBrForAp
pl
AdDEpFrSBrForApp
l
AdDepDynSBrIsolC
om
AdIndDynSBrIsolCo
m
AdDepFrSBrIsolCo
m

Track

SB10 - SERVICE BRAKE ISOLATION
SB10.1

Service Brake Functional

SB10.2

Service Brake Definition

SB10.3

Service Brake Definition

SB10.4

Service Brake Definition

SB10 shall manage the isolation of the different type of brake releasing the
eventually applied braking force and inhibiting the force application by SB5.5.2
sub-function

AdDepDynSBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
dependent dynamic service brake
AdIndDynSBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
independent dynamic service brake
AdDepFrSBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
dependent friction service brake

User
User
User

`
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BSM2.1.1

Driver,
Maintenance
operator

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

SB10.5

Service Brake Functional

SB10.3 shall manage the isolation of adhesion dependent friction brake by
remote release and permanent isolation command

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom
AdDepFrSBrIsolCom

AdDEpFrSBrForApp
l

Track

SB10.6

Service Brake Functional

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom

Service Brake Functional

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom

BSM2.1.1

AdDEpFrSBrForApp
l
AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
or
AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
LAM
AdDepFrSBrRemRel
En
AdDepFrSBrRemRel
En
AdDEpFrSBrForApp
l

Track

SB10.7

SB10.3 remote release shall permit to remove the adhesion dependent friction
service brake force by remote command during running or standstill.
The remote release shall operate on SB5.5.2.1 sub-function removing the force
application independently from SB5.3.2.1 command

BSM2.1.1
Driver
Maintenance
operator
BSM2.1.1

AdDEpFrSBrForApp
l

Track

SB10.8

Service Brake Functional

The remote release shall be enabled in case of major fault only

SB10.3

MajFaultSBx

SB

SB10.8a

Service Brake Functional

SB10.3

SB10.9

Service Brake Functional

AdDepFrSBrRemRelEn is the information enabling the remote release command
by BSM
SB10.3 permanent isolation sub-function shall permit to remove the adhesion
dependent friction service brake force applied, totally or partially, permanentely,
with or without energy available on the train, with SB in any status

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

The permanent isolation can be commanded by driver or maintenance operator
manually or, optionally, by remote command via BSM2.1.1

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

BSM2.1.1
Driver,
Maintenance
operator
BSM2.1.1
Driver,
Maintenance
operator

SB10.10

Service Brake Functional

SB10.11

Service Brake Definition

AdDepFrBrIsolManCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
dependent friction service brake provided by manual command
The permanent isolation sub-function shall operate on SB5.5.2.1 sub-function
removing the force application independently from SB5.3.2.1 command

User

SB10.12

Service Brake Functional

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

BSM2.1.1
Driver

SB10.13

Service Brake Functional

Permanent isolation sub-function shall monitor the permanent isolation
execution checking the applied force by AdDepFrSBrForApplMeas information
received by SB5.5.2.1.1.
If permanent release is not successfull (command of permanent release active
and brake force still applied) SB10.3 shall set a major fault
MJFPermIsol is the fault information about the not success permanent isolation
execution
Permanent isolation shall define the permanent isolation status as:
Isolated force: it shall provide the percentage of maximum adhesion depedent
friction service brake force released by permanent isolation.

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrSBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

SB5.5.2.1.1
BSM2.1.1
Driver,
Maintenance
operator

SB10.14

Service Brake Definition

SB10.15

Service Brake Functional

SB10.3
SB10.3

`
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AdDepFrBrIsolMan
Com
AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
or
AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
LAM
MJFPermIsol

LAM1.2.1
SB5.5.2.1.2
BSM2.1

Track

LAM1.2.1
SB5.5.2.1.2

SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1

MJFPermIsol
AdDepFRSBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrSBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

SB5.5.2.1.1.
BSM2.1.1
Driver

AdDepFrBrIsolStatu SB9.1
s

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

SB10.16

Service Brake Definition

SB10.17

Service Brake Functional

SB10.18

Service Brake Definition

SB12.1

Service Brake Functional

SB12.2

Actor

Faulty: if permanent isolation is not succesfull in releasing completely the
expected force
AdDepFrBrIsolStatus is the information of permanent isolated force/faulty
permanent isolation of adhesion dependent friction service brake force
If the permanent isolated force = (Isolated force
percentage)*AdDepFrSBrForMax>AdDepFrSBrForMax-AdDepFrSBrForMin a
major fault shall be set
MJFSBrHighIsol is the fault information about the too high isolation of a adhesion
dependent friction service brake force, not permitting to apply the minimum
service brake force by the adhesion dependent friction service brake
SB12 - SERVICE BRAKE KINETIC ENERGY TRANSFORMATION

Input Data

Input
source

MajFault103.1
AdDepFrSBrForMax

SB10.3
Parameter

SB10.3
SB10.3

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrSBrForMin

SB10.3
SB5.1.2.1

SB10.3

Output Data

AdDepFrBrIsolStatu
s
MJFSBrHighIsol
SB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
MJFSBrHighIsol

SB12.2

Service Brake Definition

SB12.2 function shall transform the kinetic energy of the train into thermal
energy by the friction between two surfaces
TrainKinEn is the kinetic energy of the train

Train

TrainKinEn

SB12.3

Service Brake Definition

ThermEn is the thermal energy to be dissipated by brake system

SB12.2

ThermEn

SB12.4

Service Brake Functional

SB12.2.1

SB12.5

Service Brake Definition

SB12.6

Service Brake Functional

SB12.2.1 shall generate thermal energy (heat) from the contact between two
friction surface sliding with an applied perpendicular force that generates the
AdDEpFrSBrForAppl force at the track
AdDepFrSBrHeat is the heat generated by dissipation process of adhesion
dependent friction service brake
SB12.2.2 shall dissipate the heat generated by SB12.2.1 into the air

SB12.7

Service Brake Definition

AirThermEnSB is the service brake thermal energy dissipated into the air

SB12.2.2.

SB12.8

Service Brake Functional

SB12.2.2.

SB12.9

Service Brake Definition

SB12.10

Service Brake Definition

SB12.11

Service Brake Functional

SB12.2.2 shall measure the temperature reached during braking by dissipation
function
AdDepFrSBrDissTemp is the dissipation temperature of the adhesion dependent
friction brake
AdDepFrSBrDissTempMeas is the information of the dissipation temperature of
the adhesion dependent friction brake AdDepFrSBrDiss Temp
SB12.2.2 shall set a major fault if it will detect a too high temperature

SB12.12

Service Brake Definition

Dimensioning

SB12.13

Service Brake Definition

AdDepFrSBrDissTempMax is the maximum temperature that can be reached by
adhesion dependent friction brake
MJFHighFrictTemp is the fault information about too high temperature at the
adhesion dependent friction service brake energy dissipation sub-function
EB - EMERGENCY BRAKE
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AdDepFrSBrForAppl

Train

SB5.5.2.1.2

AdDepFrSBrHeat

SB12.2.1

SB12.2.2.
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AdDepFrSBrHeat

Environment

SB12.2.2.

AirThermEnSB

Environment

AirThermEnSB
AdDepFrSBrDissTemp

SB12.2.1

AdDepFrSBrDissTempMeas
AdDepFrSBrDissTempMax

SB12
Parameter

SB12.2.2.
SB12.2.2.

ThermEn

AdDepFrSBrHeat

SB12.2.2.

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

TrainKinEn

SB12.2.1
SB12.2.2.

Output
destination

AdDepFrSBrDissTe
mpMeas
AdDepFrSBrDissTe
mp
AdDepFrSBrDissTe
mpMeas
MJFHighFrictTemp
AdDepFrSBrDissTe
mpMax
MJFHighFrictTemp

SB9.4,
SB5.1.2.1

SB9.4

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB.1

Emergency
Brake

The emergency brake is the system function used by the users and technical
systems (actors) to apply predefined Decarding force to the track (directly or by
the wheelset) with the following goals:
- to stop the train in the guaranteed stopping distance

EB

EBrReqUs

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2

TrainEBrDecAppl
TrainEBrEqTimeAp
pl

Train

EB.2
EB.3
EB.4
EB.5
EB.6
EB.7
EB.8

EB.9
EB.10
EB.11

Functional

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EBReqUs is the request to apply the emergency brake by any user

User

EBReqUs

Definition

EBrReqATO is the request to apply the emergency brake by ATO

ATO

EBrReqATO

Definition

EBrReqTCMS is the request to apply the emergency brake by TCMS

TCMS

EBrReqTCMS

Definition

EBrReqATP is the request to apply the emergency brake by ATP

ATP

EBrReqATP

Definition

EBrReqETCS Eis the request to apply the emergency brake by ETCS

ETCS

EBrReqETCS

Definition

EBrReqPAS is the request to apply the emergency brake by PAS

PAS

EBrReqPAS

Definition

Train

TrainEBrDecAppl

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

TrainEBrDecAppl is the train deceleration TrainDecAppl which is generated by
the Emergency brake application. It is a positive value.
TrainEBrDecAppl=(TrainEBrForAppl+TrainRunResAppl+GravForAppl)/TrainMass
TrainEBrEqTimeAppl is the equivalent time by which the TrainEBrDecAppl is
applied
The emergency brake function shall be always active when the train is powered
on
When an emergency brake is applied after an emergency request, it can be
released only if the request is removed

EB

TrainEBrEqTimeAp
pl
TrainEBrForAppl

Functional
Functional

EB

EBrElVolt

EB6.2

EB

EBrReqUs

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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TrainEBrDecAppl
TrainEBrEqTimeAp
pl

Train
Train

ID

EB.12

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB.13

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB.14

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB.15

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB.16
EB.17

EB.18

Definition
Functional

Actor

The emergency brake deceleration applied TrainDecAppl shall be ≥ maximum
emergency brake deceleration TrainEBrDecMax in following condition:
- without any failure and isolation,
- without degraded environmental / dissipation condition (causing sliding or
reduced applied forces),
- on a flat track
- any train mass

EB

TrainEBrDecMax is the nominal deceleration of the train obtained by the
emergency brake application in following condition:
- without any failure and isolation,
- without degraded environmental / dissipation condition (causing sliding or
reduced applied forces),
- on a flat track
- with maximum train mass
The emergency brake is the main function which shall guarantee the minimum
performances of the brake system:
TrainEBrDecAppl ≥ TrainDecMin
TrainEBrEqTimeAppl≤ TrainBrEqTimeMax
The Emergency brake equivalent time of applied deceleration shall be
TrainEBrEqTimeAppl< TrainEBrEqTimeMax
TrainEBrEqTimeMax is the the maximum equivalent time in emergency brake
considered by dimensioning
The emergency brake application shall guaranteed the deceleration TrainDecMin,
which permit to stop the train in the maximum stopping distances TrainStopDist
associated to the active braking power TrainBrPower.
The train emergency brake force applied to the track shall provide at least the
minimum emergency brake performances associated to the braking power active
at the moment of the braking in any track and environmental / dissipation
condition and in presence of the worst single failure during emergency
application

Dimensioning
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Input
source

EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM

ATO
PAS
BSM2
Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
PAS
BSM2
Parameter

EBrReqUs

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM
TrainEBrDecMax

Output Data

Output
destination

TrainDecAppl

Train

TrainEBrDecMax

EB

TrainDecMin
TrainBrEqTimeMax

Dimensioning TrainEBrDecAppl

Parameter

EB

TrainEBrEqTimeMax

Dimensioning TrainEBrEqTimeAp
pl
TrainEBrEqTimeMa
x
TrainDecMin

Train

TrainDecMin
TrainEBrEqTimeMax
TrainEBrForAppl
TrainEBrEqTimeAppl

Parameter
Parameter
EB
EB

Train

Dimensioning
Dimensioning

EB

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data
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TrainEBrDecAppl
TrainEBrEqTimeAp
pl

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB.19

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

Train deceleration shall be limited to TrainDecLim= 2,5 m/s2

EB

Train

The maximum jerk shall be MaxJerk= 4 m/s3

EB

TrainDecAppl

Train

Functional

EB

AdDepEBrForAppl

Train

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

Maximum adhesion used by adhesion dependent force AdDepEBrForAppl shall
be limited to maximum value of TSI
AdDepEBrForAppl is the force applied at the track by the adhesion dependent
brake types (AdDepDynEBrForAppl+AdDepFrEBrForAppl)
The Train Emergency brake deceleration TrainEBrDecAppl is obtained by piloting
a Train emergency brake force TrainEBrForNom providing a deceleration of the
train TrainEBrDecNom
TrainEBrDecNom is the deceleration obtained by the application of the
TrainEBrForNom
TrainEBrForNom is the nominal force applied at the track by the emergency
brake
The train emergency brake force applied to the track is obtained by the
contribution of adhesion dependent dynamic brake, adhesion independent
dynamic brake, adhesion dependent friction brake,
adhesion independent friction brake:
TrainEBrForAppl(v)= AdDEpDynEBrForAppl(v)+ AdIndDynEBrForAppl(v)+
AdDEpFrEBrForAppl(v)+ AdIndFrEBrForAppl

EB
Parameter
Parameter
EB
Parameter

TrainDecAppl

Functional

TrainEBrForAppl
TrainDecLim
MaxJerk
TrainEBrForAppl
TSIAdMaxVal

AdDepDynEBrForAppl is the portion of TrainEBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Dependent Dynamic Brake Force
AdIndDynEBrForAppl is the portion of TrainEBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Independent Dynamic Brake Force
AdDepFrEBrForAppl is the portion of TrainEBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Dependent Friction Brake Force
AdIndFrEBrForAppl is the portion of TrainEBrForAppl applied at the track by
Adhesion Independent Friction Brake Force
Each type of emergency brake shall be able to apply to the track a maximum
braking force based on dimensioning calculation. The maximum forces can be an
invariant parameter or a speed or/and dissipation temperature dependent
parameter

EB

EB.20
EB.21
EB.22
EB.23

EB.24
EB.25
EB.26

EB.27
EB.28
EB.29
EB.30
EB.31

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition
Functional

Definition
Functional

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Functional

EB
EB
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TrainEBrForNom
TrainEBrDecNom

EB
EB

TrainEBrDecAppl

EB

TrainEBrDecNom

EB

TrainEBrForNom

EB

EBrReqUs

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM

EB
EB
EB
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Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2

AdDepDynEBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynEBrForAp
pl
AdDepFrEBrForApp
l
AdIndFrEBrForAppl

Track

Track

AdDepDynEBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynEBrForAp
pl
AdDepFrEBrForApp
l
AdIndFrEBrForAppl

EB

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepEBrForAppl

AdDepDynEBrForMax
AdIndDynEBrForMax
AdDepFrEBrForMax

Dimensioning AdDepDynEBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynEBrForAp
pl

Track
Track
Track
Track

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

AdIndFrEBrForMax

EB.32
EB.33

EB.34
EB.35
EB.36
EB.37
EB.38

EB1.1

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

Emergency
Brake

Functional

Definition

Definition
Definition
Functional
Definition

AdDepDynEBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion dependent dynamic service brake
AdDepDynEBrForMin is the minimum force applied at the track that is
guaranteed by adhesion dependent dynamic brake.It depends from dimensioning
and isolation active on adhesion dependent dynamic brake. (It is different from
AdDepDynEBrAvFor, which is the total available force, guaranteed + not
guaranteed)
AdIndDynEBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion independent dynamic service brake
AdDepFrEBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
adhesion dependent service friction brake
AdIndFrEBrForMax is the maximum force that can be applied at the track by
Adhesion Independent Friction Brake Force
When EB functions receive the electrical power supply shall perform a self test
and trasmit the result to BSM1 function
SelfTestBrRes is the result of the self test performed by emrgncy brake when
receive electric power supply
EB1 - EMERGENCY BRAKE REQUEST

Dimensioning

EB1 shall trasmit to EB2 any of the emergency request received by actors

EB1

Dimensioning
Dimensioning

AdIndDynEBrForMa
x
AdDepFrEBrForMax

Dimensioning

AdIndFrEBrForMax

EB

EBrElVolt

EB1.3

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

TrainEBrReq is the request of an emergency brake by any actor

EB1

Functional

The emergency brake request has priority on any other brake application/release
request

EB1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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EB11.2

EB

Definition
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Output
destination

AdDepFrEBrForApp
l
AdIndFrEBrForAppl
AdDepDynEBrForM
ax
AdDepDynEBrForM
in

EB5.1.1.1

SelfTestBrRes

BSM1

SelfTestBrRes

EBrReqUs

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM

EB1.2

Output Data

Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2.1.1,
BSM2.2.1

TrainEBrReq

EB2

TrainEBrReq
EBrReqUs

Driver
Brake test
operator

TrainEBrReq

EB2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM

EB1.4

Emergency
Brake

Functional

If EB1 TrainEBrReq information is not valid or out of order a major fault shall be
set

EB1

EBrReqUs

EBrReqATP
EBrReqETCS
EBrReqATO
EBrReqTCMS;
EBrReqPAS
EBrReqBSM

EB1.5

Emergency
Brake

Definition

MajFaultEB1 is the fault indicating that it is faulty the emergency brake request
information TrainEBrReq (continuity lost)
EB2 - EMERGENCY BRAKE REQUEST TRASMISSION

EB1

EB2.1

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB2 shall trasmit the emergency brake request received by EB1 to other brake
system functions
EBrReq is the emergency brake request information TrainEBrReq trasmitted
along the train
In case TrainEBrReq is not valid a major fault shall be set and EBreq shall be set
active

EB2

Emergency
Brake

Definition

MajFaultEB2.1 is the fault indicating that it is lost the emergency request
information TrainEBrReq (continuity lost)

EB2

EB2.2
EB2.3

EB2.4

Definition
Functional

EB2
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Output Data

Output
destination

TrainEBrReq
MajFaultEB1.1

EB2
EB9.1,
BSM2.2.1

Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2.1.1,
BSM2.2.1
Driver
Brake test
operator
Maintenance
staff
ATP on board
ETCS on
board
ATO
TCMS
PAS
BSM2.1.1,
BSM2.2.1
MajFaultEB1

TrainEBrReq

EB1

EB2

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input
source

EBrReq

EB

EBrReq
TrainEBrReq

EB1

EBrReq
MajFaultEB2.1
MajFaultEB2.1

EB4, EB8
EB9.1,
BSM2.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB2.5

Emergency
Brake

Functional

In case EBrReq is not valid a major fault shall be set

EB2

TrainEBrReq

EB1

EBrReq
MajFaultEB2.2

EB4, EB8
EB9.1,
BSM2.2.1

EB2.6

Emergency
Brake

Definition

MajFaultEB2.2 is the fault indicating that it is lost the emergency request
information EBrReq (continuity lost)
EB3 - TRAIN LOAD CALCULATION

EB2

MajFaultEB2.2

EB3.1 LOAD ACQUISITION
EB3.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB3.2

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB3 shall define the train mass and the train equivalent mass information and
EB3
send them to all emergency brake sub-functions and context systems which need
it
TrainMass is the mass of the complete train defined by service brake
EB3.2

Definition

TrainEqMassEB is the mass of the train + the rotating mass

EB3.2

Functional

EB3.1

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

Functional

EB3.1 shall calculate the load insisting on the bogies by memorizing the bogie
load information once that door are closed and locked (passenger in/out
finished) and trasmit it to EB3.2
BogLoadMemEB is the BogLoad information recorded by service brake in the
moment that the train leave the station
The bogie technical system shall trasmit continuously the bogie load information
to EB3.1 Load acquisition sub-function
The door technical system shall trasmit continuously the Door Closed and Locked
information to EB3.1 Load acquisition sub-function
EB3.1 shall measure the BogLoad information at any time

Definition

BogLoadMeas is the measured value by service brake of the BogLoad information EB3.1

Functional

EB3.1 shall memorize the BogLoadMeas information when (Door Closed and
Locked data is active OR the TrainSpeed>3 km/h)

EB3.11

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB3.12

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

When the BogLoadMeas information is not valid or is out of tolerance EB3.1 shall EB3.1
set a major fault and fix the BogLoadMemEB information to the value of
BogLoadDef when the DoorClLock data is no more active or as soon as the train
move (speed > 3 km/h).
BogLoadDef is the default load insisting on the bogie to be considered in case of
Dimensioning
not available BogLoadMeas information
MajFaultEB31 is the fault information indicating that it is lost the BogLoad
EB3.1
information (mass information lost)

EB3.3
EB3.4

EB3.5
EB3.6
EB3.7
EB3.8
EB3.9
EB3.10

EB3.13

Functional
Functional

Definition
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Bogie

TrainMass
TrainEqMassEB

All

TrainMass
TrainEqMassEB
BogLoad

Bogie

EB3.1

BogLoadMemEB

EB3.2

BogLoadMemEB

Bogie

CarLoad

Carbody

BogLoad

EB3.1

Door

DoorStatus

Door

DoorClLock

EB3.1

EB3.1

BogLoad

Bogie

BogLoadMeas

EB3.2

EB3.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

BogLoad
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BogLoadMeas
BogLoadMeas
DoorClLock
TrainSpeed
BogLoadMeas
BogLoadDef
DoorClLock
TrainSpeed

EB3.1
Door
Odometry
EB3.1
Parameter
Door
Odometry

BogLoadMemEB

EB3.2

BogLoadRMemEB
MajFaultEB31

EB3.2
EB9.1,
BSM2.2.1

BogLoadDef
MajFaultEB31

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB3.14

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

The BogLoad information shall have an accuracy of +x/- y% respect the real load

Bogie

CarLoad

Carbody

BogLoad

EB3.1

Functional

The BogLoadMeas information shall have an accuracy of +x/- y% respect the
BogLoad information
EB3.2 - TRAIN LOAD CALCULATION

EB3.1

BogLoad

Bogie

BogieLoadMeasEB

EB3.2

EB3.16

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB3.2

BogLoadMemEB

EB3.1

TrainMass
TrainEqMassEB

All

EB3.17

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB3.2 calculate the Train Mass and Train equivalent mass by BogLoadMeas
information and trasmit them to other brake system sub-functions and systems
of brake context which are interested
The train mass shall be derived from Bogie Load adding the mass of the bogies

EB3.2

All

EB3.2

EB3.1
Parameter
EB3.1
Parameter
Parameter

TrainMass

The train equivalent mass shall be derived from the train mass adding the
translating mass equivalent to rotating mass of the train

BogLoadMemEB
BogieMass
BogLoadMemEB
RotMass
BogieMass

TrainEqMassEB

All

EBrReq
TrainMass
TrainSpeed
TrainEBrDecMax
a,b,c
EBrReq
TrainMass
TrainEBrDecMax
TrainSpeed
TrainRunResEB

EB2
EB3.2
Odometry
Parameter
Parameters
EB2
EB3.2
Parameter
Odometry
EB4

TrainEBrForNom

EB5.2

TrainEBrForNom

EB5.2

MaxJerk

Parameter

TrainEBrForNom

EB2

EB3.15

EB3.18

Functional

EB4 - TRAIN EMERGENCY BRAKING FORCE CALCULATION
EB4.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB4 shall calculate the Train nominal emergency brake force

EB4

EB4.2

Emergency
Brake

Functional

The Train emergency brake nominal force shall be calculated based on the
maximum emergency brake deceleration, the train mass, the train running
resistance, the train speed as follow:

EB4

If EBrReq is active
TrainEBrForNom=TrainMass*TrainEBrDecMax-TrainRunResEB

EB4.3
EB4.4
EB4.5

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional
Definition
Functional

If EBrReq is not active
TrainEBrForNom=0
TrainEBrForNom ramping shall be limited in order to have a jerk of TrainDec
limited to MaxJerk=4 m/s3.
TrainRunResEB is the force that emergency brake consider applied by track and
aerodynamic forces to the train
If EBrReq information is not valid EB4 shall set the force request to default
request EBrReqDef( =active) and set a major fault

EB4
Dimensioning
EB4

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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TrainRunResEB
EBrReq
TrainMass
EBrReqDef
TrainSpeed
TrainRunResEB

EB2
EB3.2
Parameter
Odometry
EB4

MJFEBrReq
TrainEBrForNom

EB9.4,
BSM2.2.1
EB5.2

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB4.6

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EBrReqDef is the default status of EBrREq to be considered by SB4 in case of
EBrREq not valid
MJFEBrReq is the fault information about the not valid information of EBrReq

Dimensioning

EBrReqDef

SB4

MJFEBrReq

Functional

In case of lost train integrity, EB4 shall set the force request to TrainEBrForDef
and set a major fault

EB4

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

TrainEBrForDef is the default force value at which TrainEBrForNom shall be set in
case of lost train integrity
MJFTrainIntegr is the fault information about train integrity lost

Dimensioning

TrainEBrForDef

EB4

MJFTrainIntegr

Functional

If the TrainMass information is not valid the Train Mass shall be set to
TrainMassDefEB value and a major fault shall be set

EB4

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

TrainMassDefSB is the default train mass value consistent with the BogLoadDef
value
MajFaultSB4.3 is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the TrainMass
information
If the TrainSpeed information is not valid the Trainspeed shall be set to
TrainSpeedDefEB value and a major fault shall be set

Dimensioning

TrainMassDefEB

EB4

MajFaultEB4.3

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

TrainSpeedDefSB is the default speed information to be considered by SB when
the TrainSpeed is not available
MajFaultEB4.4 is the fault information indicating that it is lost the TrainSpeed
information
The train runnig resistance force shall be calculated considering running
resistance formula proper of the train:
a*TrainMass+b*v+c*v2
EB5 - EMERGENCY BRAKE BLENDING

Dimensioning

TrainSpeedDefEB

EB4

MajFaultEB4.4

EB4

a,b,c
TrainMass

Parameters
EB3.2

TrainRunResEB

EB4

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5 shall apply a emergency brake force at the train of the amount of the train
emergency brake force information received by EB4 fulfilling the constraints in
terms of:
- force tolerance
- maximum force applicable to different type of brake (dimensioning/availability

EB5

TrainEBrForNom
TrainSpeed

EB4
Odometry

TrainEBrForAppl

Train

EB4.7
EB4.8

EB4.9
EB4.10
EB4.11

EB4.12
EB4.13
EB4.14

EB4.15
EB4.16
EB4.17

EB5.1

Definition

Definition

Definition
Functional

Definition
Functional

EB4

`
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Input Data

TrainIntegr
TrainMass
TrainEBrForDef
EBrReqDef
TrainSpeed
TrainRunResEB

TrainMass
TrainMassDefEB

TrainSpeed
TrainSpeedDefEB

Input
source

Train
EB3.2
Parameter
Parameter
Odometry
EB4

EB3.2
Parameter

Odometry
Parameter

Output Data

MJFTrainIntegr
TrainEBrForNom

MajFaultEB4.3
TrainEBrForNom

MajFaultEB4.4
TrainEBrForNom

Output
destination

EB9.4,
BSM2.2.1
EB5.2

EB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
EB5.2

EB9.4,
BSM2.1.1
EB5.2

ID

EB5.2
EB5.3
EB5.4
EB5.5
EB5.6
EB5.7
EB5.8
EB5.9
EB5.10
EB5.11

EB5.1.1

EB5.1.2
EB5.1.3

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

Emergency
Brake

Functional

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition

Definition
Functional

constraints)
- maximum adhesion
EB5 shall not generate leakages which can decrease of more than
MaxDeltaPressEB/min the EBrAirSupplPress (without air supply available)
AdDepDynEBr+J518:V524AirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent dynamic emergency brake
AdIndDynEBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion
independent dynamic emergency brake
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion dependent
friction emergency brake
AdIndFrEBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion independent
friction emergency brake
AdDepDynEBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion dependent
dynamic emergency brake
AdIndDynEBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion independent
dynamic emergency brake
AdDepFrEBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion dependent
friction emergency brake
AdIndFrEBrAirCons is the air supply consumption of the Adhesion independent
friction emergency brake
EB5AirSupplLeak are the leakages of the pneumatic system distributing
pneumatic energy necessary to apply the emergency brake force
EB5.1.2.1 DETECTION OF THE ADHESION DEPENDENT EMERGENCY BRAKE FORCE
AVAILABILITY
EB5.1. 2.1 shall define the adhesion dependent friction brake force availability by
elaborating the isolation status information, the remote release information, the
dimensioning constraints (ie max force), and the train speed received by
Odometry
AdDepFrEBrAvFor(v)=
min( AdDepFrEBrForMax(v);
AdDepFrEBrForMax(v)*(AdDepFrBrIsolStatus+ AdDepFrEBrREmRelStatus))
AdDepFrEBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force that
is available on the train for application to the track.
If the AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas < AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin the
Availability shall be set to 0
SB5.2 - ADHESION DEPENDENT FRICTION EMERGENCY BRAKE FORCE
CALCULATION

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB5

MaxDeltaPressEB
EBrAirSupplPress

Parameter
EB6.1

EB5AirSupplLeak

EB6.1

EB5

EB5

AdDepDynEBrAirSu
pplPress
AdIndDynEBrAirSup
plPress
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
Press
AdIndFrEBrAirSuppl
Press
AdDepDynEBrAirCo
ns
AdIndDynEBrAirCo
ns
AdDepFrEBrAirCons

EB5

AdIndFrEBrAirCons

EB5

EB5AirSupplLeak

EB5
EB5
EB5
EB5
EB5

EB5.1.2.1
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EB10.3
EB10.3
Parameter
Odometry
EB12.2.2

SB5.1.2.1
EB5.1.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrEBrREmRelStatus
AdDepFrEBrForMax(v)
TrainSpeed
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AdDepFrEBrAvFor

All

AdDepFrEBrAvFor
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin

EB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrEBrAvFor

EB5.2.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB5.2.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.shall define the nominal forces of different type of brakes as result of
emergency blending logic giving priority to adhesion independent brakes first
and then to adhesion dependent brakes. The adhesion dependent friction brake
shall be the last one to be considered, providing the missing force to reach the
maximum possible emergency brake force

EB5.2

TrainEBrForNom
AdDepDynEBrAvFor
AdDepFrEBrAvFor
AdIndDynEBrAvFor
AdIndFrEBrAvFor

EB4
EB5.1.1.1
EB5.1.2.1
EB5.1.1.2
EB5.1.2.2

EB5.3.1.1.
EB5.3.1.2
EB5.3.2.1
EB5.3.2.2

EB5.2.2

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

AdDepDynEBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent dynamic brake force available on
the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndDynEBrAvFor is the adhesion independent dynamic brake force available
on the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndFrEBrAvFor is the adhesion independent friction brake force available on
the train, which can be applied to the track
AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be
applied by adhesion dependent dynamic brake to apply the TrainEBrForNom .
AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be
applied by adhesion independent dynamic brake to apply the TrainEBrForNom .
AdDepFrEBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be
applied by adhesion dependent friction brake to apply the TrainEBrForNom .
AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd is the nominal force that shall be requested to be applied
by adhesion independent friction brake to apply the TrainEBrForNom .
EB5.2.1.2 shall calculate the adhesion independent dynamic brake nominal force
as the minimum between the train emergency brake force requested by EB4 and
the constraints of force availability of adhesion independent dynamic brake

EB5.1.1.1
EB5.1.1.2

AdDepDynEBrForN
omLtd
AdIndDynEBrForNo
mLtd
AdDepFrEBrForNo
mLtd
AdIndFrEBrForNom
Ltd
AdDepDynEBrAvFo
r
AdIndDynEBrAvFor

EB5.1.2.2

AdFrDynEBrAvFor

EB5.2.1.1

AdDepDynEBrForN
omLtd
AdIndDynEBrForNo
mLtd
AdDepFrEBrForNo
mLtd
AdIndFrEBrForNom
Ltd
AdIndDynEBrForNo
mLtd

EB5.2.10 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.11 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.3
EB5.2.4
EB5.2.5
EB5.2.6
EB5.2.7
EB5.2.8
EB5.2.9

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Functional

AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd= J549
EB5.2.2.2 shall calculate the adhesion Independent friction emergency brake
nominal force by the following formula:
AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd= min(TrainEBrForNom-AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd;
AdIndFrEBrAvFor)
EB5.2.1.1 shall calculate the adhesion dependent dynamic brake nominal force
taking in account the constraints of force availability and adhesion limits.

EB5.2.1.2
EB5.2.2.1
EB5.2.2.2
EB5.2.1.2

TrainEBrForNom
AdIndDynEBrAvFor

EB4
EB5.1.1.2

EB5.2.2.2

TrainEBrForNom
AdIndDynEBrForLtd
AdIndFrEBrAvFor

EB4
EB5.1.1.2
EB5.1.2.2

AdIndFrEBrForNom
Ltd

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.1.1

TrainEBrForNom
AdDepDynEBrAvFor
AdIndDynEBrForLtd
AdIndFrEBrForLtd
AdMaxVal
TrainMass
AdDepDynEBrAchFor
AdDepDynEBrForMin

EB4
EB5.1.1.1
EB5.1.1.2
EB5.1.2.2
parameter
EB3
EB5.4
EB5.1.1.1

AdDepDynEBrForN
omLtd

EB5.2.2.1

AdDepDynEBrAvFo
r

EB5.2.1.1

AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd= min(AdMaxVal*(TrainMass)*9,81; TrainEBrForNomAdIndDynEBrForLtd-AdIndFrEBrForLtd; AdDepDynEBrAvFor(v))
EB5.2.12 Emergency
Brake

Functional

If MajFaultEB5321.1 is active EB5.1.1.1. shall set AdDepDynEBrAvFor(v)=
AdDepDynEBrForMin

EB5.1.1.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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EB5.2.2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

TrainEBrForNom
AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd
AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd
AdIndFrEBrForLtd
AdMaxVal
TrainMass
AdDepFrEBrAvFor
AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd
AdIndDynEBrAvForEB5221
AdIndDynEBrForNomEB5221

EB4
EB5.2.1.1
EB5.2.1.2
EB5.2.2.2
Parameter
EB3.2
EB5.1.2.1
EB5.2.1.2
EB5.2.2.1
EB5.2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForNo
mLtd

EB5.3.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForNo
mLtd
MinFaultEB5221.2
MinFaultEB5221.2

EB5.3.2.1
EB9.4

AdIndDynEBrForNo
mLtdEB5221
AdIndDynEBrAvFor
EB5221

EB5.2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForNo
mLtd
MinFaultEB5221.3
MinFaultEB5221.3

EB5.3.2.1
EB9.4

EB5.2.13 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.2.1 shall calculate the adhesion dependent friction emergency brake
nominal force by the following formula:
AdDepFrEBrForNomLtd=min((TrainEBrForNom(AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd+AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd+AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd));
AdDepFrEBrAvFor; (AdMaxVal*(TrainMass)*9,81-AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd))

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.14 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.15 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.2.16 Emergency
Brake
EB5.2.17 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.2.18 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.19 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.2.20 Emergency
Brake
EB5.2.21 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.2.22 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.2.23 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.2.24 Emergency
Brake

Definition

If AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd is not valid or out of order EB5.2.2.1 shall consider the
AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd=AdIndDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221=min((TrainEBrForNom;
AdIndDynEBrAvForEB5221(v)) and set a Minor fault
MinFaultEB5221.2 is the fault information that adhesion dependent friction
brake is no more receiving a reliable information about adhesion independent
dynamic emergency brake nominal force.
AdIndDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221 is the information that EB5.2.2.1 consider in
case of missing of AdIndDynEBrForNomLtd by EB5.2.1.2
AdIndDynEBrAvForEB5221 is the adhesion independent dynamic emergency
brake available force calculated by EB5.2.2.1, information used by EB5.2.2.1 to
calculate AdIndDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221
If AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd is not valid or out of order EB5.2.2.1 shall consider the
AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd=AdIndFrEBrForNomLtdEB5221= min(TrainEBrForNomAdIndDynEBrForNomLtd; AdIndFrEBrAvForEB5221) and set a Minor fault
MajFaultEB5221.3 is the fault information that adhesion dependent friction
brake is no more receiving a reliable information about adhesion independent
friction emergency brake nominal force.
AdIndFrEBrForNomLtdEB5221 is the information that EB5.2.2.1 consider in case
of missing of AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd by EB5.2.2.2
AdIndDynEBrAvForEB5221 is the adhesion independent friction emergency brake
available force calculated by EB5.2.2.1, information used by EB5.2.2.1 to
calculate AdIndDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221
If AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd is not valid or out of order EB5.2.2.1 shall consider
the AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd=AdDepDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221=
min(AdMaxVal*(TrainMass)*9,81; TrainEBrForNom-AdIndDynEBrForLtdAdIndFrEBrForLtd; AdDepDynEBrForMinEB5221 and set a Major fault
MJFAdDepDynEBrForNomLtd is the fault information that adhesion dependent
friction brake is no more receiving a reliable information about adhesion
dependent dynamic brake nominal force.
AdDepDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221 is the information that EB5.2.2.1 consider in
case of missing of AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd by EB5.2.1.1

Definition

Definition

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1
EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1
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EB5.2.2.2
EB5.2.2.1
EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1

AdIndFrEBrForNom EB5.2.2.1
LtdEB5221
AdIndFrEBrAvForEB
5221

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1

EB5.2.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdIndFrEBrForNomLtd
AdIndFrEBrAvForEB5221
AdIndFrEBrForNomLtdEB5221
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AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd
EB5.2.1.1
AdDepDynEBrForMinEB5221
EB5.2.2.1
AdDepDynEBrForNomLtdEB5221 EB5.2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForNo
mLtd
MJFAdDepDynEBrF
orNomLtd
MJFAdDepDynEBrF
orNomLtd
AdDepDynEBrForN
omLtdEB5221

EB5.3.2.1
EB9.4

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

EB5.2.25 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.3.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.3.2

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

Actor

AdDepDynSBrForMinEB5221 is the guaranteed adhesion dependent dynamic
emergency brake force calculated by EB5.2.2.1, information to be used by
EB5.2.2.1 itself in case of missing nominal force information
AdDepDynSBrForNomLtd by EB5.2.1.1
SB5.3.2.1 ADHESION DEPENDENT FRICTION EMERGENCY BRAKE REQUESTED
FORCE
EB5.3.2.1 shall generate an adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
request to EB5.5.2.1 , taking in account the nominal force by EB5.2.2.1 and real
time blending with achieved force by adhesion cdependent dynamic emergency
brake (received by EB5.4)
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd is the force to be requested to be applied by the adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake force generation function EB5.5.2.1
The adhesione dependent friction emergency brake requested force shall be:
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd=AdDepFrEBrForNom+(AdDepDynEBrForNomLtdAdDepDynEBrAchFor)
If AdDepDynEBrAchFor is not valid the
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd=AdDepFrEBrForNomLtd
If AdDepDynEBrAchFor is not valid a major fault shall be set

EB5.2.2.1

Definition

MJFAdDepDynEBrAchFor is the fault information of AdDepDynEBrAchFor
information not valid
EB5.4 ACHIEVED ADHESION DEPENDENT DYNAMIC EMERGENCY BRAKE FORCE

EB5.3.2.1

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.5.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.5.2

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.3

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.4 shall measure the really applied braking force by adhesion dependent
dynamic brake and trasmit it to EB5.3
The adhesion dependent dynamic brake shall provide the information of the
really applied braking force at the Track and trasmit it to EB5.3.2.1
AdDepDynEBrAchFor is the value of the force applied at the track by the
adhesion dependent dynamic brake
EB5.5.2 .1 ADHESION DEPENDENT FRICTION EMERGENCY BRAKE FORCE
GENERATION
EB5.5.2.1.1 shall generate an adhesion dependent friction brake force pilot
command piloting a force application at the Track by EB5.5.2.1.2 equal to the
force requested by EB5.3.2.1 (rotating mass to be considered)
AdDEpFrEBrPilCom is the pilot command applying an adhesion dependent
friction brake force to the track equal to the requested force
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd
EB5.5.2.1 .1 shall monitor the real adhesion dependent friction brake force
applied

EB5.3.3

EB5.3.4
EB5.3.5
EB5.3.6

EB5.4.1
EB5.4.2
EB5.4.3

Functional

Functional

Functional
Definition

EB5.3.2.1
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Input
source

EB5.3.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynEBrAchFor
AdMaxVal (v)

EB5.2.2.1
EB5.2.2.1
EB5.4
parameter

EB5.3.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynEBrForNomLtd
AdDepDynEBrAchFor
AdDepDynEBrAchFor

EB5.2.2.1
EB5.2.1.1
EB5.4
EB5.4

EB5.3.2.1

AdDepDynEBrAchFor

EB5.4

EB5.4

WheelTorq

EB5.5.1.1.2

EB5.4

WheelTorq

EB5.5.1.1.2

AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd

EB5.3.2.1

EB5.4

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.5.2.1.1.
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Output Data

Output
destination

AdDepDynEBrForM
inEB5221

EB5.3.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

AdDepFrEBrForReq
Ltd

AdDepFrEBrForReq
Ltd
AdDepFrEBrForReq
Ltd

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.3.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForReq
Ltd
MJFAdDepDynEBrA
chFor
MJFAdDepDynEBrA
chFor

EB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepDynEBrAchF
or
AdDepDynEBrAchF
or
AdDepDynEBrAchF
or

EB5.3.1.2

AdDEpFrEBrPilCom

LAM1.2.1

SB9.4

EB5.3.2.1
EB5.3.1.2

AdDEpFrEBrPilCom

AdDEpFrEBrForAppl

EB5.5.2.1.2

AdDEpFrEBrForApp
lMeas

EB5.5.2.1.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB5.5.4

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.2.1.1.

EB5.5.6

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.7

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

AdDepFrEBrForApplMeas is the information of the adhesion dependent friction
emergency brake force applied at the track
EB5.5.2.1.2 shall apply an adhesion dependent friction brake force to the
Trackset, proportional to the pilot command trasmitted by EB5.5.2.1.1 and
eventually reduced by LAM1.2.1
AdDEpFrEBrPilComLAM is the pilot command,conditioned by the LAM1.2.1
function, provided to the adhesion dependent friction brake actuation function
EB5.5.2.1.2
EB5.5.2.1.1 shall monitor the adhesion dependent friction EB air supply pressure
and trasmit the pressure value to diagnostic system
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas is the information of the pressure of the air supply
to the adhesion independent friction Emergency brake
If the AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas is below the dimensioning limits
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin, EB5.5.2.1.1 shall set major fault

EB5.5.10 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.5.11 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.12 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.13 Emergency
Brake

Functional

MJFAdDepFrAirSupplPressMin is the fault information of adhesion dependent
friction Emergency brake supply pressure below the minimum limit
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin
EB5.5.2.1.1 shall monitor the Electric Voltage to adhesion dependent friction
emergency brake
AdDepFrEBrElVoltMeas is the information of the voltage of the electric supply to
the adhesion independent friction emergency brake
If the electric voltage to EB5 is below the AdDepFrEBrMinElVolt or brake force
control is lost, EB5.5.2.1.1 shall generate a major fault and apply automatically
the maximum adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force by pilot
command

EB5.5.5

EB5.5.8
EB5.5.9

Functional

Definition
Functional

Definition
Functional

EB5.5.14 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.15 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.16 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.17 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.18 Emergency
Brake

Definition

Definition
Functional

Definition

EB5.5.2.1.2

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

AdDEpFrEBrPilComLAM

Input
source
LAM1.2.1

LAM1.2.1

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.5.2.1.1.

AdDepFrBrAirSupplPress

EB6.1

AdDepFrEBrAirSupplMeas
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin

EB5.5.2.1.1
parameter

AdDepFrEBrPilCommEnOff is the Default pilot command to be applied in case of
EB5.5.2.1.1.
electric energy off or below the minimum value
MJFAdDepFrBrElVoltMin is the fault information that the electric voltage is below EB5.5.2.1.1.
the minimum AdDepFrBrElVoltMin or is lost
If the adhesion dependent friction brake force measured is out of regulation
EB5.5.2.1.1
tolerance EB5.5.2.1.1 shall generate a minor fault

AdDepFrEBrForApp
lMeas
AdDepFrEBrForApp
l

Output
destination
Track

AdDEpFrEBrAirSup
plMeas
AdDepFrEBrAirSup
plMeas
MJFAdDepFrAirSup
plPressMin

EB9.4

EB9.4,
BSM2.2.1
EB5.5.2.1.2

MJFAdDepFrAirSup
plPressMin
AdDepFrEBrElVolt

EB6.2

AdDepFrEBrElVoltMeas
AdDepFrEBrMinElVolt
AdDepFrEBrPilCommEnOff
AdDepFrEBrForMax

EB5.5.2.1.1
parameter
parameter
parameter

AdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd
AdDepFrEBrForTol

EB5.5.2.1.2
EB5.3.2.1
Parameter

EB5.5.2.1.1
EB5.5.2.1.1

Output Data

AdDEpFrEBrPilCom
LAM

EB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrEBrElVolt
Meas
AdDepFrEBrAirSup
plMeas
MJFAdDepFrBrElVo
ltMin

EB9.4

EB9.4,
BSM2.2.1
EB5.5.2.1.2

AdDepFrEBPilCom
m
AdDepFrEBrPilCom
mEnOff
MJFAdDepFrBrElVo
ltMin
MinFaultEB55211.1 EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrForTol is the the upper and lower regulation tolerance of the
adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
MinFaultEB55211.1 is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction
emergency brake force out of regulation tolerance

Dimensioning

AdDepFrEBrForTol

EB5.5.2.1.1

MinFaultEB55211.1
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`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

EB5.5.19 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.20 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.21 Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB5.5.22 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.23 Emergency
Brake
EB5.5.24 Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB5.5.25 Emergency
Brake

Definition

Definition
Functional

Functional

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

If the adhesion dependent friction brake force measured is higher then the
maximum allowed force for EB5.5.2.1.2, a major fault shall be set by EB5.5.2.1.1
MJFAdDepFrEBrForMax is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction
emergency brake force above the maximum value AdDepFrEBrForMax
If the AdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas<AdDEpFrEBrForReqLtd of a value higher then
AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol a major fault shall be set

EB5.5.2.1.1

AdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrEBrForMax

EB5.5.2.1.2
Parameter

EB9.4,
BSM2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol
AdDEpFrEBrForReqLtd
AdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas

parameter
EB5.3.2.1
EB5.5.2.1.1

MJFAdDepFrEBrFor
Max
MJFAdDepFrEBrFor
Max
MJFAdDEpFrEBrFor
ApplMeas

MJFAdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas is the fault information of adhesion dependent
friction emergency brake force applied is lower than requested of a value higher
than AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol
AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol is the maximum lower tolerance acceptable for Adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake force
If speed is > 3 km/h and the adhesion dependent friction brake force measured
is >0 and the there is not a Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake
request (taking in account a delay related to releasing time), a major fault shall
be set by EB5.5.2.1.1
MJFDragBr is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction emergency
brake force applied when not requested (dragging brake)
EB6 - EMERGENCY BRAKE ENERGY STORING AND DISTRIBUTION

EB5.5.2.1.1

MJFAdDEpFrEBrFor
ApplMeas

Dimensioning

AdDepFrEBrForMax
Tol
MJFAdDepFrBrElVo EB9.4,
ltMin
BSM2.2.1

EB5.5.2.1.1
EB5.5.2.1.1

EB5.5.2.1.1

TrainSpeed
AdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd
TimeFilter

Odometry
EB5.5.2.1.2
EB5.3.2.1
Parameter

EB5.5.2.1.1

EB9.4

MJFDragBr

EB6.1 PNEUMATIC ENERGY STORING AND DISTRIBUTION
EB6.1
EB6.2
EB6.3
EB6.4

EB6.5

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB6.1 shall provide to EB the pneumatic energy to permit the correct regulation
of emergency brake force by type of brakes using pneumatic energy
EBrAirSupplPress is the pressure of the air supply providing pneumatic energy to
emergency brake
EBrAirSupplDel is the air delivery to the emergency brake functions

EB6.1

Functional

EB6.1 shall limit the pneumatic pressure to the maximum permitted by EB5
dimensioning limits and shall provide an air delivery congruent with the air
consumption of all types of brakes using pneumatic energy (taking care of
WSPintervention as well)

EB6.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

The EB6.1 minimum pressure and EB6.1 store volume shall guarantee the
application for at least x≥ 2 time of the TrainEBrForNom without air supply
function EB11.3 available.

EB6.1

Definition
Definition

EB6.1

EBrAirSupplPress
EBrAirSupplDel
EBrAirSupplPress

EB6.1

EBrAirSupplDel
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AirSupplPress
BrAirSupplDel

AdDepDynEBrAirSupplPressMax
AdIndDynEBrAirSupplPressMax
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMax
AdIndFrEBrAirSupplPressMax
AdDepDynEBrAirConsMax
AdIndDynEBrAirConsMax
AdDepFrEBrAirConsMax
AdIndFrEBrAirConsMax
AdDepDynEBrAirSupplPressMin
AdIndDynEBrAirSupplPressMin
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin
AdDepDynEBrAirConsMax

EB11.3
EB11.3

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

EB

AirSupplPressMax
EBrAirDelMin
EBrAirDelMax

EB5
EB5
EB5

AdDEpFrEBrAirSup
pl

EB5

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input
source

AdIndDynEBrAirConsMax
AdDepFrEBrAirConsMax
TrainEBrForMin
EBrAirSupplPressMin
EBAirSupplStoreVol
MaxDeltaPressEB
EBAirSupplStoreVol

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

Output Data

Output
destination

EBrAirSupplLeak

EB6.1

EB6.6

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB6.7

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB6.1 leakages and store capacity shall guarantee that the supply pressure
doesn't decrease of more than MaxDeltaPressEB due to leakages (without air
supply available)
AirSupplPressMax is the max pressure of the emergency brake air supply

Definition

EBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum pressure of the emergency brake air supply Dimensioning

Definition

Dimensioning
Dimensioning

EBrAirDelMin

Definition

EBrAirDelMax is the maximum air delivery of the emergency brake air supply
which guarantee correct functionalities
EBrAirDelMin is the minimum air delivery of the emergency brake air supply
which guarantee correct functionalities
EBAirSupplStoreVol is the volume of the emergency brake supply air store

EBrAirSupplPressMi
n
EBrAirDelMax

Dimensioning

EBAirSupplStoreVol

Definition

EB6AirSupplLeak are the air leakages produced by EB6

EB6.1

EB6AirSupplLeak

Definition

AdDepDynEBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
AdIndDynEBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
AdIndFrEBrAirSupplPressMax is the maximum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion inddependent friction emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
AdDepDynEBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the
Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake considered by dimensioning
AdIndDynEBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the
Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake considered by dimensioning
AdDepFrEBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the Adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake considered by dimensioning
AdIndFrEBrAirConsMax is the maximum air supply consumption of the Adhesion
Independent friction emergency brake considered by dimensioning
AdDepDynEBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion dependent dynamic emergency brake permitted by dimensioning

Dimensioning

AdDepDynEBrAirSu
pplPressMax
AdIndDynEBrAirSup
plPressMax
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
PressMax
AdIndFrEBrAirSuppl
PressMax
AdDepDynEBrAirCo
nsMax
AdIndDynEBrAirCo
nsMax
AdDepFrEBrAirCons
Max
AdIndFrEBrAirCons
Max
AdDepDynEBrAirSu
pplPressMin

EB6.8
EB6.9
EB6.10
EB6.11
EB6.12
EB6.13
EB6.14
EB6.15
EB6.16
EB6.17
EB6.18
EB6.19
EB6.20
EB6.21

Definition

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition

EB6.1

Input Data

Dimensioning

Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
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AirSupplPressMax

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB6.22

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

AdIndDynEBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the
Adhesion independent dynamic emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
AdIndFrEBrAirSupplPressMin is the minimum air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake permitted by dimensioning
MaxDeltaPressEB is the maximum acceptable decrease per minute of emergency
brake supply pressure EBrAirSupplPress
EB6.2 ELECTRIC ENERGY STORING AND DISTRIBUTION

Dimensioning

EB6.26

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB6.2 shall provide to EB the low voltage electric energy to permit the correct
regulation of emergency brake force by type of brakes using electric energy

EB6.2

ElVolt
BrElCurr
AdDepDynEBrElVoltNom
AdIndDynEBrElVoltNom
AdDepFrEBrElVoltNom
AdIndFrEBrElVoltNom
AdDepDynEBrElCurrNom
AdIndDynEBrElCurrNom
AdDepFrEBrElCurrNom
AdIndFrEBrElCurrtNom

EB6.27

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB6.2 shall limit the electric energy voltage to the maximum permitted by EB
dimensioning limits

EB6.2

EB6.28

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB6.2 shall be able to provide the necessary el energy to EB to apply the
emergency brake force by all the type of brake using electric energy even in case
of missing supply of energy by EB11.2 low voltage energy supply and guarantee
the maximum brake application time

EB6.2

AdDepDynEBrElVoltMax
AdIndDynEBrElVoltMax
AdDepFrEBrElVoltMax
AdIndFrEBrElVoltMax
AdDepDynEBrElCurrMax
AdIndDynEBrElCurrMax
AdDepFrEBrElCurrMax
AdIndFrEBrElCurrtMax
AdDepDynEBrForReqLtd
AdIndDynEBrForReqLtd
AdDepFrEBrForReqLtd
AdIndFrEBrForReqLtd
EBrMaxEqTime

EB6.29

Emergency
Brake

Functional

The minimum voltage and electric energy store volume shall guarantee the
supply for at least x minutes without air supply function EB11.2 available.

EB6.2

EB6.23
EB6.24
EB6.25

Definition
Definition
Definition
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Input
source

Dimensioning
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Output Data

Output
destination

AdIndDynEBrAirSup
plPressMin
AdDepFrBrAirSuppl
PressMin
AdIndFrEBrAirSuppl
PressMin
MaxDeltaPressEB

Dimensioning

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

ElEnStoreCap
ElVoltMin

Electric
Energy
Supply
Electric
Energy
Supply
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

EBrElVolt
EBrElCurr

EB
EB

EBrMaxElVolt
EBrMaxElCurr

EB
EB

EBrMinElVolt
EBrMinElCurr

EB
EB

EBrElVolt
EBrElCurr

EB
EB

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB6.30

Emergency
Brake

Definition

ElVolt is the voltage of the electric energy supply to the brake system

ElVolt

EB6.31

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EBrElVolt is the voltage of the electric energy supply to the Emergency brake
system
EBrElCurr is the electric current supplied to the Emergency brake system

Electric
Energy
Supply
EB11.2
EB11.2

EBrElCurr

Dimensioning

ElVoltMax

Dimensioning

ElVoltMin

Dimensioning

EBrElCurrMax

Dimensioning

EBrElCurrMax

Dimensioning

AdDepDynEBrElVol
tNom
AdIndDynEBrElVolt
Nom
AdDepFrEBrElVoltN
om
AdIndFrEBrElVoltN
om
AdDepDynEBrElCur
rNom
AdIndDynEBrElCurr
Nom
AdDepFrEBrElCurrN
om
AdIndFrEBrElCurrN
om
AdDepDynEBrElVol
tMax
AdIndDynEBrElVolt
Max
AdDepFrEBrElVolt
Max
AdIndFrEBrElVoltM
ax

EB6.32
EB6.33
EB6.34
EB6.35
EB6.36
EB6.37
EB6.38
EB6.39
EB6.40
EB6.41
EB6.42
EB6.43
EB6.44
EB6.45
EB6.46
EB6.47
EB6.48

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition

ElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which EBr system can be supplied
according dimensioning
ElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which SB system guarantee the
functionalities
EBrElCurrMax is the maximum current by which EBr system can be supplied
according dimensioning
EBrElCurrMin is the minimum current which guarantee correct functionalities of
the Emergency brake
AdDepDynEBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion dependent
dynamic Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdIndDynEBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion independent
dynamic Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdDepFrEBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion dependent
friction Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdIndFrEBrElVoltNom is the nominal voltage by which adhesion independent
friction Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdDepDynEBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
dependent dynamic Emergency brake
AdIndDynEBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
independent dynamic Emergency brake
AdDepFrEBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
dependent friction Emergency brake
AdIndFrEBrElCurrNom is the nominal current consumption of adhesion
independent friction Emergency brake
AdDepDynEBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion dependent
dynamic Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdIndDynEBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion independent
dynamic Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdDepFrEBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion dependent
friction Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdIndFrEBrElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which adhesion independent
friction Emergency brake shall be supplied

Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
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Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

EBrElVolt

Output
destination

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB6.49

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

AdDepDynEBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
dependent dynamic Emergency brake
AdIndDynEBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
independent dynamic Emergency brake
AdDepFrEBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
dependent friction Emergency brake
AdIndFrEBrElCurrMax is the maximum current consumption of adhesion
independent friction Emergency brake
AdDepDynEBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion dependent
dynamic Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdIndDynEBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion independent
dynamic Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdDepFrEBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion dependent
friction Emergency brake shall be supplied
AdIndFrEBrElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which adhesion independent
friction Emergency brake shall be supplied
EB7 - BRAKING POWER CALCULATION

Dimensioning

EB7.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB7.1 shall define the train braking powe based on dimensioning hypothesis and
availability of different types of brake

EB7.1

EB7.2

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB7.1 shall calculate the braking power at any time

EB7.1

EB6.50
EB6.51
EB6.52
EB6.53
EB6.54
EB6.55
EB6.56

Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

AdDepDynEBrElCur
rMax
AdIndDynEBrElCurr
Max
AdDepFrEBrElCurr
Max
AdIndFrEBrElCurrM
ax
AdDepDynEBrElVol
tMin
AdIndDynEBrElVolt
Min
AdDepFrEBrElVolt
Min
AdIndFrEBrElVoltMi
n

Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning
Dimensioning

AdDepDynEBrAvFor
AdIndDynEBrAvFor
AdDepFrEBrAvFor
AdIndFrEBrAvFor
AdDepDynEBrAvFor
AdIndDynEBrAvFor
AdDepFrEBrAvFor
AdIndFrEBrAvFor

EB5.2.1.1.1
EB5.2.1.1.2
EB5.2.1.2.1
EB5.2.1.1.2
EB5.2.1.1.1
EB5.2.1.1.2
EB5.2.1.2.1
EB5.2.1.1.2

TrainBrPower

EB7.2, EB7.3,
EB

TrainBrPower

ETCS

EB8 - EMERGENCY BRAKE TRACTION CUTOFF
EB8.1
EB8.2
EB8.3

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB8

EBrReq

EB2

TractForAppl

Track

Functional

EB8 shall require the traction cut off to traction system in case of emergency
brake request
If EBrReq information is not valid traction shall be cut off immediately

EB8

EBrReq

SB2

TractForAppl

track

Functional

If Train Integrity is lost traction must be cut off immediately

EB8

TrainIntegr

Train

TractForAppl

Track

EBrStatus

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

EB9 - STATE AND FAULT DETECTION AND INDICATION
EB9.1

Emergency
Brake

Functional

The emergency brake function EB9 shall detect and indicate in the driver cab
and/or outside the train the status of the emergency brake and of its subfunctions

EB9
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ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB9.2

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9

EB9.4

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.5

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.6

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.7

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.3

EB9.8

Functional

Functional

EBrStatus is the information providing the released or applied status of
emergency brake
EB9.1 function shall provide at least to the driver HMI, diagnostic system,
diagnostic tool the status of the emergency brake (EB) which can have following
status:
Applied: if any type of brake is applying a braking force
Released: if every type of brake is released
AdDepDynEBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion dependent dynamic
emergency brake
AdIndDynEBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion independent dynamic
emergency brake
AdDepFrEBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion dependent friction
emergency brake
AdIndFrBrStatus is the information providing the applied/released/isolated/faulty
status of the adhesion independent friction emergency brake
EB9.1 function shall provide to the driver HMI, diagnostic system, diagnostic tool
the status of the emergency brake functions EB1, EB2 which can have following
status:
Nominal: when BSM1 has correctly configured the brake system and there is not
any major fault active in EB1 or EB2

EB9.1

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data
EBrStatus

AdDepDynEBrStatus
AdIndDynEBrStatus
AdDepFrEBrStatus
AdIndFrBrStatus

EB9.2
EB9.3
EB9.4
EB9.5

EBrStatus

EB9.2

AdDepDynEBrStatu
s

EB9.3

AdIndDynEBrStatus

EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrStatus

EB9.4

AdIndFrBrStatus

EB9.1

Output
destination

MajFaultAnyEB1
MajFaultAnyEB2
EBrDegr

EB1
EB2
BSM2.2.2

EBrStatusEB1-2

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

Degraded: when the emergency brake degraded mode is successfully activated
by BSM2.1.2 after the driver selection of emergency brake degraded mode

EB9.9

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.10

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.11
EB9.12

Definition
Functional

Faulty: if it is not in degraded mode and there is a major fault on EB1 or EB2
EBrStatusEB1-2 is the information providing the
enabled/disabled/degraded/faulty status of emergency brake sub-functions EB1
and EB2
MajFaultAnyEB1 is the summary information of any major fault active on subfunction EB1
MajFaultAnyEB2 is the summary information of any major fault active on subfunction EB2
EB9.1 function shall provide at least to the driver HMI, diagnostic system,
diagnostic tool the status of the emergency brake function EB3 which can have
following status:
enabled: when BSM1 has correctly initialized the brake system and there is not

EB9.1

EBrStatusEB1-2

EB1

MajFaultAnyEB1

EB2

MajFaultAnyEB2

EB9.1
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EBrEnabled
MJFLoadDet

BSM1
EB3

LoadDetStatus

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

any major fault active in EB3
disabled: when it is not enabled

EB9.13

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.16

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.17

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB9.18

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB9.19

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB9.20

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB9.21

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB9.22

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB9.14
EB9.15

EB9.23

Definition
Functional

Functional

faulty: if it is enabled and any major fault active in EB3
MJFLoadDet is the summary information of any major fault active on subfunction EB3
LoadDetStatus is the information providing the enabled/disabled/faulty status of
emergency brake sub-function EB3
The adhesion dependent friction brake shall provide its own status derived from
EB4-EB5-EB10 functions. The status can be :
Applied: if any braking force is applied
Released: if force is not applied
Isolated: if it is isolated
Faulty: if a major fault is active
MJFEBr is the summary information of any major fault active on adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake in sub-function EB4, EB5.1.2.1, EB5.2.2.1,
EB5.3.2.1 EB5.5.2.1.1, EB5.5.2.1.2, EB10.3
The adhesion depedent friction emergency brake status is applied if EB5.5.2.1.1
detect AdDepFrEBrApplMeas>0

EB9.1

MJFLoadDet

EB9.1

LoadDetStatus

EB9.4

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

EB5.5.2.1.1
EB9.4
EB10.3
Parameter

EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrStatus

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool

MajFaultAnyEB4-510

EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrApplMeas

EB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrEBrStatus

The adhesion depedent friction emerency brake status is released if EB5.5.2.1.1
detect AdDepFrEBrApplMeas=0

EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrApplMeas

EB5.5.2.1.1

AdDepFrEBrStatus

The adhesion depedent friction emergency brake status is faulty if any major
fault is detected by functions EB4, EB5.1.2.1, EB5.2.2.1, EB5.3.2.1 EB5.5.2.1.1,
EB5.5.2.1.2, EB10.3 performed by adhesion dependent friction brake type
The adhesion depedent friction emergency brake isolation status shall indicate
the percentage of available force respect the maximum one, based on EB10.3
permanent isolation
The adhesion depedent friction emergency brake status (only applied or
released information) shall be show optionally external the train, also in case of
lack of energy (pneumatic or electric)
AdDepFrEBrStatusEXT is the information of applied/released adhesion
dependent friction brake visible externally of the train
Any minor fault or major fault shall be trasmitted to diagnostic system, diagnostic
tool

EB9.4

MajFaultAnyEB4-5-10

EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrStatus

EB9.4

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrEBForMax

EB6
Parameter

AdDepFrEBrStatus

EB5.5.2.1.2

AdDepFrEBrStatus

EB9.4

AdDepFrEBrStatusE
XT

Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
Diagnostic
DriverHMI
MaintTool
driver HMI
Diagnostic tool

AdDepFrEBrStatusE
XT
MinFaultEBx
MajFaultEBx

Diagnostic
Diagnostic tool

EB9.4
EB9.4

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepFrEBrApplMeas
MJFEBr
AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrEBrForMax
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MinFaultEBx
MajFaultEBx

EB3, EB4,
EB5.1.2.1,
EB5.2,
EB5.3.2.1,

ID

EB9.24

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Emergency
Brake

Functional

Actor

Any major fault shall be trasmitted to driver HMI, diagnostic system, diagnostic
tool

Input Data

EB9.4

MajFaultEBx

EB10

AdDepDynEBrRemRelCom
AdIndDynEBrRemRelCom
AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom;
AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom
AdDepDynEBrIsolCom
AdIndDynEBrIsolCom
AdDepFrEBrIsolCom
AdIndFrEBrIsolCom

Input
source
EB5.5.2.1.1,
EB5.5.2.1.2,
EB10.3
EB3, EB4,
EB5.1.2.1,
EB5.2,
EB5.3.2.1,
EB5.5.2.1.1,
EB5.5.2.1.2,
EB10.3

Output Data

Output
destination

MajFaultEBx

driver HMI
Diagnostic
Diagnostic tool

AdDEpDynEBrForA
ppl
AdIndDynEBrForAp
pl
AdDEpFrEBrForApp
l
AdIndFrEBrForAppl

Track

EB10 - EMERGENCY BRAKE ISOLATION
EB10.1

EB10.2
EB10.3
EB10.4
EB10.5
EB10.6

EB10.7
EB10.8

EB10.9

Emergency
Brake

Functional

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

Emergency
Brake

Definition
Definition
Definition
Functional

Functional

Functional

EB10 shall manage the isolation of the different type of brake releasing the
eventually applied braking force and inhibiting the force application by EB5.5.2
function

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

Driver,
Maintenance
operator

AdDepDynEBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
dependent dynamic emergency brake
AdIndDynEBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
independent dynamic emergency brake
AdDepFrEBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake
AdIndFrEBrIsolCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
Independent friction emergency brake
EB10.3 shall manage the isolation of adhesion dependent friction brake by
remote release and permanent isolation subfunctions

User

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom
AdDepFrEBrIsolCom

EB10.3 remote release sub-function shall permit to remove the adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake force by remote command
The remote release sub-function shall operate on EB5.5.2.1 sub-function
removing the force application independently from EB5.3.2.1 command

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom

BSM2.2.1
Driver
Maintenance
operator
BSM2.2.1

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom

BSM2.2.1

The emergency brake remote release shall be enabled in case of major fault
only.

GA No. 777629

AdDepDynEBrIsolC
om
AdIndDynEBrIsolCo
m
AdDepFrEBrIsolCo
m
AdIndFrEBrIsolCom

User
User
User

EB10.3
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Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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MajFaultEBx

EB

AdDEpFrEBrForApp
l

Track

AdDEpFrEBrForApp
l
AdDEpFrEBrPilCom
or
AdDEpFrEBrPilCom
LAM
AdDepFrEBrRemRel
En

Track
LAM1.2.1
EB5.5.2.1.2
BSM2.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

EB10.9a

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB10.3

EB10.11

Emergency
Brake

Functional

AdDepFrEBrRemRelEn is the information enabling the remote release command
by BSM
EB10.3 permanent isolation sub-function shall permit to remove the adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake force applied, totally or partially,
permanentely, with or without energy available on the train, with EB in any
status
The permanent isolation can be commanded by driver or maintenance operator
manually or, optionally, by remote command via BSM2.2.1

EB10.12

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

AdDepFrBrIsolManCom is the command of permanent isolation of adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake provided by manual command
The permanent isolation sub-function shall operate on EB5.5.2.1 sub-function
removing the force application independently from EB5.3.2.1 command

User
EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

BSM2.2.1
Driver

EB10.14

Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrEBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

EB5.5.2.1.1
BSM2.2.1
Driver,
Maintenance
operator

EB10.15

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB10.17

Emergency
Brake

Definition

Permanent isolation sub-function shall monitor the permanent isolation
execution checking the applied force by AdDepFrEBrForApplMeas information
received by EB5.5.2.1.1.
If permanent release is not successfull (command of permanent release active
and brake force still applied) EB10.3 shall set a major fault
MJFPermIsol is the fault information about the not success permanent isolation
execution
Permanent isolation shall define the permanent isolation status as:
Isolated force: it shall provide the percentage of maximum adhesion depedent
friction emergency brake force released by permanent isolation.
Faulty: if permanent isolation is not succesfull in releasing completely the
expected force
AdDepFrBrIsolStatus is the information of permanent isolated force/faulty
permanent isolation of adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force
EB12 - EMERGENCY BRAKE KINETIC ENERGY TRANSFORMATION

EB12.1

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

Functional

EB12.2

TrainKinEn

Train

ThermEn

Environment

EB12.2.1

AdDepFrEBrForAppl

EB5.5.2.1.2

AdDepFrEBrHeat

EB12.2.2.

Emergency
Brake

Definition

EB12.2 function shall transform the kinetic energy of the train into thermal
energy by the friction between two surfaces
EB12.2.1 shall generate heat from the contact between two friction surface
sliding with an applied perpendicular force that generates the
AdDEpFrEBrForAppl force at the Trackset.
AdDepFrEBrHeat is the heat generated by dissipation process of adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake

EB10.10

EB10.13

EB10.16

EB12.2

EB12.3

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom
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Input
source
BSM2.2.1
Driver,
Maintenance
operator
BSM2.2.1
Driver,
Maintenance
operator

EB10.3
EB10.3

EB12.2.1
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Output Data

Output
destination

AdDepFrEBrRemRel
En
AdDEpFrEBrForApp Track
l

AdDEpFrEBrForApp
l

AdDepFrBrIsolMan
Com
AdDEpFrEBrPilCom
or
AdDEpFrEBrPilCom
LAM
MJFPermIsol

Track

LAM1.2.1
EB5.5.2.1.2

EB9.4,
BSM2.2.1

MJFPermIsol
AdDepFREBrForApplMeas
AdDepFrEBrIsolRemCom
AdDepFrBrIsolManCom
MajFault103.1
AdDepFrEBrForMax

EB5.5.2.1.1.
BSM2.2.2
Driver
EB10.3
Parameter

EB10.3

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data

AdDepFrBrIsolStatu EB9.1
s

AdDepFrBrIsolStatu
s

AdDepFrEBrHeat

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

EB12.4

Emergency
Brake
Emergency
Brake

AdDepFrEBrThermEn

EB12.2.1

AirThermEnEB

Environment

EB12.5

Functional

EB12.2.2 shall dissipate the heat generated by EB12.2.1 into the air

EB12.2.2.

Definition

AirThermEnEB is the emergency brake thermal energy dissipated into the air

EB12.2.2.

AirThermEnEB

PB - PARKING BRAKE
PB.1

Parking
Brake

Functional

PB.2

Parking
Brake
Parking
Brake
Parking
Brake
Parking
Brake

Definition

PB.3
PB.4
PB.5

Definition
Functional
Definition

The parking brake is the system function used by the users and technical systems
(actors) to apply predefined braking force to the track (directly or by the
wheelset) with the following goal:
- to immobilize permantely the train, without any available energy on board
TrainPBrForAppl is the portion of force TrainImmForAppl applied by the main
function parking brake to the track
PBrReqUs is the request to apply the parking brake by driver (or any other user)

PB

When PB functions receive the electrical power supply shall perform a self test
and trasmit the result to BSM1 function
SelfTestPBrRes is the result of the self test performed by parking brake when
receive electric power supply
BSM - BRAKE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

PB

PBrReqUs

PB1

TrainPBrForAppl

PB

TrainPBrForAppl

PB1

PBrReqUs
PBrElVolt

PB11.2

PB

SelfTestPBrRes

BSM1

SelfTestPBrRes

BSM1 - TRAIN TOPOLOGY AND BRAKE SYSTEM INTEGRITY
BSM1.1

BSM1.2

BSM1.3

BSM1.4

BSM1.5

Brake
Functional
System
Management
Brake
Functional
System
Management

BSM1 sub-function manages the Brake System initialization and configuration at
train power up or coupling/uncoupling

BSM1

BSM1 shall check the correct brake system configuration based on train
configuration received by TCMS and result of automatic self test of Service Brake,
Emergency Brake and Parking brake

BSM1

Brake
Definition
System
Management
Brake
Definition
System
Management
Brake
Definition
System
Management

TrainConfigTCMS is the train configuration information received by TCMS

TCMS

TrainConfigTCMS

SBrSystInit is the service brake correctly inizialized information

BSM1

SBrSystInit

EBrSystInit is the emergency brake correctly inizialized information

BSM1

EBrSystInit

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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SBrSelfTestRes
EBrSelfTestRes
PBrSelfTestRes
TrainConfigTCMS

SB
EB
PB
TCMS

SBrSystInit
EBrSystInit
PBrSystInit

All

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

BSM1.6

Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management
Brake
System
Management

BSM1.7

BSM1.8

BSM1.9

BSM1.10

BSM1.11

BSM1.12

BSM1.13

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

Definition

PBrSystInit is the parking brake correctly inizialized information

BSM1

Functional

The service brake function can be enabled or disabled

BSM1

Definition

SBrEnabled is the information about the enabling of the service brake: if
SBrEnabled is active, service brake is enabled; if SBrEnabled is not active, service
brake is disabled
The service brake system shall be disabled when the train has not a single
enabled driver desk or the brake system is not correctly initialized

BSM1

Definition

DrDeskEn is the information of driver desk correctly enabled by the driver

TCMS

Functional

The service brake system shall be enabled when the train has one and only one
enabled driver desk and the brake system had a correct initialization

BSM1

DrDeskEn
SBrSystInit

TCMS
BSM1

SBrEnabled

All

Functional

If service brake system configuration is not correct, service brake shall not be
enabled and parking brake release inhibited

BSM1

SBrSystInit

BSM1

PBrReqBSM

PB1

Definition

PBrReqBSM is the request to apply the parking brake by main function BSM

BSM

Functional

BSM1

PBrSystInit

DrDeskEn
BrSystInit

TCMS
BSM1

SBrEnabled

All

SBrEnabled

DrDeskEn
SBrSystInit

TCMS
BSM1

SBrEnabled

All

DrDeskEn

PBrReqBSM

BSM2 - BRAKE OPERATING MODES MANAGEMENT
BSM2.1

Brake
Functional
System
Management

BSM2 manages the operative mode of the Brake system during operation

BSM2

BSM2.1 - SERVICE BRAKE MANAGEMENT
BSM2.2

Brake
Functional
System
Management

BSM2.1.1 shall manage automatically the reaction to any major fault of service
brake

BSM2.1.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)
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MajFaultSBx

SB

SBrReqBSM
AdDepDynSBrRemR
elCom
AdIndDynSBrRemR
elCom
AdDepFrSBrRemRel
Com
AdDepDynSBrIsolR
emCom

SB1
SB10.1
SB10.2
SB10.3
SB10.1
SB10.2
SB10.3

ID

BSM2.3

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Brake
System
Management
BSM2.4 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.5 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.6 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.7 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.8 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.9 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.10 Brake
System
Management

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data
AdIndDynSBrIsolRe
mCom
AdDepFrSBrIsolRe
mCom
SBrReqBSM

Definition

SBrReqBSM is the request to decelerate via service brake the train by the Brake
system itself, provided via BSM. It is a deceleration (negative) value.

BSM2

Definition

AdDepDynSBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
dependent dynamic service brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.1.1

AdDepDynSBrRemR
elCom

Definition

AdIndDynSBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
independent dynamic service brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.1.1

AdIndDynSBrRemR
elCom

Definition

AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
dependent friction service brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrRemRel
Com

Definition

AdDepDynSBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion dependent dynamic service brake portion of force

BSM2.1.1

AdDepDynSBrIsolR
emCom

Definition

AdIndDynSBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion independent dynamic service brake portion of force

BSM2.1.1

AdIndDynSBrIsolRe
mCom

Definition

AdDepFrSBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion dependent friction service brake portion of force

BSM2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrIsolRe
mCom

Functional

The service brake remote release command can be activated only as reaction to a BSM2.1.1
major fault, when necessary to guarantee the operation of the train.

MajFaultSBx

SB

BSM2.1.1 shall limit the AdDepFrSBrForAppl remote release command to
guarantee at least the AdDepFrSBrForMin

BSM2.1.1

MajFaultSBx
AdDepFrSBrForMin

SB
Parameter

BSM2.1.1 sub-function shall monitor the remote release execution, monitoring
the adhesion dependent friction service brake applied force

BSM2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom

BSM2.1.1

BSM2.11 Brake
Functional
System
Management
BSM2.12 Brake
Functional
System
Management

`
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Output
destination

AdDepDynSBrRemR
elCom
AdIndDynSBrRemR
elCom
AdDepFrSBrRemRel
Com
AdDepFrSBrRemRel
Com

SB10.1
SB10.2
SB10.3

AdDepFRSBrForRel
Meas

SB9.4

SB10.3

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

BSM2.13 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.14 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.15 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.16 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.17 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.18 Brake
System
Management

Definition

AdDepFrSBrForRelMeas is the information of remote release correctly applied

BSM2.1.1

Functional

If remote release is not successfull (command of remote release active and
brake force still applied) a major fault shall be set

BSM2.1.1

Definition

MajFaultBSM211.1 is the fault information of not correct remote release
application

BSM2.1.1

Functional

The remote release monitoring shall be crosschecked with SB5.5.2.1.1 force appl
monitoring and in case of inconsistency a minor fault generated

BSM2.1.1

Definition

MinFaultBSM211.2 is the fault information of brake release detection
inconsistency between BSM2.1.1 and SB5.5.2.1.1

BSM2.1.1

Functional

BSM2.1.1

BSM2.19 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.20 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.21 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.22 Brake
System
Management

Definition

BSM2.1.1 shall define the remote release status as
Released force: it shall provide the percentage of maximum adhesion depedent
friction service brake force released by remote release.
Faulty: if remote release is not succesfull in release completely the expected
force
AdDepFrSBrRemRelStatus is the the information of Remotly released
force/faulty remote release

Functional

The service brake remote release shall be possible only if the service brake
system is enabled

BSM2.1.1

Functional

Functional

BSM2.23 Brake
Functional
System
Management
BSM2.24 Brake
Definition
System
Management

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

AdDepFrSBrForRel
Meas
AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom

BSM2.1.1

MajFaultBSM211.1

SB9.4

MajFaultBSM211.1

AdDepFRSBrForRelMeas
AdDepFRSBrForApplMeas

BSM2.1.1
SB5.5.2.1.1.

MinFaultBSM211.2

SB9.4

MajFaultBSM211.2

AdDEpFrSBrForRelMeas
AdDepFrSBrRemRelCom
MajFaultBSM211.1
AdDepFrSBrForMax

BSM2.1.1
BSM2.1.1
BSM2.1.1
Parameter

BSM2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrRemRel SB9.4,
Status
SB5.1.2.1

AdDepFrSBrREmRel
Status
SBrEnable

BSM2.1.1

AdDepFrSBrRemRel SB10.3
Com

The remote release command insisting on a certain force shall be inhibited by the BSM2.1.1
permanent isolation activation of that force.

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus

SB10.3

AdDepFrSBrRemRel SB10.3
Com

The remote release shall be inhibited if the TrainSBrForMin is not available

BSM2.1.2

SB5.1

AdDepFrSBrRemRel SB10.4
Com

BSM2.1.1 shall permit the driver or maintenance operator to permanentely
isolate by centralized command totally or partially the Adhesion dependent
Friction Service brake applied force
AdDepFrSBrIsolCentrCom is the remote command by any user to permantly
isolate adhesion dependent friction service brake portion of force

BSM2.1.1

AdDepDynSBrAvFor
AdIndDynSBrAvFor
AdDepFrSBrAvFor
TrainSBrForMin
AdDepFrSBrIsolCentrCom

User

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

Input Data
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SB4
Driver,
Maintenance
Operator

AdDepFrSBrIsolRe
mCom
AdDepFrSBrIsolCen
trCom

SB10.3

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

BSM2.25 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.26 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.27 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.28 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.29 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.30 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.31 Brake
System
Management

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

HBrEnDis

Driver

HBrEnabled

SB7, Driver HMI

Functional

The driver shall be allowed to disabled the holding brake function SB7 at train
level

BSM2.1.2

Definition

HBrEnabled is the information of the status of the holding brake activation: if
active HBrEnabled = active, if not active HBrEnabled = not active

BSM2.1.2

Functional

If the holding brake is disabled the driver shall be continuesly awared by the
driver HMI

Driver HMI

HBrEnabled

BSM2.1.1

HBrDisabled

Driver

Functional

If the Holding brake is disabled the driver shall take care of the temporary
immobilization of the train by applying the proper service or emergency brake
command at any stop or in case of roll back
The driver shall be allowed to activate a degraded mode to manage the service
brake command in case of major faults of sub-functions SB1 and SB2

Driver

HBrDisabled

DriverHMI

TrSBrReqUs,
SBrReqUs

SB

BSM2.1.2

MajFaultAnySB1
MajFaultAnySB2
SBrDegrCommDr

SB1
SB2
Driver

SBrDegr

SB9.1

Definition

SBrDegrCommDr is the command selecting the SB degraded mode

Driver

SBrDegrCommDr

Definition

SBrDegr is the information that driver has selected the Service Brake degraded
mode

BSM2.1.2

SBrDegr

Functional

HBrEnabled

BSM2.2 - EMERGENCY BRAKE MANAGEMENT
BSM2.32 Brake
Functional
System
Management

BSM2.2.2 shall calculate the braking power of the train based on dimensioning
and isolation status

BSM2.2.2

BSM2.33 Brake
Functional
System
Management

BSM2.2.1 shall manage automatically the reaction to any major fault of
emergency brake

BSM2.2.1

`
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AdDepDynEBrIsolStatus
AdIndDynEBrIsolStatus
AdDepFrBrIsolStatus
AdIndFrEBrIsolStatus
MajFaultEBx

EB10.1
EB10.2
EB10.3
EB10.4
EB

TrainBrPower

EBrReqBSM
AdDepDynBrRemR
elCom
AdIndDynEBrRemR
elCom
AdDepFrEBrRemRel
Com
AdIndFrEBrRemRel
Com
AdDepDynEBrIsolR
emCom
AdIndDynEBrIsolRe
mCom

Train

EB10.1
EB10.2
EB10.3
EB10.4
EB10.1
EB10.2
EB10.3
EB10.4

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

BSM2.34 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.35 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.36 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.37 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.38 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.39 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.40 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.41 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.42 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.44 Brake
System
Management

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data
AdDepFrEBrIsolRe
mCom
AdIndFrEBrIsolRem
Com
EBrReqBSM

Definition

EBrReqBSM is the request to apply the emergency brake by brake system itsself
via BSM sub-function

BSM2.2.1

Definition

AdDepDynEBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
dependent dynamic Emergency brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.2.1

AdDepDynEBrRem
RelCom

Definition

AdIndDynEBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
independent dynamic Emergency brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.2.1

AdIndDynEBrRemR
elCom

Definition

AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
dependent friction Emergency brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrRemRel
Com

Definition

AdIndFrEBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
independent friction Emergency brake force portion which is in failure

BSM2.2.1

AdIndFrEBrRemRel
Com

Definition

AdDepDynEBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion dependent dynamic Emergency brake portion of force

BSM2.2.1

AdDepDynEBrIsolR
emCom

Definition

AdIndDynEBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion independent dynamic Emergency brake portion of force

BSM2.2.1

AdIndDynEBrIsolRe
mCom

Definition

AdDepFrEBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion dependent friction Emergency brake portion of force

BSM2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrIsolRe
mCom

Definition

AdIndFrEBrIsolRemCom is the remote command of permanent isolation of
adhesion independent friction Emergency brake portion of force

BSM2.2.1

AdIndFrEBrIsolRem
Com

Functional

The emergency brake remote release command can be activated only as reaction
to a major fault, when necessary to guarantee the operation of the train.

BSM2.2.1
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Output
destination

MajFaultEBx

EB

AdDepDynEBrRem
RelCom
AdIndDynEBrRemR
elCom
AdDepFrEBrRemRel
Com
AdIndFrEBrRemRel
Com

EB10.1
EB10.2
EB10.3
EB10.4

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

Output
destination

AdDepFrEBrForAppl

EB5.5.2.1.2

AdDepFREBrForRel
Meas

EB9.4

BSM2.45 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.46 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.47 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.48 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.49 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.50 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.51 Brake
System
Management

Functional

BSM2.2.1 shall monitor the remote release execution monitoring the adhesion
dependent friction service brake applied force

BSM2.2.1

Definition

AdDepFrEBrForRelMeas is the information of remote release correctly applied

BSM2.2.1

Functional

If remote release is not successfull (command of remote release active and
brake force still applied) a major fault shall be set

BSM2.2.1

Definition

MajFaultBSM221.1 is the fault information of not correct remote release
application

BSM2.2.1

Functional

The remote release monitoring shall be crosschecked with EB5.5.2.1.1 force
monitoring and in case of inconsistency a minor fault generated

BSM2.2.1

Definition

MinFaultBSM221.2 is the fault information of brake release detection
inconsistency between BSM2.2.1 and EB5.5.2.1.1

BSM2.2.1

Functional

BSM2.2.1

BSM2.52 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.53 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.54 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.55 Brake
System
Management
BSM2.56 Brake
System
Management

Definition

BSM2.2.1 shall define the remote release status as
Released force: it shall provide the percentage of maximum adhesion depedent
friction emergency brake force released by remote release.
Faulty: if remote release is not succesfull in release completely the expected
force
AdDepFrEBrRemRelStatus is the the information of Remotly released
force/faulty remote release

Functional

The emergency brake remote release shall be inhibited if an emergency brake is
active

BSM2.2.1

MajFaultEBx
EBrReq

EB
EB

AdDepFrEBrRemRel EB10.3
Com

Functional

BSM2.2.1 shall permit the driver or maintenance operator to permanentely
isolate by centralized command totally or partially the Adhesion dependent
Friction emergency brake applied force
AdDepFrEBrIsolCentrCom is the remote command by any user to permantly
isolate adhesion dependent friction emergency brake portion of force

BSM2.2.1

AdDepFrEBrIsolCentrCom

Driver,
Maintenance
Operator

AdDepFrEBrIsolRe
mCom

The driver shall be allowed to activate a degraded mode to manage the
emergency brake command in case of major faults of sub-functions EB1 and EB2

BSM2.2.2

Definition

Functional

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
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AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom

BSM2.2.1

AdDepFREBrForRelMeas
AdDepFREBrForApplMeas

BSM2.2.1
EB5.5.2.1.1.

EB9.4

MinFaultBSM221.2

EB9.4

MinFaultBSM221.2

AdDEpFrEBrForRelMeas
AdDepFrEBrRemRelCom
MajFaultBSM221.1
AdDepFrEBrForMax

BSM2.2.1
BSM2.2.1
BSM2.2.1
Parameter

AdDepFrEBrRemRel EB9.4
Status

AdDepFrEBrREmRel
Status

User
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MajFaultBSM221.1

MajFaultBSM221.1

BSM2.2.1

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

AdDepFrEBrForRel
Meas

EB10.3

AdDepFrEBrIsolCen
trCom
MajFaultAnyEB1
MajFaultAnyEB2
EBrDegrCommDr

EB1
EB2
Driver

EBrDegr

EB9.1

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

BSM2.57 Brake
Definition
System
Management
BSM2.58 Brake
Definition
System
Management

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

EBrDegrCommDr is the command selecting the EB degraded mode

Driver

EBrDegrCommDr

EBrDegr is the information that driver has selected the emergency Brake
degraded mode

BSM2.2.2

EBrDegr

Output
destination

ABT - AUTOMATIC BRAKE TEST
ABT.1
ABT.2
ABT.3
ABT.4
LAM1.1

Automatic
Brake Test
Automatic
Brake Test
Automatic
Brake Test
Automatic
Brake Test
EB/SB LAM1

Functional

ABT

Functional

ABT shall manage the automatic brake test checking the functionality of brake
system
ABT11 shall send a WSPtestReq to LAM1 when WSP test shall be performed

Definition

WSPtestReq is the request to start the test to LAM1 subfunction

ABT11

WSPtestReq

Definition

WSPTestStart is the request of starting the WSP test by ABT test procedure

ABT

WSPTestStart

Functional

A wheel slide protection system (WSP) is a system designed to make the best use LAM1.1
of available adhesion by a controlled reduction and restoration of the brake force
to prevent wheelsets from locking and uncontrolled sliding, thereby minimising
the tension of stopping distances and possible wheel damage.

LAM1.2

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

Wheel slide protection system shall apply to emergency brake and service brake,
both to adhesion dependent friction brake and dynamic brake.

LAM1.3

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.4

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

When dynamic brake WSP system is not available, the dynamic brake force shall
be inhibited, or limited in order not to lead a wheel/rail adhesion demand higher
than 0.15
WSP system shall be designed according EN15595 clause 4

LAM1.5

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.6

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.7

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

ABT11

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

BSM2

ABT.2
SB7.3

SB10.7
SB10.12
SB5.5.6
EB10.8
EB10.13

WSPtestReq

WheelDir

AdDEpFrSBrPilCom
LAM

ExtBrakeXActive

LAM

Units of design maximum speed higher or equal to 250 km/h shall be equipped
with a wheel rotation monitoring system to advise the driver that an axle has
seized; the wheel rotation monitoring system shall be designed according to the
specification EN15595 clause 4.2.4.3.
The WSP system shall prevent axles from blocking during bad rail-wheel adhesion LAM
conditions by reducing, holding or increasing brake force
The WSP system shall measure the speed of all wheelsets on each vehicle
LAM
independently and shall be capable of calculating the reference speed without
using a trainwide speed signal

GA No. 777629

WSPtestReq
WheelDir

LAM1.2

`

Dnumber Dtitle (per DoA)

WSPTestStart
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--

-WspDnraAvailable

FSIX

POPX

FSIX

POPX

LAM1

SB7.1
SB7.7
SB7.8
SB7.9
SB5.5.5
EB5.5.5

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

LAM1.8

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

--

LAM1.9

EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The WSP system shall control the brake force in order to achieve the specified
performance in accordance with EN 15595.
The wheel slide protection shall work in all brake modes during brake blending.

LAM

--

LAM1.10 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

LAM1.11 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The wheel slide protection shall work in all brake modes when using adhesion
independent brakes.
The wheel slide protection shall work at all levels of brake force.

Driving
HighDeceleration
MtbActive
MtbActive

LAM

--

--

LAM1.12 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The wheel slide protection shall work regarding all wheel diameters.

LAM

--

--

LAM1.13 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The wheel slide protection shall work at all levels of wheel-/rail adhesion.

LAM

--

--

LAM1.14 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

--

LAM1.15 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

TrainSpeed

WspVRef

LAM1.16 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

TrainSpeed

WspVRef

LAM1.17 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

ExtBrakeXActive

--

LAM1.18 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

WspTscReduction

LAM1.19 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

ExtBrakeXActive

WspTscReduction

LAM1.20 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The wheel slide protection shall work rapid changes in levels of wheel-/rail
adhesion.
The wheel slide protection may be use more speed signals on a collective
trainwide basis so as to increase the accuracy of the reference speed and to
reduce the sensitivity against sensor failures
The wheel slide protection may be use a trainwide exchange of the reference
speeds between a number of wheel slide protection systems under certain
conditions:
- high reliability
- a communication system dedicated to brake
command signals;
- adequate and proven safety level;
- analysis to show that there are no common
mode failure mechanisms
If more than one brake system develops the brake force on the same wheelset
(or wheel), then it may be controlled either by a common wheel slide protection
system or by two or more separate wheel slide protection systems
The wheel slide protection system shall be control the overall brake force on the
wheelsets by reducing the brake force to zero (in order to prevent locking) and
be able to reapply the brake forces separately for each of the wheelsets except
mechanically or electrically linked wheelsets.
The wheel slide protection system should prioritize the use of the dynamic brake
if acting upon the same wheelset together with the friction brake.
If more than one brake system is working on the same wheelset using its own
wheel slide protection, both systems shall update their reference speeds
continuously.

LAM

TrainSpeed

WspVRef
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Input
source

Output Data

--

Output
destination

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

Actor

Input Data

Input
source

Output Data

LAM1.21 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The wheel slide protection system shall be equipped with a diagnosis system.

LAM

--

Functional
Diagnostic State,
Component
Diagnostic State

LAM1.22 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

FSIX

--

LAM1.23 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

FSIX

FDS_WS1_BLOCKIN
G

LAM1.24 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM
Architecture

-

-

LAM1.25 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

disabling the WSP

--

LAM1.26 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

--

LAM1.27 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM
Architecture

--

--

LAM1.28 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

All speed signals shall be monitored in the way that one or more speed signals
are deemed inaccurate or unreliable then the wheel slide protection system shall
automatically compensate by ignoring these speed signals.
The wheel slide protection system should provide an output signal to the TCMS
indicating the presence of a locked wheel and may also be provided by dedicated
wheel rotating monitoring system (for further details see EN 15734-1:2010,
5.10.34)).
The electrical energy supply for the wheel slide protection system shall be backed
up by a battery. The capacity and the distribution of the batteries throughout the
train shall be designed in such a manner that a loss of energy is improbable.
In the event of loss of the electrical energy to the wheel slide protection systems
or if any other fault disabling the WSP is detected then the brakes on the vehicles
concerned should be capable of being isolated by the train staff and the train
operated accordingly, e.g. at reduced speed.
The volume of the compressed air in the auxiliary reservoirs shall be such that
WSP activities will not cause air consumption so that the energy for braking will
be exhausted.
The WSP system shall have monitoring system for locked wheelsets which
consists by two independent systems. The installation may consist of:
- the regular wheel slide protection system
- an additional independent locked wheel
detection system
A failure in one system shall not impair the function of the other system.

LAM

--

--

LAM1.29 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

LAM1.30 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

FDS_WS1_BLOCKIN
G
FDS_WS1_BLOCKIN
G

LAM1.31 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

WspInhibit

LAM1.32 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

Both locked wheel monitoring system shall indicate a locked wheelset to the
driver.
If either system fails the other locked wheel monitoring system continuously
monitors the rotation of the wheelset.
If both locked wheel monitoring systems fail the brakes related to the wheelset
concerned shall be isolated.
If both locked wheel monitoring systems fail the brakes related to the wheelset
concerned are isolated the train is allowed to continue its mission respecting a
maximum speed of 200 km/h.

LAM

FSI_X
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RSO_ReasonChX

Output
destination

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

LAM1.33 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.34 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.35 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.36 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.37 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.38 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.39 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.40 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.41 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.42 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.43 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.44 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.45 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.46 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.47 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The circumferential speed of the wheelsets is calculated on the basis of
information provided by sensors, and monitored by regulators or automatic
control systems (WSP controller).
The WSP controller may use additional information (e.g. signals from pressure
sensors) about the status of the train for WSP control.
The WSP controller transmits commands to the WSP actuators (e.g. WSP dump
valves) to reduce, hold or restore brake force, either totally or partially.
The WSP shall not be capable of reducing the brake force below a low speed
threshold. This threshold shall not be higher than 5 km/h and not lower than 0,5
km/h. If the brake force is already reduced when the train speed falls below this
threshold, the WSP system shall restore the brake force to the demanded value.
When starting the train the WSP shall be available for operation before the speed
achieves 6 km/h. For freight applications where power supply is not provided at
low speed, this threshold may be increased up to 15 km/h.
The WSP shall not alter the demanded brake force at standstill except during
system test.
The WSP system shall not be capable of applying a greater brake force than
demanded.
Where the true wheel diameters are known, the WSP shall compensate for wheel
diameter differences, within the permitted range from new to worn wheels,
when calculating speeds.
All speed thresholds shall be related to nominal mean wheel diameter if the true
wheel diameter is not known.
WSP-actuators (e.g. WSP dump valves or other pneumatic control devices integrated brake valve) shall be used to modify brake force.
The WSP-system shall not allow a direct connection between supply and exhaust.

Actor

Input Data

LAM

FSI_X

RSO_ReasonChX

LAM

ASI_X

--

LAM

PIVOT-TSK5.1-D-FTT-048-03
D5.1.1

POP_X
FSI_X

--

LAM

FSI_X

--

LAM

FSI_X

--

LAM

--

--

LAM

--

WspVRef

LAM
-Configuration
file
LAM
--

WspPopX

LAM

--

--

Dynamic brakes shall have either WSP control in accordance with this standard or
WspInhibit
means to switch them off in the event of sliding.
If the dynamic brake is used for emergency brake applications a WSP control of
LAM
the dynamic brake shall be provided.
Configuration
file
The dynamic brake may be equipped with its own WSP. As long as the friction
LAM
ExtBrake1Active
brake is not activated the slide can be controlled by the WSP of the dynamic
brake alone.
A WSP strategy shall be adopted for the two systems if dynamic brake and
LAM
-friction brake are coordinated by a blending function or operated independently. Configuration
file
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Output Data

LAM
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Input
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WspBinReduX
--

--

--

Output
destination

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

LAM1.48 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.49 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.50 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.51 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.52 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.53 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.54 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.55 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.56 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.57 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.58 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.59 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.60 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.61 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

Actor

Input Data

For safety reasons, a monitoring function shall be provided to avoid an excessive
reduction of braking effort.
This WSP watchdog function shall be provided for systems capable of providing
the emergency brake, and shall be independent from the WSP control algorithm
and processor.
The WSP watchdog shall inhibit WSP intervention in the case of continuous brake
effort release demanded by the WSP for a period which shall not exceed 10 s.
The WSP watchdog shall inhibit WSP intervention in the case where the brake
effort is maintained constant or continuously reduced below the demanded level
with no rise in brake effort for a period which shall not exceed 15 s.
The watchdog function shall remain permanently active including during WSP
tests, in order to restore the demanded brake force if sustained release or
reduction of this brake force occurs because of WSP operation.
Actuation of the watchdog function other than during a test shall be indicated
and recorded.
If the watchdog function is activated, it shall be reset only after the WSP
controller stops demanding a reduction in brake force.
As an option, the WSP should have the capability of being inhibited if the BSR
pressure falls below a defined value.
For single-pipe systems, the WSP system shall ensure that WSP activity is
inhibited if the auxiliary reservoir pressure is less than 300 mbar above the
highest brake application pressure.
WSP shall be automatically re-enabled when the inhibit signal is removed.

LAM
architecture
LAM
architecture

--

--

--

--

LAM
architecture
LAM
architecture

--

POPX

--

POPX

LAM
architecture

--

POPX

LAM

--

RSO_ReasonCh1

LAM
architecture
LAM
architecture
LAM

--

POPX

PressureX

--

R_Pressure

--

LAM

WSP_inhibit

--

When evaluating speeds on a given vehicle, the WSP and Wheel rotation
monitoring WRM system shall tolerate permitted differences of the wheel
diameters, within the range from new to worn wheels, so as not to cause WSP or
WRM activity because of these differences.
If a wheelset locks when the train starts up a “rotation monitor function” of
Wheel rotation monitoring shall output a locked axle indication no later than 10 s
after a train speed of 50 km/h has been attained.
During a run the “rotation monitor function” of Wheel rotation monitoring shall
output a signal on detecting an abnormal difference in the speeds of the
wheelsets for a period longer than 10 s. A difference is considered abnormal if it
is at least X km/h + Y · vref. X and Y parameters being defined case by case, but
not exceeding 50 km/h + 0,3 · vref.
Where trains are required to be equipped with independent rotation monitoring
systems they may both (WSP and Wheel rotation monitoring WRM) provide
locked axle information to the train system.

LAM
function

--

--

LAM

--

FDS_WS1_BLOCKIN
G

LAM
function

--

--

LAM
function

--

--
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Input
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Output Data

Output
destination

ID

Main
Requirement Requirement text
Function classification

LAM1.62 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.63 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.64 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.65 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.66 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.67 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.68 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.69 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.70 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.71 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.72 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.73 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.74 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.75 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.76 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.77 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

Actor

Input Data

For each monitored wheelset the WRM shall include at least one speed sensor
circuit that is electrically independent from the WSP. WSP and WRM may
exchange data for diagnostic purposes.
The electrical/electronic circuits for the WSP and the WRM including power
supply from the battery and protecting circuits shall function independently of
each other. Electrical interfaces shall be such that a failure of one system does
not impair the other e.g. galvanic isolation.
WSP may act as the WRM system for axles other than those for which it provides
the WSP-control.
The WRM may have the functionality to remove the brake force for the wheelset
concerned (including dynamic brake of motor axles) if abnormal differences in
the circumferential speed are observed.
If the WRM also has WSP exhaust functionality then the WSP requirements on
safety timer, dump valves and diagnostics for the reduction of brake force shall
also apply to the WRM.
WRM may also take over the principal functions of the WSP if this is defective. In
this case it shall comply with WSP requirements.
When the WSP or WRM system is operating the availability and correct
functioning of speed sensors shall be checked.
Open-circuit and short-circuit conditions of speed sensors shall be detected.

LAM
function

--

--

LAM
architecture

--

--

LAM
architecture
LAM
function

--

--

--

--

LAM
function

--

--

LAM
function
LAM

--

RSO_ReasonChX

--

RSO_ReasonChX

LAM

--

RSO_ReasonChX

If sensors for additional signals are used in the WSP system a diagnosis of these
sensors shall be implemented.
The availability of the electrical circuits of the WSP actuators (dump valves), the
open-circuit and short-circuit conditions, shall be detected when commands are
sent by the controller to the appropriate WSP actuator (dump valve).
Permanent diagnostic functions, inherent to the electronic system technology
employed, shall be performed to monitor the correct operation and availability of
the WSP
The diagnostic monitoring shall not impair the braking functions during the
running of the vehicle.
Information shall be provided to the train system to enable detection of
simultaneous failure of WSP and WRM on any single axle.
It shall be possible to manually initiate a WSP test with the vehicle at standstill.

LAM

--

RSO_ReasonChX

LAM

--

RSO_ReasonChX

LAM

--

RSO_StatusChX

LAM
function
LAM

--

--

--

WspDnraAvailable

LAM

WspTestrunStart

The manually initiated WSP test shall be aborted when the WSP detects vehicle
movement which shall be before the vehicle reaches 3 km/h.
The manually initiated WSP test includes tests for dormant faults that can be
detected when the vehicle is stationary.

LAM

WspTestrunStart

LAM

WspTestrunStart

TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
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Actor

Input Data

The manually initiated WSP test shall include tests of the WSP watchdog
function.
The manually initiated WSP test shall include the test of each WSP actuator. In
the case of more than one WSP actuator per WSP system the test should be done
sequentially on these WSP actuators.
All states of the WSP actuator shall be tested including complete release of the
brake force. The WSP actuators function can be checked by audibility of venting
air, visibility or other means.
If possible the manually initiated WSP test shall sequence the release of WSP
actuators in order not to jeopardize securing the train when it is stationary.
The manually initiated WSP test shall provide fault codes and availability
information that can be accessed via the WSP system’s service interface.
The manually initiated WSP test shall not have a detrimental effect on other
functions which use output signals provided by the WSP.
The WSP shall initiate an automatic self-test when it starts up to ensure at least
the electrical operational availability of the electronic control unit and the
peripherals.
Part or all of the WSP test sequence may be initiated automatically at other times
e.g. when the vehicle stops.

LAM

WspTestrunStart

LAM

WspTestrunStart

LAM

WspTestrunStart

TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable

LAM

WspTestrunStart

LAM

WspTestrunStart

LAM

WspTestrunStart

LAM

--

LAM

--

TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
RSO_ReasonChX
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
RSO_ReasonChX
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
RSO_ReasonChX
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
RSO_ReasonChX
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
RSO_ReasonChX
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
ServiceModeEnable
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,
ServiceModeEnable
FDS_GENERAL_FAIL
URE,

LAM1.78 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.79 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.80 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.81 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.82 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.83 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.84 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.85 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.86 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The automatically initiated test shall not impair the braking functions.

LAM

--

LAM1.87 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

LAM1.88 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

Any faults detected shall be displayed at the service interface as a fault code and
stored in the fault memory of the WSP system and/or the vehicle diagnostic
system.
Technology for fault storage shall be chosen to ensure that fault information
remains stored in the memory for at least 3 months even without power supply.

LAM

--

LAM1.89 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM

--

LAM1.90 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The fault codes and maintenance procedure should be designed such that the
smallest exchangeable failed unit can be identified.
The service interface shall be a local MMI and/or a connection to a diagnostic
computer or diagnostic system.

LAM

--

LAM1.91 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The service interface should provide, as a minimum, information on the
availability status of the WSP, in the form of “Fault” and “OK” indications.

LAM

--

LAM1.92 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

The service interface shall provide access to fault codes and internally stored
diagnostic information.
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TestrunState,
ServiceModeEnable
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LAM1.93 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.94 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.95 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

LAM1.96 EB/SB LAM1

Functional

Actor

A detected single axle sensor failure shall not have detrimental effect on the
control of the other axles.
In case of a detected single axle sensor failure another speed signal which is
related to this WSP could be used to control the axle.
WSP equipment may have a standby option included.

LAM

--

LAM

--

LAM

--

If the WSP has a standby option, the power supply to the WSP/WRM shall be
designed to ensure that the WSP powers up at the latest when its function is
needed. It is permissible to use the brake release demand to leave standby
without directly detecting vehicle motion.

LAM

PressureX,
ASIX
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FDS_WSP_PERFOR
MANCE
FDS_WSP_PERFOR
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Annex 2 - BRAKE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS D5.3
COUNTERMEASURES LIST
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ID

PHA_BSM_1

PHA_BSM_2

PHA_BSM_3

PHA_BSM_4

Countermeasures

Classification

The Brake system shall store permanently, assure the integrity and
inhibit any modification (during service, i.e. restart mandatory) of the
configuration data acquired during its initialization.
The Brake system shall verify:
_during initialization, that the actual configuration of consist and
brakes fulfil the minimum configuration assumed for brakes
dimensioning;
_during service, that configuration data acquired during service are
availability and valid;
The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated at consist
level (i.e. affecting brakes at more than one axle / bogie) by notifying
it to the driver and external systems (i.e. transition into the safe
state) and by dispatching the brake command to all the local brake
units (i.e. transition into the safe state)
The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated locally (at
axle or bogie level) according to the degradation in the braking
power:
_ by commanding the remote release of the faulted brake, if safe
condition are still guaranteed by the residual braking power (i.e.
permanence into the safe state);
_OR otherwise by dispatching the Emergency brake command to all
the local brake units (i.e. transition into the safe state) and by
notifying the Major fault to the driver and external systems.

Correct
operation

Detection of
Faults

Correct
operation

Correct
operation

PHA_BSM_5

The Brake system shall react to the loss of capability to notify a Major
Action following
fault to the external technical systems by the interruption of
Detection
communication and the transition or permanence into safe state.

PHA_BSM_6

The Brake system, at the Start up or at coupling/decoupling, shall be
in its initialization state, acquire data on the train and brakes
configuration, and perform the automatic brake test.

PHA_BSM_7

The Brake system shall not be able to operate without a valid
initialization and react to a missed or negative result from one of the Action following
automatic brake tests through the notification of a Major fault and
Detection
the permanence into a safe state.

PHA_BSM_8

The Brake system shall be initialized and acquire all data required to
operate with the actual train and brakes configurations with the
same SIL assigned to the implementation of the Emergency brake.

Correct
operation

Systematic &
Random Faults
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PHA_BSM_9

The Brake system shall implement functions for the management of
and reaction to Major fault conditions that are functionally
independent by the brake command actuation.

Independence
of Items

PHA_BSM_10

The Brake system shall react to the of Major fault by the transition or
permanence into safe conditions, with the same SIL assigned to the
implementation of the Emergency brake.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_GEN_1

PHA_GEN_2

PHA_GEN_3

PHA_GEN_4

PHA_GEN_5

PHA_GEN_6

The Brake system shall verify the capability to notify a Major failure
to the driver and to the external technical systems, under a
representative set of failure scenarios.
The Brake system, in the exchange of safety-data with the external
Technical systems shall:
_ monitor the exchange of data and react to the inability to
communicate as for a Major fault (at consist level);
_ implement safety protection in the generation of safety-data to be
exchange through the transmission system;
_ verify the messages acquired in order to detect erroneous
information (transmitter identity, type, value errors) and time errors
(timing, sequencing error);
The Brake system shall avoid any over-imposition of brake forces
required for Emergency brake, Service (including Holding) brake and
Parking brake (to avoid the overcoming of limits due to technical
characteristics and dimensioning of brakes), and give priority to the
application of:
_Emergency brake, in case of concurrent requests with Service brake
or Parking brake or Holding brake;
_Parking brake, in case of concurrent requests with Service brake or
Holding brake.
The Brake system shall discharge a message acquired from the
external technical systems (containing safety-data) when a
communication error is identified and interrupt the communication
when a predefined number of messages are discharged.
The Brake system's devices exchanging safety-data shall verify the
messages integrity (transmitter identity, type, value errors),
sequence and timeliness (timing, sequencing error, data received in
due time) and authenticity (if an open transmission system is used,
with safety related access protection functions).
The Brake system's devices exchanging safety-data shall discharge a
message when a communication error is identified (because o
messages authenticity, integrity, timeliness or sequence is/are
violated) and interrupt the communication when a predefined
number of messages are discharged.

Detection of
Faults

Correct
operation

Systematic &
Random Faults

Action following
Detection

Action following
Detection

Action following
Detection
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PHA_GEN_7

The Brake system shall operate and fulfil all its safety requirements
under the effect of external influences, including environment
temperature and humidity, shock and vibration, electromagnetic
compatibility and electrical stresses.

NOT IN TABLE

PHA_GEN_8

The Brake system shall notify a Major fault through safety
transmission function, with the highest SIL assigned to the brake
functions, assuring reactions against communication errors that are
functionally independent by any non-trusted transmission system.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_PB_1

The Brake system shall implement the Parking brake request:
_fulfilling the requirements stated in EN50129 for a SIL SIL4,
including the Tolerable Hazard rate at train level, if the request
comes from the external Technical systems
_coming from the driver fulfilling the requirements stated in
EN50129 for a SIL SIL2, including the Tolerable Hazard rate at train
level, if the request comes from the driver

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_PB_2

The Brake system shall apply the Parking brake when a valid request
for permanent immobilization of the train is active and the train
speed measure is available and less than a predefined threshold.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_PB_3

The Brake system shall guarantee the inexhaustibility of the Parking
brake: without any external source of energy for brake actuation
(pressure and air flow / electric energy), the Brake system shall
guarantee the permanent immobilization of the train.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_PB_4

The Brake system shall provide to the driver the indication of Parking
brake status compatibly with the SIL assigned to the Parking brake
application if the request comes from the driver

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_PB_5

The Brake system shall release the Parking brake only when a valid
request for the release of the permanent immobilization of the train
is acquired from external actors (driver or external technical system),
and only by transiting to the Holding brake condition.

Correct
operation

PHA_PB_6

PHA_PB_7

The Brake system shall verify the capability :
_to apply the Parking brake with enough brake force to guarantee
the minimum performance for train immobilization;
Detection of
_to indicate to driver the status of application of Parking brake;
Faults
_to release the Parking brake;
_to inhibit the Parking brake application through the train
movement.
The Brake system shall react to the missed or ineffective application
of the Parking brake request (i.e. to any inconsistency between the
Action following
request and the applied brake force for train immobilization),
Detection
through the notification of a Major fault to the external actors (driver
and external technical system).
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PHA_PB_8

The Brake system shall guarantee the coherence between the
Action following
Parking brake indication provided to driver and the real brake status.
Detection

PHA_PB_9

The Brake system shall apply the Parking brake guarantying the
minimum performance (i.e. brake force) required for train
permanent immobilization.

PHA_PB_10

The Brake system shall react to the undue application of the Parking
brake (i.e. without a valid request and/or during train motion)
Action following
through the notification of a Major fault to the external actors (driver
Detection
and external technical system) and brake(s) release.

PHA_EB_1

The Brake system shall verify the capability and effective execution
of:
_partial or total isolation of Emergency brake(s);
_remote release of Emergency brake(s).

PHA_EB_2

PHA_EB_3

PHA_EB_4

The Brake system shall verify the application of Emergency brake:
_by monitoring the status of each brake (Applied, Released, Isolated,
Faulted),
_by notifying the actual brake status (Applied, Released, Isolated,
Faulted) to external actors (driver and external technical system);
_by measuring the real brake force applied by (all types of) brakes;
_by detecting a dragging brake condition (i.e. non-null brake force
without any brake request).
The Brake system shall verify the capability to react to a Emergency
brake request, i.e.
_to acquire the Emergency brake request from each external actor
(driver and single technical system);
_to transmit the traction cut-off command to the external system;
_to transmit valid Emergency brake request to all brake functions.
The Brake system shall verify the capability to provide energy for the
Emergency brake application, i.e.:
_the availability of (pneumatic / electric) energy source, according to
the inexhaustibility requirement.
_the capability to regulate the (pneumatic / electrical) energy
provided according to the brake force request;
_the functionality of any interlock between (pneumatic / electric)
devices and protections.

Action following
Detection

Detection of
Faults

Detection of
Faults

Detection of
Faults

Detection of
Faults
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PHA_EB_5

The Brake system shall verify the capability to calculate and apply the
Emergency brake, i.e.:
_the availability of valid information (signal, data) related to
measurements used for the calculation of the brake force (e.g.
speed, bogies load)
_the timeliness and synchronization of the communication and
calculations processes and the availability and integrity of
information (e.g. requests, measurements, results from calculation,
bogies load, speed);
_the application of the Emergency brake within a predefined
maximum time from the request, under different blending
conditions.

Detection of
Faults

PHA_EB_6

The Brake system shall verify the capability to provide the Braking
power information to the external technical (signalling) systems and
the consistency of the last information notified with the current
availability of brakes.

Detection of
Faults

PHA_EB_7

The Brake system shall react to the impossibility to compute the
nominal Emergency brake, through the notification of a Major fault
and the application of the maximum Emergency brake.

Action following
Detection

PHA_EB_8

The Brake system shall compute the nominal Emergency brake based
on measurements of bogies loads updated and conservative (i.e.
consistent and with margin) with respect to the actual load
conditions.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_9

The Brake system shall provide to the external Technical systems and
to the driver the information about the Emergency brake status,
operating mode and active fault conditions.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_10

The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated locally (at
axle or bogie level) through the local application of the Emergency
brake and be available to a "partial" remote release.

PHA_EB_11

PHA_EB_12

Action following
Detection

The Brake system, after the reaction to a Major fault through the
Emergency brake application, shall be available to a "global" remote
release commanded by the external technical system (e.g. if the train
Correct
is in a non stopping are area) and apply again the Emergency brake
operation
when the release command is removed or a new Emergency brake
request is acquired.
The Brake system shall react to the inability to acquire a Emergency
brake request (from drivers and external technical system) and to
Action following
transmit (to external technical system) the traction cut-off command,
Detection
through the notification of a Major fault and the transition or
permanence into safe state.
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PHA_EB_13

PHA_EB_14

PHA_EB_15

Countermeasures

Classification

The Brake system shall react to braking power (computed for the
actual brakes availability) less than the value communicated to
external systems:
Action following
_by communicating an updated value;
Detection
_OR through the notification of a Major fault and the transition or
permanence into safe state.
The Brake system shall react to a (partial or total) inability to transmit
a valid Emergency brake request (to other brake central or local
Action following
functions) and traction cut-off command (to external technical
Detection
systems), through the notification of a Major fault and the transition
or permanence into safe state.
The Brake system shall exchange safety data for the implementation
of the Emergency brake with the external technical systems (e.g.
Emergency brake request, traction cut-off command, braking power,
Independence
brake status) and internally (e.g. brake force request, brake status),
of Items
through safety transmission functions implementing reactions
against communication errors that are functionally independent by
any non-trusted transmission system.

PHA_EB_16

The Brake system shall dispatch the Emergency brake request to all
(central and local) brake functions and to all types of brake, by a
single command (i.e. assuring continuity).

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_17

The Brake system shall acquire the request for the retardation to
stop the train within a maximum allowable stopping distance
(Emergency brake) through transmission functions with the same SIL
assigned to the calculation and application of the Emergency brake
force.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_EB_18

The Brake system shall preserve the integrity and the timeliness of
the information (signals and data) related to bogies load used for the
calculation of the Emergency brake force.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_19

The Brake system shall react to the inability to regulate properly the
(pneumatic / electrical) energy for local generation of force required
for Emergency brake, through the notification of a Major fault and
the application of the maximum brake force.

Action following
Detection

PHA_EB_20

The Brake system shall limit the maximum (pneumatic / electrical)
energy provided for the generation of the force required for
Emergency brake to a value compatible with the technical
characteristics, dimensioning and status of brakes.

PHA_EB_21

The Brake system shall react to any inconsistency between the sum
of the brake force applied by the different types of brake and the
Action following
total nominal Emergency brake request, through the notification of a
Detection
Major fault and the application of the maximum Emergency brake.

Correct
operation
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PHA_EB_22

The Brake system shall implement a request of retardation to stop
the train within a maximum allowable stopping distance (Emergency
brake), fulfilling the requirements stated in EN50129 for SIL4.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_EB_23

The Brake system, in any state after its initialization, shall be able to
acquire Emergency brake request coming from the external actors
(driver, technical systems)

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_24

PHA_EB_25

The Brake system shall guarantee minimum performance (i.e.
minimum retardation and maximum equivalent time to reach the
maximum stopping distances) and proper safe margin (i.e. failure
tolerance), fulfilling all the constraints related to:
_maximum deceleration (2.5 m/s2 according to TSI) and jerk (4 m/s3
according to TSI),
_adhesion limits (for adhesion dependent brake).
The Brake system shall guarantee minimum performance of
Emergency brake (i.e. minimum retardation and maximum
equivalent time to reach the maximum stopping distances) and
proper safe margin (i.e. failure tolerance), fulfilling all the constraints
related to:
_technical characteristics, dimensioning and status of each (type of)
brake,
_restriction in the use of dynamic and adhesion independent brakes
due to the infrastructure and/or vehicle.

Correct
operation

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_26

The Brake system shall consider only available (i.e. not isolated/
faulted) brakes in the computation and notification to external
technical systems of the braking power and in the calculation of the
Emergency brake force to be applied by (all types of) brakes.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_27

The Brake system, after the acquisition of a Emergency brake
request, shall assure the brake force application up to train standstill
or to a remote release command.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_28

The Brake system shall react to the missed application of the
(nominal) Emergency brake after a predefined maximum time from
the request, through the notification of a Major fault and the
application of the maximum Emergency brake.

Action following
Detection

PHA_EB_29

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of
the application of the Emergency brake request within a predefined
maximum time and consequent reaction guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application
of Emergency brake that allows the achievement of the global safety
objective.

Independence
of Items
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PHA_EB_30

The Brake system shall implement functions for the partial or total
isolation and for the remote release of Emergency brake(s)
guarantying a degree of functional independence with respect to
functions for the application of Emergency brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_31

The Brake system shall guarantee the consistency between the
commands for traction cut-off (to the external traction system) and
for Emergency brake application (to the local brake units).

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_32

The Brake system shall implement the partial or total isolation of the
Emergency brake(s) (all types) and the remote release of individual
Emergency friction brake compatibly with the SIL assigned to its
implementation.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_EB_33

The Brake system shall react to a dragging condition of Emergency
brake(s) (i.e. measurement of a non-null brake force without any
brake request) through the notification of a Major fault and the
automatic release of the brakes(s).

Action following
Detection

PHA_EB_34

The Brake system shall allow the remote release of Emergency
brake(s) only in case of Major fault.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_35

The Brake system shall permit the total or partial isolation of
Emergency brake(s) for the removal of the force applied, with or
without energy available on the train, whatever are the adjustable
(i.e. service) brake actual status and request, as last operation to
permit the train running and recover from immobilizing failure
conditions.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_36

The Brake system shall react to a missed or undue Emergency
Action following
brake(s) release or isolation through the notification of a Major fault.
Detection

PHA_EB_37

The Brake system, in any state after its initialization, shall guarantee
the inexhaustibility of the brake: without any source of energy for
brake actuation (pressure and air flow / electric energy), the Brake
system shall guarantee the application of the minimum Emergency
brake force for at least 2 times (i.e. brake cannot be released if it
cannot be applied again).

PHA_EB_38

The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of the (pneumatic /
electrical) energy required to guarantee the inexhaustibility of the
Action following
Emergency brake, through the notification of a Major fault and the
Detection
transition or permanence into safe conditions

Correct
operation
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PHA_EB_39

The Brake system shall regulate the (pneumatic / electric) energy
provided (to each type of brake) for the generation of brake force
required for the application of the Emergency brake, with predefined
accuracy and timing.

Correct
operation

PHA_EB_40

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of
the brakes availability and the computation and notification of the
Braking power to external technical (signalling) systems, guarantying
a degree of functional independence respect to functions for the
application of Emergency brake that allows the achievement of the
global safety objective.

Independence
of Items

PHA_EB_41

The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of valid information
(signal, data) related to measurements used for the calculation of the Action following
nominal Emergency brake force (i.e. speed, bogies load), through the
Detection
use of predefined conservative values.

PHA_EB_42

The Brake system shall provide a conservative estimation (i.e.
consistent and with margin) of the train load used for the
computation of the nominal Emergency brake with the same SIL
assigned to its implementation.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_EB_43

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of
the real brake force applied, the comparison with the Emergency
brake request and the reaction in case of any inconsistency detected,
guarantying a degree of functional independence with respect to
functions for the application of Emergency brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.

Independence
of Items

PHA_EB_44

The Brake system shall apply the Emergency brake by assuring the
generation of the Traction cut-off command and its transmission to
the external technical systems with the same SIL assigned to the
brake implementation.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_EB_45

The Brake system shall compute the Braking power and transmit it to
the external technical (signalling) systems with the same SIL assigned
to the implementation of the Emergency brake.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_EB_46

The Brake system shall monitor the brake status and manage the
detection and notification to external actors (drive, external technical Systematic &
systems) of fault conditions related to Emergency brake compatibly
Random Faults
with the SIL assigned to its implementation.

PHA_EB_47

The Brake system shall apply the force for Emergency brakes locally
(e.g. at each axle) by actuation (pneumatic / electric) circuits
guarantying a degree of functional independence with respect to
functions for the application of Emergency brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.

Independence
of Items
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PHA_EB_48

The Brake system shall monitor the temperature achieved by
(friction) brake, as protection against an ineffective dissipation of the
heat generated by the conversion of the train kinetic energy.

Detection of
Faults

PHA_EB_49

The Brake system shall react to the over-temperature of Emergency
brake(s) through the notification of a Major fault, the brake(s)
release, and the transition or permanence into safe state.

Action following
Detection

PHA_EB_50

The Brake system shall measure the force applied by individual
Emergency brakes, and consider an updated and conservative
(consistent and with margin) estimation of the actual brake force.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_1

The Brake system shall verify the capability and effective execution
of:
_partial or total isolation of Service brake(s);
_remote release of Service brake(s).

Detection of
Faults

PHA_SB_2

The Brake system shall verify the application of Service brake:
_by monitoring the status of each brake (Applied, Released, Isolated,
Faulted),
_by notifying the actual brake status (Applied, Released, Isolated,
Faulted) to external actors (driver and external technical system);
_by measuring the real brake force applied by (all types of) brakes;
_by detecting a dragging brake condition (i.e. non-null brake force
without any brake request).

Detection of
Faults

PHA_SB_3

The Brake system shall verify the capability to react to a Service
brake request, i.e.:_to acquire the Service brake request from each
external actor (driver and single technical system); _to transmit the
traction cut-off command to the external system;_to transmit valid
Service brake request to all brake functions.

Detection of
Faults

PHA_SB_4

The Brake system shall verify the capability to provide energy for the
Service brake application, i.e.:
_the availability of (pneumatic / electric) energy source, according to
the inexhaustibility requirement.
_the capability to regulate the (pneumatic / electrical) energy
provided according to the brake force request;
_the functionality of any interlock between (pneumatic / electric)
devices and protections.

Detection of
Faults
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PHA_SB_5

The Brake system shall verify the capability to calculate and apply the
Service brake, i.e.:
_the availability of valid information (signal, data) related to
measurements used for the calculation of the brake force (e.g.
speed, bogies load)
_the timeliness and synchronization of the communication and
calculations processes and the availability and integrity of
information (e.g. requests, measurements, results from calculation,
bogies load, speed) ;
_the application of the Service brake within a predefined maximum
time from the request, under different blending conditions.

PHA_SB_6

The Brake system shall react to the impossibility to compute
minimum/maximum Service brake performance, through the
notification of a Major fault and the application of the Emergency
brake.

Action following
Detection

PHA_SB_7

The Brake system shall adjust the brake force (Service brake)
according to the maximum train retardation requests coming from
the different sources (driver, external technical systems).

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_8

The Brake system shall provide to the external Technical systems and
to the driver the information about the Service brake status,
operating mode and active fault conditions.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_9

The Brake system shall react to a Major fault generated locally (at
axle or bogie level) through the local application of the Emergency
brake and be available to a "partial" remote release.

PHA_SB_10

PHA_SB_11

PHA_SB_12

Detection of
Faults

Action following
Detection

The Brake system shall react to the inability to acquire a Service
brake request (from drivers and external technical system) and to
Action following
transmit (to external technical system) the traction cut-off command,
Detection
through the notification of a Major fault and the application of the
Emergency brake.
The Brake system shall react to a (partial or total) inability to transmit
a valid Service brake request (to other brake central or local
Action following
functions) and traction cut-off command (to external technical
Detection
systems), through the notification of a Major fault and the
application of the Emergency brake.
The Brake system shall exchange safety data for the implementation
of the Service brake with the external technical systems (e.g. Service
brake request, traction cut-off command, brake status) and internally
Independence
(e.g. brake force request, brake status), through safety transmission
of Items
functions implementing reactions against communication errors that
are functionally independent by any non-trusted transmission
system.
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PHA_SB_13

The Brake system shall dispatch the Service brake request to all
(central and local) brake functions and to all types of brake, by a
single command (i.e. assuring continuity).

PHA_SB_14

The Brake system shall acquire the request for the retardation of the
train (Service brake) through transmission functions with the same
SIL assigned to the calculation and application of the Service brake
force.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_15

The Brake system shall preserve the integrity and the timeliness of
the information (signals and data) related to bogies load used for the
calculation of the Service brake force.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_16

The Brake system shall react to the inability to regulate properly the
(pneumatic / electrical) energy for local generation of force required
for Service brake, through the notification of a Major fault and the
application of the Emergency brake.

Action following
Detection

PHA_SB_17

The Brake system shall limit the maximum (pneumatic / electrical)
energy provided for the generation of the force required for Service
brake to a value compatible with the technical characteristics,
dimensioning and status of brakes.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_18

The Brake system shall react to any inconsistency between the sum
of the brake force applied by the different types of brake and the
Action following
total minimum Emergency brake request, through the notification of
Detection
a Major fault and the application of the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_19

The Brake system shall implement the adjustable retardation to
control the speed of the train (Service brake) fulfilling the
requirements stated in EN50129 for SIL2, including the Tolerable
Hazard rate at train level.

PHA_SB_20

The Brake system, when active, shall be able to acquire Service brake
request coming from the external actors (driver, technical systems).

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_21

The Brake system shall guarantee performance to be in the
minimum/maximum range for the calculation and application of the
Service brake force by each (type of) brake, fulfilling all the
constraints related to:
_maximum deceleration (2.5 m/s2 according to TSI) and jerk (4 m/s3
according to TSI),
_adhesion limits (for adhesion dependent brake.

Correct
operation

Correct
operation

Systematic &
Random Faults
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PHA_SB_22

The Brake system shall guarantee minimum performance of Service
brake, fulfilling all the constraints related to:
_technical characteristics, dimensioning and status of each (type of)
brake,
_restriction in the use of dynamic brakes due to the infrastructure
and/or vehicle.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_23

The Brake system shall react to the missed application of the Service
brake after a predefined maximum time from the request, through
the notification of a Major fault and the application of the maximum
Emergency brake.

Action following
Detection

PHA_SB_24

PHA_SB_25

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of
the application of the Service brake request within a predefined
maximum time and consequent reaction guarantying a degree of
functional independence with respect to functions for the application
of Service brake that allows the achievement of the global safety
objective.
The Brake system shall implement functions for the partial or total
isolation and for the remote release of Service brake(s) guarantying
a degree of functional independence with respect to functions for
the application of Service brake that allows the achievement of the
global safety objective.

Independence
of Items

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_26

The Brake system shall guarantee the consistency between the
commands for traction cut-off (to the external traction system) and
for Service brake application (to the local brake units).

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_27

The Brake system shall implement the partial or total isolation of the
Service brake(s) (all types) and the remote release of individual
Emergency friction brake compatibly with the SIL assigned to its
implementation.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_28

The Brake system shall react to a dragging condition of Service
brake(s) (i.e. measurement of a non-null brake force without any
brake request) through the notification of a Major fault and the
automatic release of the brakes(s).

Action following
Detection

PHA_SB_29

The Brake system shall permit the total or partial isolation of Service
brake(s) for the removal of the force applied, with or without energy
available on the train, whatever are the adjustable (i.e. service) brake
actual status and request, as last operation to permit the train
running and recover from immobilizing failure conditions.

PHA_SB_30

The Brake system shall react to a missed or undue Service brake(s)
release or isolation through the notification of a Major fault.

Correct
operation

Action following
Detection
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Countermeasures

Classification

PHA_SB_31

The Brake system, when active, shall guarantee the inexhaustibility
of the brake: without any source of energy for brake actuation
(pressure and air flow / electric energy), the Brake system shall
guarantee the application of the minimum Service brake force for at
least 2 times (i.e. brake cannot be released if it cannot be applied
again).

PHA_SB_33

The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of the (pneumatic /
electrical) energy required to guarantee the inexhaustibility of the
Action following
Service brake , through the notification of a Major fault and the
Detection
application of the Emergency brake.

PHA_SB_34

The Brake system shall regulate the (pneumatic / electric) energy
provided (to each type of brake) for the generation of brake force
required for the application of the Service brake, with predefined
accuracy and timing.

PHA_SB_35

The Brake system shall react to the unavailability of valid information
(signal, data) related to measurements used for the calculation of the Action following
nominal Service brake force (i.e. speed, bogies load), through the use
Detection
of predefined conservative values.

PHA_SB_36

The Brake system shall provide a conservative estimation (i.e.
consistent and with margin) of the train load used for the
computation of the Service brake with the same SIL assigned to its
implementation.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_37

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of
the real brake force applied, the comparison with the Service brake
request and the reaction in case of any inconsistency detected,
guarantying a degree of functional independence with respect to
functions for the application of Service brake that allows the
achievement of the global safety objective.

Independence
of Items

PHA_SB_38

The Brake system shall apply the Service brake by assuring the
generation of the Traction cut-off command and its transmission to
the external technical systems with the same SIL assigned to the
brake implementation.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_39

The Brake system shall monitor the brake status and manage the
detection and notification to external actors (drive, external technical Systematic &
systems) of fault conditions related to Service brake compatibly with Random Faults
the SIL assigned to its implementation.

PHA_SB_40

The Brake system shall apply the force for Service brakes locally (e.g.
at each axle) by actuation (pneumatic / electric) circuits guarantying
a degree of functional independence with respect to functions for
the application of Emergency brake that allows the achievement of
the global safety objective.

Correct
operation

Correct
operation

Independence
of Items
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Countermeasures

Classification

PHA_SB_41

The Brake system shall monitor the temperature achieved by Service
brake(s), as protection against an ineffective dissipation of the heat
generated by the conversion of the train kinetic energy.

PHA_SB_42

The Brake system shall react to the over-temperature of Service
brake(s) through the notification of a Major fault, the brake(s)
release, and the transition or permanence into safe state.

PHA_SB_43

The Brake system shall measure the force applied by individual
Service brakes, and consider an updated and conservative (consistent
and with margin) estimation of the actual brake force.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_44

The Brake system shall implement functions for the monitoring of
the brakes availability and the computation and notification of the
Braking power to external technical (signalling) systems, guarantying
a degree of functional independence respect to functions for the
application of Service brake that allows the achievement of the
global safety objective.

Independence
of Items

PHA_SB_45

The Brake system shall allow the remote release of Service brake(s)
only in case of Major fault.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_46

The Brake system shall consider only available (i.e. not isolated/
faulted) brakes in the calculation of the Service brake force to be
applied by (all types of) brakes.

Correct
operation

Detection of
Faults

Action following
Detection

PHA_SB_HB_01

The Brake system shall implement the temporary immobilisation of
the train (Holding brake) fulfilling the requirements stated in
EN50129 for a SIL2, including the Tolerable Hazard rate at train level.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_HB_02

The Brake system shall apply the Holding brake when a valid request
for temporary immobilization of the train is active and the train
speed measure is available and less than a predefined threshold.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_HB_03

The Brake system shall guarantee the inexhaustibility of the Holding
brake: without any source of energy for brake actuation (pressure
and air flow / electric energy), the Brake system shall guarantee the
temporary immobilization of the train for a defined minimum
duration (2 hours according to TSI).

Systematic &
Random Faults
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Countermeasures
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PHA_SB_HB_04

The Brake system shall provide to the driver the indication of Holding
brake disabled compatibly with the SIL assigned to the Holding brake
application.

Systematic &
Random Faults

PHA_SB_HB_05

The Brake system shall release the Holding brake only if the traction
effort is higher enough to avoid train reverse movement or
Emergency brake is applied.

Correct
operation

PHA_SB_HB_06

PHA_SB_HB_07

The Brake system shall verify the capability;
_to apply the Holding brake with enough brake force to guarantee
the minimum performance for train immobilization;
Detection of
_to indicate to driver the status of application of Holding brake;
Faults
_to release the Holding brake;
_to inhibit the Holding brake application through the train
movement.
The Brake system shall react to the missed or ineffective application
of the Holding brake request (i.e. to any inconsistency between the
request and the applied brake force for train immobilization),
Action following
through the notification of a Major fault to the external actors (driver
Detection
and external technical system) and the application of the Emergency
brake.

PHA_SB_HB_08

The Brake system shall guarantee the coherence between the
Action following
Holding brake indication provided to driver and the real brake status.
Detection

PHA_SB_HB_09

The Brake system shall apply the Holding brake guarantying the
Action following
minimum performance (i.e. brake force) required for train temporary
Detection
immobilization.

PHA_SB_HB_10

The Brake system shall react to the undue application of the Holding
brake (i.e. without a valid request and/or during train motion)
Action following
through the notification of a Major fault to the external actors (driver
Detection
and external technical system) and brake(s) release.
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Application condition

PHA_AC_01

Procedure(s) shall be specified for the driver and maintenance operator about the
conditions and constraints to meet for the total or partial, permanent, isolation of brake
and about the following restrictions.

PHA_AC_02

The external Technical systems exchanging safety-data with the Brake system shall:
_ monitor the exchange of data and react to the inability to communicate as for the
notification of a Major fault (e.g. warning to driver, restrictions);
_ implement safety protection in the generation of safety-data to be exchange through
the transmission system;
_ verify the messages acquired in order to detect erroneous information (transmitter
identity, type, value errors) and time errors (timing, sequencing error);
_ discharge a message when a communication error is identified.

PHA_AC_03

The external system shall inform the Brake system about constraints coming from the
infrastructure and from the vehicles in the use of regenerative dynamic brake,
specifically for Emergency brake, if any.

PHA_AC_04

The Dynamic brake, if used in Emergency brake, shall be able to dissipate the energy also
in case the external catenary cannot receive the energy (e.g. voltage limitation,
protections, catenary interruption, ….).

PHA_AC_05

The external systems shall detect an emergency brake application (triggered by the
Brake system as reaction to a Major fault) that leads the train to stop in a hazardous
area. In this condition, the external system(s) shall wait till the train speed is under a
predefined limit, then command a "global" remote release until the train exits from the
hazardous area, and then command the emergency brake to achieve standstill
condition.

PHA_AC_06

The minimum performance guaranteed by the Brake system for the emergency brake
(i.e. minimum retardation and maximum equivalent time to reach the maximum
stopping distances) shall be considered by the external technical (signalling) systems for
train protection.

PHA_AC_07

External technical systems shall assure the availability of the (pneumatic and electrical)
energy for the brakes regulation, without invalidating the independence required to
local brake actuations (e.g. for different bogies).

PHA_AC_08

The external technical systems shall assure the traction cut-off after receiving a valid
traction cut-off command from the Brake system. Traction cut-off shall remain enable
until traction cut-off command is released or the Brake system is isolated.
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Application condition

PHA_AC_09

The external actors (driver, technical systems) shall avoid train running if no-valid
information on braking power is provided by the Brake system or the actual braking
power is lower than a minimum value (pre-defined to guarantee safe condition for train
running).

PHA_AC_10

External technical system shall provide a safe train speed information from odometry

PHA_AC_11

Procedure(s) shall be specified for the driver and maintenance operator about the
conditions and constraints to meet for the total or partial, permanent, isolation of brake
and about the following restrictions.

PHA_AC_12

Safe state conditions of the Brake system fault are:
_train at a standstill condition (in a non-hazardous area), achieved through the
automatic application of a continuous Emergency brake;
_train running, with all brakes released and a residual braking power compatible with
the train speed.
The applicability and specific implications of the above Brake system's safe state
definition shall be evaluated for each specific application.

PHA_AC_13

The applicability and specific implications of the use of different types of brake and
different blending configurations shall be evaluated for each specific application.

PHA_AC_14

External technical system shall provide to the Brake system all data (about train and
brakes configurations) required by its initialization.

PHA_AC_15

The driver shall verify the application of the Parking brake request through the related
indication provided by the Brake System

PHA_AC_16

The Dynamic brake shall guarantee a minimum brake force if available and provide safe
information on its availability (otherwise, the blending logic shall be based on a safe
measure of the force applied). The Adhesion independent brakes shall guarantee the
application of the brake force, if available.
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1

Name

HW/SW Description

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

Source/
Type
Destination

BS.72

TrainSpeed

SW

I

TCN

Word

O

TCN

Boolean

I

TCN

Byte

-100%/
100%

TCN

TrainSpeed is the speed of the train measured by odometry system
SelfTestBrRes is the result of the self test performed by friction brake
when receive electric power supply
TrSBrReq is the adimensional information (percentage) about traction
and service brake deceleration request. It is in the range +100%/-100%.
The value -100% correspond to a deceleration of TrainSBrDecMax. The
value +100% correspond to TrainTractAccMax.

Range

0-500
km/h
1=OK
0=NOT OK

TCN

SB.36/EB38

SelfTestBrRes

SW

SB2.2

TrSBrReq

SW

SB2.3

TrainDir

SW

TrainDir is the information about train direction selected by the driver

I

TCN

Boolean

1=forward
0=backw.

TCN

SB3.3

TrainMass

SW

TrainMass is the mass of the complete train defined by friction brake

O

TCN

Word

0-500 t

TCN

SB3.9

DoorClLock

SW

SB3.11/EB3.9

BogLoadMeas

SW

SB3.11/EB3.9

BogLoadMeas (n)

SW

SB3.14/EB3.12

BogLoadDef

SW

DoorClLock is the passenger door status Closed and locked: active =
closed and locked, not active: not closed and locked
BogLoadMeas is the measured value of the Bogie Load information
(BogLoad) by the EDV
BogLoad Measis the measured value of the Bogie Load information
(BogLoad) by the other EDV
BogLoadDef is the default load insisting on the bogie to be considered in
case of not available BogLoadMeas information

TCN

I

TCN

Boolean

1=locked
TCN
0=unlocked

O

TCN

Word

0-12 bar

(6)

I

TCN

Word

0-12 bar

TCN

Parameter
1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active
1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

SB3.15/EB3.13

MJFBogLoadMeas

SW

MJFBogLoadMeas is the fault information indicating that it is lost the
BogLoadmeas information (mass information lost)

SB3.15/EB3.13

MJFBogLoadMeas (n)

SW

MJFBogLoadMeas is the fault information indicating that other EDVs lost
the BogLoadmeas information (mass information lost)

I

TCN

Boolean

SB/EB4.6

TrackSlopeVal

SW

TrackSlopeVal is the slope of the track indicated in thousandths, positive
in uphill, negative in downhill (optional)

I

TCN

Byte

0-50 ‰

SW

MJFTrSBrReq is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the
TrSBrReq information (continuity lost)

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

SB/EB4.9

MJFTrSBrReq
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O

TCN

Boolean

O

TCN

TCN

ID in Annex
1

Name

HW/SW Description

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

SB/EB4.12

MJFTrackSlopeVal

SW

MJFTrackSlopeVal is is the fault information indicating that it is lost the
TrackSlopeVal information

SB4.11

TrackSlopeValDefPar

SW

TrackSlopeValDefPar is the dafault value of TrackSlopeVal information in
case TrackSlopeVal information is not valid
MJFTrainSpeed is the fault information indicating that it is lost the
TrainSpeed information

SB/EB4.15

MJFTrainSpeed

SW

SB4.23

TrainMassMax

SW

SB4.24

TrackSlopeMax

SW

SB5.6/EB5.5

AdDepFrBrAirSupplPress

HW

SB5.1.2

AdDepFrSBrAvFor

SW

SB5.1.2

AdDepFrSBrAvFor (n)

SW

SB5.2.2

AdDepDynSBrAvFor (n)

SW

SB5.2.3

AdIndDynSBrAvFor (n)

SW

SB5.3.11

AdIndDynSBrForReqLtd (n)

SW

SB5.3.13

MJFAdDepDynSBrAchFor

SW

SB5.4.5

AdDepDynSBrAchFor(n)

SW

SB5.4.6

AdDepDynTractAchFor (n)

SW

TrainMassMax is the Maximum train mass possible according
dimensioning
TrackSlopeMax is the maximum slope present on the line according
contractual requirements
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPress is the air supply pressure of the Adhesion
dependent friction service brake
AdDepFrSBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent friction service brake force
that is available on EDV for application to the track.
AdDepFrSBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent friction service brake force
that is available on the other EDV for application to the track.
AdDepDynSBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent dynamic brake force
available on the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndDynSBrAvFor is the adhesion independent dynamic brake force
available on the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndDynSBrForReqLtd is the force to be requested to the adhesion
independent dynamic service brake force generation function SB5.5.1.2
MJFAdDepDynSBrAchFor is the fault information of AdDepDynSBrAchFor
information not valid
AdDepDynSBrAchFor is the value of the force applied at the track by the
adhesion dependent dynamic brake
AdDepDynTractAchFor is the information providing the force applied at
the track by the traction
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Source/
Type
Destination

Range

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

TCN

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

I

Pneumatic
interface

Air supply

0-10 bar

A

O

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

O

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

O

Parameter

O

TCN

Parameter
Parameter

O

TCN

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

ID in Annex
1

Name

HW/SW Description

SB/EB5.5.6

AdDEpFrBrPilComLAM

HW

SB5.5.9/EB5.5.8

AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas

HW

SB5.5.11/EB5.5.10 MJFAdDepFrAirSupplPressMin

SW

SB5.5.13/EB5.5.12 AdDepFrBrElVoltMeas

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

AdDEpFrSBrPilComLAM is the pilot command,conditioned by the
LAM1.2.1 function, provided to the adhesion dependent friction brake
actuation function SB5.5.2.1.2
AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMeas is the information of the pressure of the air
supply to the adhesion dependent friction brake

Source/
Type
Destination

Range

O

Pneumatic
interface

Air supply

0-10 bar

C

I

Pneumatic
interface

Air supply

0-10 bar

(1)

MJFAdDepFrAirSupplPressMin is the fault information of adhesion
dependent friction service brake supply pressure below the minimum
limit AdDepFrBrAirSupplPressMin

O

TCN

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

HW

AdDepFrBrElVoltMeas is the information of the voltage of the electric
supply to the adhesion independent friction brake

I

Electric interface

Electric
voltage

0-150V

SB5.5.16/EB5.5.15 MJFAdDepFrBrElVoltMin

SW

MJFAdDepFrBrElVoltMin is the fault information that the electric voltage
is below the minimum AdDepFrBrElVoltMin or is lost

O

TCN

Boolean

SB5.5.21

MJFAdDepFrSBrForMax

SW

MJFAdDepFrSBrForMax is the fault information of adhesion dependent
friction service brake force above the maximum value AdDepFrSBrForMax

O

TCN

Boolean

SB5.5.23

MJFAdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas

SW

MJFAdDEpFrSBrForApplMeas is the fault information of adhesion
dependent friction service brake force applied is lower than requested

O

TCN

Boolean

SB5.5.26

MJFDragBr

SW

MJFDragBr is the fault information of adhesion dependent friction brake
force applied when not requested (dragging brake)

O

TCN

Boolean

SB6.2/EB6.2

AirSupplPress

Pneumatic
interface

Air supply

0-10 bar

SB/EB6.33

ElVoltMax

SW

SB/EB6.34

ElVoltMin

SW

AirSupplPress is the pressure of the air supply providing pneumatic
I
energy to the brake system
ElVoltMax is the maximum voltage by which brake system can be supplied
Parameter
according dimensioning
ElVoltMin is the minimum voltage by which brake system guarantee the
Parameter
functionalities

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

SB7.12

MJFRollBack

SW

MJFRollBack is the fault information of roll back detection

O
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TCN

1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active

B

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

(7)

ID in Annex
1

Name

HW/SW Description

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

Source/
Type
Destination

SB7.13

MJFHoldBr

SW

MJFHoldBr is the fault information of holding brake out of order

O

TCN

Boolean

SB7.14

MJFHoldBrFor

SW

MJFHoldBrFor is the fault information of not sufficient holding brake force
O
applied

TCN

Boolean

SB/EB9.4

AdDepDynBrStatus (n)

SW

AdDepDynSBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion dependent
dynamic service brake

I

TCN

byte

SB/EB9.5

AdIndDynBrStatus (n)

SW

AdIndDynSBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion independent
dynamic service brake

I

TCN

byte

SB9.6/EB9.6

AdDepFrBrStatus

SW

AdDepFrBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion dependent
friction brake

O

TCN

byte

SB9.12/EB9.13

MJFLoadDet

SW

MJFLoadDet is the summary information of any major fault active on subO
function SB3/EB3

TCN

Boolean

SB9.13/EB9.14

LoadDetStatus

SW

LoadDetStatus is the information providing the enabled/disabled/faulty
status of service brake sub-function SB3(EB3

O

TCN

byte

SB9.15

MJFSBr

SW

MJFSBr is the summary information of any major fault active on adhesion
dependent friction service brale in sub-function SB4, SB5.1.2.1, SB5.2.2.1,
SB5.3.2.1 SB5.5.2.1.1, SB5.5.2.1.2, SB7, SB10.3

O

TCN

Boolean

SB10.11/EB10.12

AdDepFrBrIsolManCom

HW

AdDepFrBrIsolManCom is the command of permanent isolation of
adhesion dependent friction service brake provided by manual command

I

Electric interface

Electric
voltage
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Range

1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
0= not
applied
1= applied
2=isolated
4= faulty
0= not
applied
1= applied
2=isolated
4= faulty
0= not
applied
1= applied
2=isolated
4= faulty
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
0=disabled
1= enabled
2=NA
4= faulty
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
0-150 V

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

(5)

ID in Annex
1

Name

HW/SW Description

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

Source/
Type
Destination

SB10.14/EB10.15

MJFPermIsol

SW

MJFPermIsol is the fault information about the not success permanent
isolation execution

O

TCN

Boolean

SB10.16/EB10.17

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus

SW

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus is the information of permanent isolated force/faulty
O
permanent isolation of adhesion dependent friction brake force

TCN

Boolean

SB10.16/EB10.17

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus (n)

SW

AdDepFrBrIsolStatus is the information of permanent isolated force/faulty
I
permanent isolation of adhesion dependent friction brake force

TCN

Boolean

O

TCN

Boolean

I

Electric interface

Resistance

SB10.18

MJFSBrHighIsol

SW

SB12.10

AdDepFrSBrDissTempMeas

HW

SB12.12

AdDepFrSBrDissTempMax

SW

MJFSBrHighIsol is the fault information about the too high isolation of a
adhesion dependent friction service brake force, not permitting to apply
the minimum service brake force by the adhesion dependent friction
service brake
AdDepFrSBrDissTempMeas is the information of the dissipation
temperature of the adhesion dependent friction brake AdDepFrSBrDiss
Temp
AdDepFrSBrDissTempMax is the maximum temperature that can be
reached by adhesion dependent friction brake

SB12.13

MJFHighFrictTemp

SW

EB2.2

EBrReq

SW

EBrReq is the emergency brake request information TrainEBrReq
trasmitted along the train

I

TCN

Boolean

EB4.7

MJFEBrReq

SW

MJFEBrReq is the fault information about the not valid information of
EBrReq

O

TCN

Boolean

EB4.9

TrainEBrForDef

SW

TrainEBrForDef is the default force value at which TrainEBrForNom shall
be set in case of lost train integrity

Parameter

EB4.10

MJFTrainIntegr

sw

MJFTrainIntegr is the fault information about train integrity lost

O

TCN

Boolean
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1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
1=isolated
0=not
isolated
1=isolated
0=not
isolated
1=Fault
active
0=Fault not
active
0-100 Ohm

TCN

TCN

TCN

TCN

(8)

Parameter

MJFHighFrictTemp is the fault information about too high temperature at
the adhesion dependent friction service brake energy dissipation subfunction

`

Range

O

TCN

Boolean

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active
0=request
not
present
TCN
1=request
present
1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

1=Fault
active

TCN

ID in Annex
1

Name

HW/SW Description

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

Source/
Type
Destination

Range

0=Fault not
active
EB5.1.2

AdDepFrEBrAvFor

SW

EB5.1.2

AdDepFrEBrAvFor (n)

SW

EB5.2.2

AdDepDynEBrAvFor (n)

SW

EB5.2.3

AdIndDynEBrAvFor (n)

SW

EB5.2.4

AdIndFrDynEBrAvFor (n)

SW

AdDepFrEBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent friction emergency brake
force that is available for application to the track.
AdDepFrEBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent friction emergency brake
force that is available on the train for application to the track.
AdDepDynEBrAvFor is the adhesion dependent dynamic brake force
available on the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndDynEBrAvFor is the adhesion independent dynamic brake force
available on the train, which can be applied to the track
AdIndFrEBrAvFor is the adhesion independent friction brake force
available on the train, which can be applied to the track

O

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

I

TCN

Word

0-50 KN

TCN

EB5.5.20

MJFAdDepFrEBrForMax

SW

MJFAdDepFrEBrForMax is the fault information of adhesion dependent
friction emergency brake force above the maximum value
AdDepFrEBrForMax

O

TCN

Boolean

EB5.5.22

MJFAdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas

SW

MJFAdDEpFrEBrForApplMeas is the fault information of adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake force applied is lower than
requested of a value higher than AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol

O

TCN

Boolean

EB5.5.23

AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol

SW

AdDepFrEBrForMaxTol is the maximum lower tolerance acceptable for
Adhesion dependent friction emergency brake force

Parameter

O

TCN

byte

1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active
1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

0= not
applied
1= applied TCN
2=isolated
4= faulty
1=Fault
active
TCN
0=Fault not
active

EB9.7

AdIndFrBrStatus

SW

AdIndFrBrStatus is the information providing the
applied/released/isolated/faulty status of the adhesion independent
friction emergency brake

EB9.16

MJFEBr

SW

MJFEBr is the summary information of any major fault active on adhesion
dependent friction emergency brake in sub-function EB4, EB5.1.2.1,
EB5.2.2.1, EB5.3.2.1 EB5.5.2.1.1, EB5.5.2.1.2, EB10.3

O

TCN

Boolean

BSM2.6/2.38

AdDepFrBrRemRelCom

HW

AdDepFrBrRemRelCom is the command of remote realease of adhesion
dependent friction brake force portion which is in failure

I

Electric interface

Electric
voltage

0-150 V

(4)

Boolean

0= Holding
brake not
enabloed
1=Holding

TCN

BSM2.26

HBrEnabled

SW

HBrEnabled is the information of the status of the holding brake
activation: if active HBrEnabled = active, if not active HBrEnabled = not
active

`
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I

TCN

ID in Annex
1

Name

HW/SW Description

Input to
/Output
from
EDV

Source/
Type
Destination

ABT.3

WSPtestReq

SW

WSPtestReq is the request to start the test to LAM1 subfunction

I

TCN

Boolean

ABT.4

WSPTestStart

SW

WSPTestStart is the request of starting the WSP test by ABT test
procedure

I

TCN

Boolean

Table 1 – EDV interface information list
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Range

brake
enabled
0=request
not
present
1=request
present
0=request
not
present
1=request
present

TCN

TCN

10 Antitrust Statement
While some activities among competitors are both legal and beneficial to the industry, group activities
of competitors are inherently suspect under the antitrust/ competition laws of the countries in which
our companies do business.
Agreements between or among competitors need not be formal to raise questions under antitrust
laws. They may include any kind of understanding, formal or informal, secretive or public, under
which each of the participants can reasonably expect that another will follow a particular course of
action or conduct. Each of the participants in this initiative is responsible for seeing that topics which
may give an appearance of an agreement that would violate the antitrust laws are not discussed. It
is the responsibility of each participant in the first instance to avoid raising improper subjects for
discussion, notably such as those identified below.
It is the sole purpose of any meeting of this initiative to provide a forum for expression of various
points of view on topics
▪ (i) that are strictly related to the purpose or the execution of the initiative,
▪ (ii) that need to be discussed among the participants of the initiative,
▪ (iii) that are duly mentioned in the agenda of this meeting and
▪ (iv) that are extensively described in the minutes of the meeting.
Participants are strongly encouraged to adhere to the agenda. Under no circumstances shall this
meeting be used as a means for competing companies to reach any understanding, expressed or
implied, which restricts or tends to restrict competition, or in any way impairs or tends to impair the
ability of members to exercise independent business judgment regarding matters affecting
competition.
As a general rule, participants may not exchange any information about any business secret of their
respective companies. In particular, participants must avoid any agreement or exchange of
information on topics on the following non-exhaustive list:
1. Prices, including calculation methodologies, surcharges, fees, rebates, conditions, freight
rates, marketing terms, and pricing policies in general;
2. any kind of market allocation, such as the allocation of territories, routes, product markets,
customers, suppliers, and tenders;
3. production planning; marketing or investment plans; capacities; levels of production or sales;
customer base; customer relationships; margins; costs in general; product development;
specific R&D projects;
4. standards setting (when its purpose is to limit the availability and selection of products, limit
competition, restrict entry into an industry, inhibit innovation or inhibit the ability of competitors
to compete);
5. codes of ethics administered in a way that could inhibit or restrict competition;
6. group boycotts;
7. validity of patents;
8. ongoing litigations.
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